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ABSTRACT

This research was designed to measure students’ satisfaction with learning facilities at

universities level in Pakistan. The major objectives of the study were; i) to find out

students’ satisfaction level on learning facilities in universities; ii) to find out the gaps

between desired and available learning facilities for the students. The population of this

work consisted of the students of the universities working in public sector. Multiple stage

random sampling technique was used to select the sample. The students of eleven (11)

general universities were randomly selected for this study; 4 from the Punjab, 2 from

Sindh, 2 from Khyber Pakhtoon Khawa, 1 from Baluchistan and 2 federally administered

universities. Total sample comprised of 1320 students from 6 disciplines of social

sciences. Two research tools were used to collect the required information; one was

survey questionnaire based on 3-point Likert-scale having two major options on

satisfaction and importance, second tool was group interviews having questions on four

learning facilities with leading questions. The group interview helped to find out

information not accessed by the survey questions. This study focused only on four learning

facilities; curriculum, teaching faculty, classrooms, and library. Before giving final shape

to the questionnaire its reliability was assured with the help of internal consistency

method and validity by getting expert opinions as well as construct validity by calculating

correlation values among items and variables. It took three steps to bring the

questionnaire into final shape. Levels of satisfaction and importance were measured by

giving range to mean values. The study concluded that the respondents level of

satisfaction was moderate on four learning facilities while have indicated high level of

importance to three facilities. The study also concluded that the respondents were more

satisfied on courses provided by the universities among the measured learning facilities

while less satisfied to classroom facilities. With respect to importance the respondents

have given more importance to teaching facility and less to the courses. It is recommended

that government, administrations as well as teachers should adopt necessary measures to

look into the matter to more satisfy students. The need to improve and appropriate

training has also surfaced as a result of this investigation. Lack of students’ satisfaction

with facilities could be a factor among youth decisions to avail the chance to study in

other country and study elsewhere.
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Chapter 1

1 INTRODUCTION

An educated workforce often proves to be an instrument for promoting economical

condition within a country. In this case higher education institutions can provide

sophisticated workers and a skilled workforce. Therefore, university graduates are

considered creative power of a country. For several decades, Pakistan worked for primary

education, NGOs and foreign donor agencies lend a hand to provide primary education to

the people. It accelerated economical growth rate of the country but higher education was

left behind due to giving emphasis to primary education to meet Dakar conference targets.

1.1 Background of Higher Education

Higher education in Pakistan worked under the supervision of University Grants

Commission (UGC) up to 2002. The function of UGC was coordination among

government and the higher education institutions to implement the policies prepared by

the federal government under a 1973 constitution. The other function of UGC was to

distribute funds among the universities. The studies conducted by Psaharoupolous (1988);

Jorgenson and Fraumeni (1998) as well as in Pakistan by Babar; Tasneem and Shumaila

(2008) also proved the fact that economical growth rate increase with the increase of

higher education rate. The importance of higher education was also elaborated by

UNESCO Task Force Report on Higher Education in Developing Countries (2000) in

developing countries for the socio-economic development. While developed countries

have realized this fact decades ago; they have started to provide higher education to their

people. Higher education is basic mean of development in science and technology,

industry by providing creative thinking skilled workforce (Adil, 2010). It is also observed

that the difference between developed and developing countries is in terms of their number

of university graduates.

Therefore, realizing the fact that higher education has role in economical growth of

a country, steps were taken to enhance its status in Pakistan. One of which was that in

2002 UGC was replaced by the Higher Education Commission (HEC) and more powers

were awarded to improve the condition of higher education. Pakistan started work to

improve the number of university graduates to provide a sophisticated skilled workforce to

the market. Therefore, to accommodate increasing number of the students at higher
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education level, the number of public sector universities was increased and private sector

was also encouraged to open universities. Universities working under public sector are

doing some public good while universities working under private sector are raising quality

of education by providing facilities to their students. These are generating competition

among universities on provision of quality education. On the other hand the increasing

numbers of students in higher education institutions created lack of provision of teaching-

learning resources due to lack of funds. Therefore, universities have to see public-private

partnership to solve their problems. With private partnership the purpose of education

changed especially at higher education level.

The influence of the emergence of private sector in higher education is that it

created an environment of competition among stakeholders of higher education to produce

quality out-put. Consequently, the race of provision of learning facilities started to attract

the students. The other important factor that changed the environment of universities is the

spread of information and knowledge that now we use in every field of our life (Smeets,

2005). With its help, students can get information from all over the world and also come to

know where and what is going on in their field of interest. Now, a student can get

knowledge about his/her prescribed field and also about the institutions from all over the

world. It introduced new dimensions of development and expansion of borderless

education.

Thus, every institution is now striving hard to satisfy students by providing them

with learning facilities because students are considered major stakeholder of education.

Therefore, students’ satisfaction plays very important role in achieving the desired

goals of the stakeholders and they increase the repute and rank of the institutions. Because

students’ learning is directly associated with their satisfaction on their expected learning

facilities (Lo, 2010). But it depends on the provision of educational resources in a

university which is more than syllabus and teaching.

Due to global competition in higher education the issue of quality and students’

satisfaction is of growing concern. Private partnership and quality provision has created

competition in higher education  that resulted in marketing of higher education and has

changed it from welfare institution to an industry and education became a prestigious

investment (Malik, Danish & Usman, 2010). It is considered that the major concern of
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students’ satisfaction is connected with quality of educational provisions especially the

provision of courses and teaching (Mavondo; & Zaman, 2000). However, according to

Alderidge and Rowley (1998) higher education does not only depend on teaching only but

there are other factors also that are affected such as; courses, teachers, library and ICT

services, social life and self-development chances, university environment with respect to

peace, learning, career development services and counseling, health services, traveling

facilities, health care services, accommodation.

Students enter an institution with expectations to facilitate for learning facilities

that are considered that can predict their satisfaction and impact learning outcomes as well

(Paechter; Maier &Macher, 2010). Thus students’ expectations are considered to play

crucial role in students’ learning. Because teaching and learning is not something that

occurs solely in the classroom or under tutor’s direct supervision but all the experiences

in the institution are sources of learning for students. Therefore, totalities of students’

experiences in an institution are useful perspectives to adopt in students’ satisfaction

about the institutions (Dishman, 2010). In this age of competition it has become the

responsibility and need of universities to ensure a worldly recognized and accredited

degree. According to Escrigas and Lobera (2009, p-4-6) the factors influencing higher

education in 21st century can be sum up as;

 The increase in the demand of higher education caused evolution of new

dimensions in higher education.

 The reduction of the role of the state and the emergence of the market due to

massive expansion of enrolment that does not match with the corresponding

expansion of state finance.

 The emergence of private education and the diversification of providers due to this

higher education could not expand further education.

 The diversification of funding resources that caused increase of number of

stakeholders.

 Skilled based knowledge that can earn better living.

All these factors especially the emergence of the private sector in education raised

the question to maintenance with respect to quality in education. Therefore, to keep and

maintain the quality of education, a system of accreditation for quality assurance was

started. Its consequence is that universities had searched alternative sources of income to
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provide learning facilities to their students. The importance of traditional academic values

diminished into competition among universities. The markets and globalization began to

influence universities and reshape education not only in terms of what is taught but also

what is researched. Similarly, markets are also beginning to influence the research agenda

of universities in the fields of economics, engineering, and much funds are allocated in

applied research areas.

Now, the major goal of higher education in these changing circumstances is to

educate people to work effectively in their workplace in an increasingly technological

world (Escrigas, Lobera & Team, 2009). It is also function of the institutions to provide

sophisticated knowledge and demonstrate an ability to think critically. So, universities

organize knowledge, disseminate and preserve it in such a way that these become the

center of intellectuals. Other important role of universities is to propagate research

oriented knowledge to resolve the issues of society and government for public good and to

work for economic growth (Ryan, 2004). Knowledge that can earn income is valued and

supported in the time of rapid changes that has created a challenge for universities to

anticipate the demands of a society. It is education that is regarded as a key to play a role

in the provision of skilled labor force to the market (Chakrabarti & Mark, 2003; Stevenson

& Bell, 2009).

Due to increase in the number of students and expenses, during the last three

decades of competitive advantage, stakeholders are looking at effectiveness of institutions

and their ability to achieve their educational goals. As quality is delivery of education and

the totality of the students’ experiences in an institution that are useful perspectives to

assume affective for students’ satisfaction. In marketing terms students’ satisfaction is the

major sources of assessment of institutions for ranking purposes. It is a perceived theory

that institutions of high quality produce more satisfaction among students (Stodnich &

Rogers, 2008; Adil, 2010). Such satisfaction can only be achieved by providing quality in

learning that can only be achieved if a workforce is competent because any institution

depends on the knowledge, skills and the talent of its workforce. Due to incursion of

knowledge from all over the world, it is urgently required to know what learners need to

learn and do to become to work and knowledgeable (Wrag, 2004). A student can find

variety of relevant knowledge by using ICT (information and communication technology)

but what to learn is the actual problem.
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Because education is joint venture of teaching-learning, where a teacher is teaching

and a learner is learning in a formal system of education. Therefore, teacher play central

role. The quality of education depends upon the provision of education that is being

provided by two sources; teachers and the curriculum. In formal system of education, a

student has to depend on a teacher who transmits, interprets, and facilitates subject matter

knowledge and at higher education level its’ application in their practical life as well.

Thus, education of the highest quality requires teachers of the highest quality.

On the other hand all teaching learning activities in any institution revolves around

the curriculum. Therefore, universities started to design their own teaching material

(curriculum) and develop their own methods of teaching and delivery mechanism as well

(Gatfield, 2000). But at university level a learner is mature enough to decide about his/her

future dimension. Therefore, if there are enough options for a learner that matches to

his/her interest this may satisfy the student. Along with the interest of a learner, the quality

of the curriculum is also important. Because the main objective of the educator delivering

the curricula is to transmit knowledge to the learners not only in order to qualify for

examination but to develop such skills, that help them to perform their task during their

professional life in a better way (Navarro, Iglesias & Torres, 2005).

It is variety of courses and course contents that should be learner-centered. Quality

is excellence of service or product and is judged on the basis of the assessment of the user

of that service (Jing, 2010). Hence quality in education is considered to be judged on

overall learning facilities perceived by the students on his/her experiences in an institution

(Hasan, Ilias & Razak, 2008; Stodnick & Rogers, 2008). The quality of education can be

seen by comparing expectations prior using that facility and their actual experiences of

using the facility. On the other hand satisfaction is a state or feeling of a person after

having experienced the performance or an outcome that fulfill his/her expectations (Malik;

Danish; & Usman, 2010). Therefore, satisfaction is a function of relative level of

expectations and perceived performance. These facilities are categories by experts in

different ways as according to service quality model presented by Parasuraman, Zeithaml,

& Berry, in a service quality model (1985) are called tangible (physical equipment),

reliability (performance of resources), responsiveness (willingness to help), assurance

(ability to inspire trust), empathy (caring).
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Anyhow, the researchers describe their understanding in their own way. It is

evident by the above discussion that the learning facilities are importance to play the role

of catalyst in teaching learning process. In this case different subjects need different

facilities for teaching-learning for example in Chemistry, laboratory is an inevitable

element on the other hand in live-sciences field work has had the same value therefore if

we see languages these require other types of learning facilities. It means the required

facilities vary subject to subject. Due to having variation and abundance of the needed

facilities learning at university level a single study cannot focus and cover all types of

learning facilities that is why this study was limited to certain disciplines that need

common types of facilities. This study has focused on these facilities;

1. Courses and Curriculum: options given in the courses, availability of the courses,

clarity, understandability, ICT application items, skills producing items in the

courses.

2. Academia: generic competency of university teachers and skills producing ability

of the university teachers

3. Classroom: availability, equipped for teaching learning

4. Library: availability of learning material, internet, online library, guidance

1.2 Statement of the Problem

There are three major stakeholders in education; students, teacher and the society.

Among these, students are the center of all the activities of an institution and all

arrangements in any higher education institutions are to educate them. So students if are

satisfied the system can be said successful. This study was designed to measure students’

satisfaction level as well importance level that they think is important to satisfy them with

respect to learning facilities to satisfy them more.
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1.3 Objectives of the Study

1. To examine the learning facilities available for students in the universities of

Pakistan.

2. To review the impact of learning facilities on students’ learning at higher

education level.

3. To find out the level of satisfaction of students concerning learning facilities in

universities.

a. satisfaction of students on courses for learning

b. satisfaction with teachers’ support for learning

c. satisfaction with available physical resources in classroom for learning

d. satisfaction with available library resources for learning

4. To find out the gaps between desired and available learning facilities for

students.

5. To give recommendations to improve learning facilities at the university level

in Pakistan.

1.4 Significance of the Study

In this age of competition when information from all over the world is at the reach

of a student every university needs to satisfy her students by providing world level

education. This world level education can only be provided by provision of learning

facilities of that level. Among these facilities competent teaching staff is more important

for quality teaching also that they are considered the problem solver of the students. No

doubt students can be satisfied by provision of learning facilities but to what extent they

are satisfied is the question that this study examined out. Therefore, the main purpose of

this study was to point out what is provided, what should be provided and what is needed

more to satisfy the students due to having the center of all activities in the university by

providing all needed facilities. This study would prove helpful for the stakeholders of

higher education;
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 Higher education commission to solve the problem of infrastructure

 University administration

 Head of the departments

 Teaching faculty

1.5 Delimitations of the study

Keeping in view the nature of the study some boundaries were defined for this

work.

 This study was delimited to the public sector general universities working in

four provinces and in federally administered areas.

 Learning facilities were delimited to the subjects of social sciences having

common types of learning facilities; education, economics, history, commerce,

mass communication, and psychology

 Four learning facilities; courses, teaching faculty, classrooms and library

were focused in this study

1.6 Design of the Study

The design of this study was based on mixed method research. It includes

survey modes. Learning facilities at higher education level are totalities of students’

experiences in an institution (Alderidge & Rowley, 1998). Having multi-facial issue this

study was delimited to courses, academia, classroom, and library. Considering the

complexity of the issue, multiple sources; questionnaire and a group discussion were

used to collect the requirement information from the respondents. Group discussion

helped to have answers of the responses left unanswered in questionnaire. Tools were

discussed with the faculty members of education department, researchers (detail in chapter

3). The questionnaire was made reliable and valid in the light of the results of pilot study.
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1.6.1. Population and Sampling

In this study eleven general universities from public sector were selected randomly

from four provinces and federally administered areas and six disciplines of two faculty of

social sciences and faculty of physical sciences. Six most common departments from each

faculty were selected on the basis of students’ enrolment. Collectively, sample consisted

of 1320 students of master level (detail in Chapter-3).

1.6.2. Research Instruments

Two tools were used to collect the required information. First is a

questionnaire based on three point Likert-scales in which the statements were based

on two major options; satisfaction level (what was) and importance level (what

should be) about the following items; courses, teaching, classrooms and library.

(Details on this are given in chapter-3).

The second tool is group discussion that has four main questions with linked

questions. It was used to validate and add supporting evidence of quantitative data

collected with the help of a questionnaire and to have in-depth information in the

form of qualitative data.

1.7 Data Analysis

The collected responses were coded and analyzed with the help of SPSS-17;

 Cronbach’s Alpha was used to discover out reliability (internal consistency

method) of questionnaire.

 Correlation values for content validity of the questionnaire

 Mean and standard deviation values to find out satisfaction and importance level as

well as the gaps between desired and expected facilities.

1.8 Definition of the Terms

Academic libraries: Libraries attached to the institutions and have storage of

learning material in hard copy forms.
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Accountability: to follow ethics, rules and regulation of a controlling agency as

well answerability as HEC in Pakistan

Collaborative: working of organizations, groups and individuals together to

complete a task or to give help in completing a task.

Constructivism: theory of learning about existing knowledge

Cronbach’s Alpha: Statistical test applied to find out reliability of a research tool.

Digital library: digital or storage of learning material in soft form

Globalization: process that promote world-wide exchange of information

without any boundary restrictions.

Internal consistency: Statistical method of finding out correlation among questions or

items

Self-directed learning: learning without any guidance and with one’s own pace.

Skilled workforce: Trained manpower equipped with necessary skills for a job

Multiversity: a place having persons of different identity

Sophisticated Skills: highly developed knowledge of a profession or work

1.9 Structure of Thesis

Chapter-1: This chapter shed light on a brief overview of the study. In this chapter

objectives based on the nature of the study were formed and are presented. There is

significance of the study, sample, procedure, methods of data analysis as well as

conclusions.

Chapter-2: This chapter is on the review of the relevant literature as well as on the

studies conducted earlier in the field of the study. In this chapter learning facilities needed

as well as role in learning at higher education level is discussed. The purpose of this

chapter was also to discuss the role of facilities on students’ satisfaction as well.

Chapter-3: This chapter describes detail of the methodological approaches adopted

in this study. In this chapter data collection procedure is also described. After that

instrumentation, sample, research instrument and how made reliability and validity were is

mentioned. It also has mentioned the methods of data analysis in a comprehensive way.

Chapter-4: This chapter deals with data analysis, interpretation and the results of

the study. This chapter has two main sections; one on quantitative analysis and the second
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on qualitative analysis. The results are presented in tables except the number of

participants that are presented in pie-graph chart.

Chapter-5: It deals with summary, conclusions and discussion on the results. The

discussion was conducted areas wise in the study. At the end recommendations were

given.

1.10 Summary

This chapter introduces the study. In this chapter objectives of the study,

significance, delimitation and limitation in conducting the study, procedure in brief and

procedure of the study is given. Research tools used in this study, test applied in statistical

analysis are described in this chapter in brief. The results, conclusions and

recommendations made are also mentioned.
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Chapter 2

2 REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE

Education is development of a person according to its own needs and the needs of

the society where one lives. It is considered that an educated person can understand the

problems of the society in a better way and solve them efficiently for the betterment of

that society where one is living. Therefore, knowledge and its application are considered

to make societies progress (Escrigas, Lobera & Team, 2009). Thus it can be said that the

progress of a society is directly linked to its educated people. For this purpose societies

establish institutions and among them are universities that impart higher education to the

people.

The major aim of publicly funded universities is to provide some form of public

good to the students. It is also function of the universities to provide sophisticated

knowledge and ability to think critically. To meet the objectives, universities organize,

disseminate and preserve knowledge in such a way that these become the center of

intellectuals. Other important role of universities is to propagate research oriented

knowledge to resolve society and government issues for public good and to work for

economic growth (Ryan, 2004). Therefore, universities are considered sources of

knowledge transfer and intellectual property as well as talent in regional development

(Chakrabarti & Mark, 2003).

But during past decades, a lot of changes have been occurring in the world. The

major factor of these changes is technology that in the form of ICT (physical as well as

virtual) has changed this world into global village. The other factor is industrialization that

during 1960s and 1970s has created competition among people for acquiring quality in

every aspect of life. Industries needed skilled workforce to produce quality products to

satisfy their clients. Therefore, educational institutions started to impart professional

education along with general education to provide skilled workforce for the industries. No

doubt the central role of universities is teaching but in this age, the goal of education is to

provide skills for problem solving that are job oriented (Chakrabarti & Mark, 2003;

Altbach, 2009).
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This industrialized demand of education, changed the role of higher education

institutions and new dimensions of university education emerged to solve the problems in

human, social and environmental development through rational analysis to balance its

economic role in development (Escrigas; Lobra, & Team, 2009). In this context now the

goal of education is to educate the people to work effectively in an increasingly

technological world by providing sophisticated knowledge. In this case universities are

considered the institutions for the dissemination of the knowledge to the people to face the

challenges of the world (Altabach, 2009). But the important role of universities is

economical growth of the country therefore the knowledge that can earn income is valued

and is supported now a day (Ryan, 2004; Stevenson & Bell, 2009). It is also that the

skilled workforce that is self-directed and can work on their workplace in changing

circumstances in a better way and is welcomed.

Consequently the number of students in the institutions especially in higher

education institutions increased. This increase of students in higher education institutions

was so much that it became difficult for universities to accommodate them. It created lack

of provision of teaching-learning resources due to lack of funds. As a result, universities

have to see towards private partnership to solve these problems. This private partnership

of the universities increased the number of stakeholder at higher education level that

resulted changes in higher education. This private partnership and increase of number of

students resulted on two major changes in education at higher education level.

 It increased the cost of education and unlikely education changed from welfare to

income generating industry. Now a day education has become a prestigious

investment (Malik, Danish & Usman, 2010).

 It changed the demands of the stakeholders and the purpose of education as well. It

resulted in the spread of professional education and new fields of education

emerged.

The spread of technology in education field also changed the environment of

universities. With its help, students can get knowledge from all over the world and also

that where and what is going on in their field of interest. Thus, a student can get

knowledge of its prescribed field and also about the institutions. It introduced new

dimensions of development and expansion of borderless education. All this has created a

challenge for universities to anticipate the demands of a society.
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The slogan of globalization, spread of technology and the demands of the society

has given new dimension to the higher education.

2.1 Growth in Higher Education

The demand of educated workforce increased the number of students in higher

education institutions. Private-partnership and the increasing number of students, created

an environment of competition among stakeholders of higher education. They began to

impart market oriented knowledge to their students. According to a report of Organization

for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD) in all over the world 132 million

candidates were enrolled in higher education institutions that were 68 million in 1991 and

is 5% growth over 1991 to 2004. A great change in it was the increase in the number of

women, different ethnic groups, older adults and enrolment of international students. This

increase of diverse students and student-teacher ratio created challenges for administration

to maintain equity and justice in the institutions. It also created an atmosphere of

competition among institutions to attract students by providing learning facilities to them.

Therefore, to satisfy students educational institutions brought continuous ongoing

academic changes to make education market oriented (Tennant; Mullen, & Kaczyski,

2010). The rapid increase of institutions, emergence of private sector in education and

competition among institutions raised the question of quality that demanded accountability

to keep standards and quality in production. According to a report of OECD 17,000

institutions of higher education are working in all over the world.

With the passage of the time institutions started marketing of institutions. This

marketing of the institutions and emergence of technology in education brought the

institutions to global scenario and also began to attract students from other parts of the

world. Therefore, universities were internalized with respect to two perspectives, one by

opening universities for international students the second to develop curriculum for

students and to meet the needs of global labour market (Rample, 2004 & Valimaa, 2008).

Thus, higher education is considered a source of economical growth and

development. To produce market oriented labor force has become the responsibility of

higher education institutions. It is also the demand of all the stakeholders to create

knowledge competency among university graduates to meet the demands of the market

and award internationally recognized degree (Huang, 2007; Ylijoki &Valimaa 2008). How
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to assess competency and assure it is also an issue for the institutions. To meet, accredit

and assure quality of education is important in this perspective. It is also necessary to rank

institutions in the age of competition. In this case all the stakeholders desired to acquire

quality in education. It created these challenges to meet;

 Growing pressures of in time work, workload and morale.

 Increased emphasis of quality that demands performance of workforce especially

teaching staff that resulted in increase of professional standards and accountability.

 Academic work became more complex due to work based specialization.

Due the factors mentioned earlier during last three decades the role of universities

has changed and resulted in reduction of the role of state in education and increased the

role of private sector (Huang, 2007). The emergence of private education and the

diversification of the providers raised competition among the stakeholders. Therefore, at

higher education level the issue of competition to attract the students started that resulted

in marketing of higher education (Gatfield, 2000; Huang, 2007; Hasan, Ilias, Rahman,

&Razak, 2008). Competition on provision of resources to assure quality of education in

the institution started. It is also for accreditation and come into the rank. Therefore, the

role of universities in 21st can be said has changed a lot.

2.2 Higher Education in 21st Century

The slogan of globalization in 21st century has speculated attainment of higher

education worldwide. To accelerate it, technology has played important role in bringing a

variety of knowledge on door step of a learner from all over the world. This expansion of

cross-border knowledge especially at higher education level is considered the result of

globalization. Universities attract students towards them on providing learning facilities

that are not limited to teaching facilities and research orientation at university level but

more is required to meet the needs of the students.

Universities did and are doing a lot to attract students and among these steps major

one is to provide market oriented education to the students. Because market oriented

education is lucrative to fees that now has become a major source of income for

universities (Escrigas; Lobera & Team, 2009). It considered that markets exercise an

influence on higher education institutions. It resulted to the increase of the cost of

education. The major focus of universities after becoming enterprises is to provide skilled
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workforce that are professionally competent and has specialization in one’s area of the

knowledge (Gatfield, 2000). But it needs to sustain knowledge by taking up new identities,

new ways of understanding and conducting research. In these circumstances universities

play the role in international, national and local perspective.

2.2.1.Universities in International Perspectives

Now a day, universities work in global environment on bringing scholarship from

all around the world thus has become central links with international community.

Universities also work in association of academic institutions’ between cross border

education to exchange the knowledge (Alok; Chakrabarti & Rice, 2003).

Therefore, universities needed intellectual and scientific infrastructure for links.

Thus, to survive in global world academic association is always engaged in exchanging

program in the form of hosting students, staff, conducting collaborative international

research projects and other activities to share knowledge (Altbach, 2009). This global

community has mixed up and forms a multidimensional framework of education as in

other aspects of our life. It has become inevitable now to bring reforms in education and

reframe a knowledge society that always brings changes along the time. The educational

exchange programs are being conducted that have created a global educational community

to help in assessing strength of educational programs as well as possibilities for new

dimensions in education. This situation has created three conundrum of higher education

that are;

 Digital divide problem that is who can use it and other who are not able to use it.

 The changing value of information and knowledge that conserve knowledge in a

changing situation.

The role of university in international perspective is challenging and has to strive

hard to meet the requirements. In the same way universities have their role in national as

well as local perspectives.

2.2.2.University Role in National and Local Perspectives

Universities provide professional skills and lend a hand in building economy of the

nation. Therefore, it has become the responsibility of universities to train and educate
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professionals, like business executive, architect, engineers, etc due to having research

oriented institutions that have fresh knowledge expertise (Altbach, 2009). Universities

stimulate economic development for local community by generating finance by investing

in companies that use university based knowledge. The other role of a university is that it

is a place of collective minds and home of everyone. It contributes where we are and link

the world at a place. It refers to being sloping to co-operating with, as well as serving the

society of which university is a part (Bowden & Marton, 2004). It works for the interest of

local community called learning at the local level. It is also a place of learning new ways

of seeing things.

Growing number of students in higher education, private partnership,

globalization, spread of ICT all these created competition among the institutions to attract

the students. Now with the spread of institutions the problem was to assess and enhance

the quality in education.  To assess the quality accreditation on quality as well as ranking

of the institutions started.

2.3 Quality in Higher Education

Quality is excellence of a service or product and is judged on the base of the

assessment of the user of that service. Quality in education is judgment of students’

perceived overall learning facilities that one experiences in an institution (Hasan, Ilias &

Razak, 2008). It results from comparing expectations prior to receiving that service and

the actual experiences of that service. On the other hand a person after having experienced

the facility or an outcome that fulfill his/her expectations create satisfaction that is a state

of feeling of (Malik; Danish, & Usman, 2010). Therefore, it can be said that quality of

education depends upon students’ satisfaction.

The expectation of the students may go as far as before entering the higher

education institution. These facilities are categorized by experts in different ways as

according to service quality model presented by Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry (1985)

in a service quality facilities are divided as tangible facilities (physical equipment),

reliability (performance of resources), responsiveness (willingness to help), assurance

(ability to inspire trust), empathy (caring). But these service qualities are categorized by

other people in different ways that changes with respect to the usage. Therefore,

categorizing the facilities depends on the role of institutions and preferences.
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Anyhow, it has become the responsibility of universities to ensure a worldly

recognized and accredited degree for the person who have selected that university for

study that matter a lot to satisfy students (Dishman, 2010).

Due to private partnership, university education and investment in education has

started competition among universities concerning the provision of learning facilities to

their students to attract students (Reid, 2010). Every institution is now striving hard to

satisfy the students that are its major stakeholder. It is important for a university to inspire

a confident on provision of quality provision education. It can only be done by provision

of quality in learning that can only be achieved if workforce is competent. No doubt

quality of an institution may refer to students’ performance, educational program’s output,

students’ learning experiences, teaching facility, and so on (Kimm, 2003). Resultantly, it

can be said that quality of education directly depends on students’ satisfaction that is a

function of relative level of expectations and perceived performance.

2.4 Need of Students’ Satisfaction

To face the competition and attract the students, students’ satisfaction plays very

important role. It is also important to achieve the desired goals of all stakeholders as well

as to increase the repute and rank of an institution because it is the resulted outcome of an

education system. According to Qoro (2006) quality of education is the expectations of a

society in terms of learning goals in the form of equipping with knowledge, skills and

attitudes.

Students’ satisfaction also creates motivation among students to learn. But all it

depends on the provision of educational resources in university that is more than syllabus

and teachers. Due to global competition in higher education issue of competition on

quality and student satisfaction is powering issue that resulted in marketing of higher

education. It leads universities to design their own teaching-learning material and develop

their own methods of teaching and delivery mechanism (Gatfield, 2000). These vary with

respect to discipline and region as well. No doubt the major concern of students’

satisfaction is the quality of educational provisions especially provision of courses and

teaching (Zaman, 2000). However, according to Alderidge and Cowley (1998) higher

education does not only depend on educational services but there are also other factors that

are affecting on it. The factors  that are considered important are; courses, teachers,
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library, ICT services, social life and self-development chances, university environment

with respect to peace, learning, career development services and counseling, health

services, traveling facilities, health care services, accommodation and so on. It can be

said that totalities of students’ experiences in an institution are useful perspectives to

adopt in students’ satisfaction about the institutions (Aldridge & Kowly, 1998; Navarto,

Iglesias & Torres, 2005; Ansari & Mosley, 2011). These expectations or facilities play

vital role in students’ learning.

To produce skills and professionalism in a specific field of the knowledge,

facilities are also required to that level for example with respect to teaching needs

commitment to bring renewed awareness and understanding to practical knowledge.

Therefore, the needed facilities at university level are not limited to curriculum and

teaching. These facilities are important because these work as catalyst in teaching learning

process. In this case  different subject needed different facilities for teaching-learning for

example in Chemistry, laboratory is an inevitable element on the other hand in live-

sciences disciplines field work has have the same value while if we see language courses,

these require other types of learning facilities. Thus, the required facilities vary subject to

subject. It means single study can not cover and focus all types of learning facilities that is

why in this study only four learning facilities are discussed that are; i) Courses ii)

Academia iii) Classroom iv) Library.

2.5 Curriculum

All teaching learning activities revolve around the learning material that is in the

form of curriculum and course contents. It is a document summarizing activities that are

going on to be performed during a prescribed period of time. At higher education level, a

teacher selects contents from a massive range of subject-specific knowledge into a highly

conventional format. At higher education level decision about what to teach? why to teach

this? and how to teach? seemed to be done with great freedom that has certain reason; one

is that  core knowledge of a discipline is remarkably enduring phenomenon. In many

disciplines it is remarkable that these are virtually unchanged for decades but tie to time

challenges is of shifting paradigms due to new social forces that necessitate some changes

(Coate, 2009). At the level of advance study, freedom to design curricula increased the

need of specialization within research. In these days universities are playing

multidimensional function that is of regional, national as well as of international and these
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institutions become bound among these different orientations. As a result courses must

reflect all these needs. It is also considered that for a teacher it is inevitable to have a

command over courses and the central role of a teacher is considered to teach at higher

education level to that level (Gee, 2005). No doubt course development is a complex

process. To prepare a reliable and purposeful course, it is also inevitable for a teacher to be

aware of learning process as well as learning methods of that level.

Learning at university level is application of the knowledge in natural setting.

Learning brings change that may be in the form of level of confidence or ability to

communicate what one is thinking (Kemble & Naught, 2007). Learning is changed into

capabilities for experiences that carry from one situation of learning to other that in simple

words can be said learning for unknown future. Therefore, if learning material relate

abstract to practical life in other words to real world situation, learners are more motivated

for learning (Kember & Naught, 2007). As with the help of higher education, graduates

are prepared to apply their learned knowledge in their practical as well as professional life.

It is a stage when learners are aware of the objects of their learning. People are expected to

learn the knowledge that is better to master situations in future that are unseen.

In changing situations every profession needs new skills especially with respect to

the use of technology therefore; learning to apply the learned knowledge is now basic need

of the knowledge. Research produces skill competency among the learners that helps a

person to solve the problems on workplace in different situations (Meek, Teichler

&Kearney, 2009). Major focus in learning at this stage is experiencing something that is

concrete and ordinary just like trying to hit a ball with stick. With respect to learning

critical features are dimensions of variation constituted by the new situation and the

previous ones which it resembles in critical respects. Thus, competency of the knowledge

learned is that to apply it in novel situation in future only due to that a person has

experienced with varying situation in the past (Gosling, 2011). It is obvious that a person

is aware of here and now of dealing about new situation.

Therefore courses must focus on learning outcomes of the students and other

aspect of curriculum is to encourage and accelerate sophisticated knowledge to deal in

different situations. Therefore, it is considered to focus on specific learning outcomes

rather than mere coverage of it because at higher education level learning is creates

specialization.
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Due to the competition, at university level higher education institutions started to

design their own courses (Gatfield, 2000). The increase, diversification, mobility either

actual and/or virtual of students, changing demands of stakeholders at higher education

has created new knowledge market. With the help of this kind of courses in rapid changing

circumstances it is tried to cater students to prepare for global citizenry.

Last few decades provided much wider access to mass higher education where

more heterogeneous groups from diverse cultural background gathered. Thus universities

have to look into courses to engage with issues of access and inclusion for quality of

education and to get better outcomes. Inclusive curriculum promotes pluralism (Tan,

2011). At higher education level, students have to develop skills to face the competition on

his/her workplace in a changing and technological world. They needed to develop

complex skills to work up to the market needs. It can only be done if one is creative.

Therefore, course contents should be able to develop among the university graduates all

the necessary skills. Skills development takes place within general curriculum and across

the range of modules (Fallows, 2011). Learning material is for students and every work no

a day needs techniques to make it flawless. So, to prepare learning material/course

contents, a teacher has to know about the needs of target students. It should address;

 objectives of the curriculum

 students’ future needs

 learning activities

At university levels students are mature enough and know what useful learning for

them. It can also be said that university students enter with some targets to achieve.

Therefore, to attract and satisfy students on their courses a teacher should keep in mind

their needs. Literature and studies conducted in this area indicates that these elements play

important role in satisfying students at university level; choices in the courses, availability

and clarity of material, relevancy of course contents to the objectives, and needed skills

development ability with the help of ICT application. At university level students needed

special skills that they have to practice during their practical life to work for the betterment

of the society.

In Pakistan study conducted by Ali (2005) concluded that the students are not

satisfied by the curriculum provided to them in the universities because it could not
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produce required skills among them. In other study (Hamidullah, 2005) students suggested

to revise their curriculum to give them better knowledge. Let us see what is required to in

the courses used as learning material at higher education level to more satisfy the students.

A curriculum or course contents defines what students should know, have to know

and to understand while a teacher helps them to make this job easy. Therefore, the role of

a teacher is also central in learning process to more satisfy students.

2.6 Role of Teacher

Learning is considered the transfer of knowledge from one context to another and

application of the learned knowledge from one context to other setting. The transfer of

knowledge is the best consummate when it meets the specific context and the needs of the

learners. Therefore, major concern of teaching is considered to motivate the learners and

to find the key to unlock and activate potentials for learning. By unlocking a teacher

should make facilitate learners to involve in both focused attention and peripheral

perception, absorb information by conscious and unconscious level. A teacher should

know complexity of learning that would make his/her job easy and competent teacher

(Gregory & Chapman, 2007).

Universities are established to impart higher education. In this context empowering

learners with transfer technology makes autonomous learner that is a major aspect of

competency needed for a teacher at higher education level (Leberman; Donald & Doyle,

2006). Teaching deals with good learning because teaching is facilitating for learning. By

learning means; i) getting knowledge about new things. ii) Getting more knowledge about

things that one already knows. iii) It is also replacement of previous knowledge.

At higher education level it is thought that students have background knowledge of

the subject and are expected to develop higher-order of thinking skills, as critical thinking

and problem solving skills in diverse situations (Kember & Naught, 2007). According to

Glanz (2009) teachers’ role is to accelerate their students’ potential to excellence, help

students to achieve their potential to have passion with their profession. In a class all the

students do not have equal intensity of insight to learning material so a teacher has to be

apathetic with them. A teacher uses multiple teaching methods to make every student

learning.
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Figure 2.1: Good Teacher (Self-perception)

There are certain things that an organization demands from its workforce to

produce quality out put and become more important when there is competition. Same is

the case of teaching that became more important when universities changed their nature

into enterprising institution (Arnold, 2009). It is all due to that with respect to function,

teachers are important. Universities demand teachers with up to date knowledge, well

equipped with teaching skills, team work abilities and to adopt them according to

changing situations, etc. It has made teachers more accountable for their action especially

based on students’ output. A teacher should know how students learn as according to

behavioral theory learning is changing of behaviors (Walker, 1984). While teaching is

developing skills, knowledge, and attitudes that are needed and instructions are designed

to translate learning objectives by matching outcomes (Grossman, Shoenfeld & Lee, 2005;

Arnold, 2009). It is closely related to competency needed at a workplace. A teacher is

considered competent who has mastered all the aspects needed for teaching. But on the

other hand according to Tennet, Mullen and Kaczynski (2006) subjective outcomes cannot

be taken as behavioral objectives and incidental as well as that is not being acknowledged.

Thus according to psychological concept teaching is valuing learning experiences and the

needs of the learners (Peterson, Clark & Dickson, 1990; Woolfolk, 1995). It is closely

related to learner centered of present age with features of holistic approach due to giving

importance to cognitive as well as emotional dimensions in learning (Banks; Smith; Moll;

Richert; Zeichner; Lepage; Hamond; Duffy & Donald, 2005). Thus if teaching is

according to the needs of the students’ satisfy them a lot and make them learn better.

Learning with experts, push a person to higher level because expertise is dynamic

and always in progress for learning with them. Teaching expertise is not only to bring into

the opportunity but to practice in the classroom and involves interaction with students

because teaching takes place in a communal world (Henard, 2010). But all this is the

A good teacher

Listen Understand Cares
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responsibility of teachers to produce the required skills among the learners and how this

job should be completed is the question for teachers.

In this time of rapid change when demand of higher education is ongoing change,

university education has to face challenges as well as teachers on their workplace. As a

result, academic development is inevitable for university teachers. It gives expertise to

face the challenges in complex situations by dynamic and situated nature. At university

level, teachers have to play multidimensional role especially when they have to deal with

students having diverse background.

2.6.1. Teaching and learning theories

Learning is said the development of behaviour under strict conditions and also observed as

possible due living in a culture of activities the society. This concept of learning is

explained in linear development terms of Behaviourism theory of learning that was

followed by Humanism, Cognitivism, Social Learning Theory, and Constructivism.

There are five learning theories; Behaviourist, Cognitivist, Humanist, Social learning and

Constructivist. A brief explanation of each of these with an indication of how the

associated concepts impact on learning and teaching is presented.

1. Behaviourism

According to Jones and Elcock (2001) the beginning of the twentieth century in the USA

was characterized by both a high level of industrialization and rapid technological change.

On the other hand, the technological change developed the idea of science as a potential

benefit for society. Psychology became the science society needed, and two main schools

emerged: progressivism, aimed at social and political reform, and functionalism, the goals

of which were to improve the adjustment of the mind to the environment. Behaviourism

assumed the ambition to become an exact science and the belief that environment

determines personality and behaviour. Behaviourism originated as a social science, the

goal of which was to predict and control behaviour. Learning was manifested by a change

in behaviour, with an emphasis on a connection between a stimulus and a response. From

a behaviourist perspective, the goal of education is to ensure survival of human species,

societies and individuals (Merriam and Caffarella, 1999, p.252). The main principles of

behaviourism producing the appearance in the curriculum of behavioural

objectives/outcomes, the importance of feedback, skills development and training,
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computerized and programmed instruction, competency-based education, teaching

methods and assessment.

2. Humanism

The concern with the ‘self’ is a hallmark of humanistic psychology which emerged as a

protest against the scientific explanation of the person in the 1960s and 1970s. Scientific

methods reduce the person to the status of being an ‘object’ for scientific enquiry. By

contrast humanistic psychology reaffirmed the human qualities of the person. Humanism

has its roots in counseling psychology & focuses its attention on how individuals acquire

emotions, attitudes, values and interpersonal skills. The main proponents of humanistic

psychology are Carl Rogers and Abraham Maslow. In educational terms this would lead to

the self-directed learner, with the teacher as the facilitator of student learning. Abraham

Maslow’s theory of motivation presented a hierarchy of needs – the highest of which is the

need for self-actualization which represents the main goal of education from a humanistic

point of view.

3. Cognitivist theory

Cognitive theorists recognize that much learning involves associations established through

contiguity and repetition. They also acknowledge the importance of reinforcement,

although they stress its role in providing feedback about the correctness of responses over

its role as a motivator. However, even while accepting such behaviourist concepts,

cognitive theorist view learning as involving the acquisition or reorganization of the

cognitive structures through which humans process and store information. Wilhelm Wundt

(1874) believed in the method of introspection, the self-reporting of one’s own mental

states. Using trained individuals he would get them to describe all the sensations they felt

in relation to a stimulus called structuralism. Gestalt psychology came to prominence in

Germany about 1910 when there was social turmoil in Europe.

The rise of cognitive psychology has had a profound effect on education that shift

away from teacher-centered methods of course delivery and more freedom for students to

choose the type of learning the suits them best. Curriculum design became more flexible

with ideas of continuous assessment, group-based learning and applied practice being

integrated into the learning experience. The emphasis moved from reproduction of

learning to meta-cognition. Other areas where cognitivism has had an impact on education

include attention theories, memory techniques (short and long term), mental imagery,

language acquisition, problem solving, and decision making.
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4. Social Learning theory

Merriam and Caffarella (1999) classify social learning theory as a theory on a par with

constructivism, humanism, behaviourism, and cognitivism. However, Tennant (1997)

points out that social learning theory encompasses a diverse range of theories and

approaches. He calls this theory the ‘social environment’ perspective. The two opposing

perspectives have emerged, centered on the active or passive involvement of the learner in

the learning process. First, the person can be seen as a passive receiver of behaviour, roles,

attitudes, and values which are shaped and maintained by the social environment.

Skinner’s stimulus-response psychology is the most influential of these behaviourist

approaches (Tennant, 1997). Its impact on third-level education is evident in the setting of

behavioural objectives and the provision of regular feedback and reinforcement to

students.  The second approach provides an active role for the person. This approach is

essentially humanistic. It sees the process as a dialectical one whereby the person and

social environment are both active in the process. It stressed the need for adult learners to

resist forms of enculturation which are alienating and oppressive (Tennant, 1997).

Bandura stressed that individuals are capable of self-regulation and self direction. He

regards learning as involving a reciprocal determinism between Interdependent individuals

and environmental influences. This approach impacts on the spheres of lifelong learning,

informal learning, experiential learning and collaborative learning.

5. Constructivism

While the thinking that informs Constructivism spans the twentieth century (theorists

including Dewey, Piaget, Vygotsky, Candy, Driver, Merizow, and Boud) it was not until

the later part of the century that this theory became mainstreamed through practice. In the

Constructivist model, learning is viewed as a process of making meaning. The learner

interacts with experience and environment in the construction of knowledge. The process

is essentially learner-centered. However, while the Constructivist theory encompasses a

number of inter-related perspectives, theorists ‘differ as to the nature of reality, the role of

experience, what knowledge is of interest, and whether the process of meaning making is

primarily  individual or social’ (Merriam and Caffarella, 1999, p.261). In addressing the

pedagogical needs of both the individual and the social in the constructivist model, the

implications for third-level students are numerous. They include learning to learn,

experiential learning, shared and negotiated learning, social contextualization of learning,

self-directed learning, group work, creative problem solving, guided discovery, and

reflective practices.
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There are many changes occurring in the twenty-first century which is putting

influence on the nature of learning and learning styles being adopted. Perhaps the most

significant change is that universities are now increasingly competing with a range of non-

traditional education providers (Ashworth, Brennan, Egan, Hamilton &Saenz, 2004). This

is forcing higher education into a pro-active position in understanding how students learn

best, and how teaching impacts on learning. Additional contemporary changes include

globalization, modularization, mobility of learners, distance education/e-learning/flexible

learning, lifelong learning, mass education, and work-based learning. ‘The de-

institutionalization of education, in the form of open and independent learning systems, is

creating a need for learners to develop appropriate. The impact here on learners is the

gradual move away from the more traditional forms of teaching and learning, where

information was transmitted to the student through physical interaction between teacher

and student, to more self-directed, student-centered approaches. Problem-based learning is

an example it. The impact of technology and the internet will continue to increase, having

economic and social implications for society. For instance people can now work from

home if they have immediate access to a computer. This may facilitate the increase of

distance-learning courses as students no longer have to attend a physical campus to gain

qualifications. Increasing modularization enables many students to learn at their own pace,

in their own time.

2.6.2. Teaching for Diversity

The increasing number of students in universities having diverse background

created the problem of equity and social justice. Due to this diversity there are visible and

invisible differences among students including language, age, gender, cultural background,

religion, attendance pattern, family responsibilities, work experiences, learning

preferences, physical ability and disability because different students come from different

background and have levels of educational inheritance (Banks; Smith;Moll; Richert;

Zeichner; Lepage; Hamond; Duffy, & Donald; 2005). These students also have diverse

educational inheritance thus have different expectations from higher education institutions.

There fore during teaching in ethnic diversity evolves and increase visibility of diverse

groups and emerge changes among teachers (Yates, 2005). No doubt this diversity is a

challenge for teachers. But in spite of this challenging situation that is also with respect to
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learning, university teachers have to educate people to work effectively on their workplace

in an increasingly technological world.

Thus, students’ learning revolves around the courses in the guidance of teachers on

which the quality of education also depends. A student has to depend on teacher who

transmits, interprets, and facilitates in retaining subject matter knowledge as well as to

produce skills among the university graduates to make them able to apply it during their

practical life. Therefore, the education of the highest quality requires the teachers of the

highest quality that also plays important role on students’ satisfaction (Tennant, Mullen &

Kaczynski, 2010).

Students needed to believe that their learning is useful, relevant as well as

meaningful for their further life. Especially at higher education level learners need to

know and feel belonging to the classroom as well as responsible for their own learning

behaviour. All this develop self-directed learning skills and produce confidence among the

learners (Gregory & Chapman, 2007). Because universities live in broader context where

graduates are prepared to work and use their knowledge learned/retained on their

workplace in changing circumstances. Therefore, teachers need to bring their wisdom to

face to face the challenges in a classroom where students diverse background to prepare

them to solve the problems in every aspect of their life in the best way. Skills make new

opportunities and find the most productive responses to the current challenges and is said

to envisage solutions and ways forward (Barker, 2005). Skills to achieve global resonance

innovation to achieve quality in a work are also to be produced among students.

A good teacher is considered to constitute skills, knowledge and attributes to meet

the needs of his/her profession to face the challenges (Alderidge & Rowley, 1998;

Mavondo & Zaman, 2000). Therefore, a university teacher needs to go beyond simply

adapt, understand and go with these changes to position them to satisfy his/her students.

In this study teachers’ skills that were considered important to satisfy students are

divided into two areas; generic skills and skills producing ability among university

teachers.
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2.6.3. Generic Skills of Teachers as learning facility

Teaching is not limited to classroom accumulation of bits and pieces that is based

on verbal expression but it is a multifarious process. It is most distinctive human

characteristic of man to make for learning that proceeds steadily (Barker, 2005). To make

teaching effective, a teacher chooses learning methods suitable for that circumstances and

that varies with respect to subject and learners (Fraser & Spiller, 2005).  At university

level, learning is development of knowledge which may not be necessarily new for all the

learners therefore teaching at this stage is contribution in this process. As university is a

multiversity where different ideas are combined and play different function that comprises

research and learning, collective and individual learning by developing knowledge among

the learners (Bowden & Marton, 2004). Therefore, university is considered not only place

of production of collective minds but expanding, widening and transforming the collective

mind as well as self-formation. In the same way university is considered a place where

collective minds are formed and transformed through its diverse ways of grasping the

world. It is thinking about the world in different ways and all thoughts are linked together.

Therefore, teaching at university level is preparing learners for increasingly unknown

future with current knowledge and to prepare that how a work can be done efficiently

(Nicholos, 2002).

A teacher has a range of possibilities of seeing things for teaching at university

level and to see more options to take an action that is relevant to the situation. It is a stage

when learned knowledge is applied to get benefit in practical life. Universities are

expected to produce skills to work effectively and efficiently on their workplace. Thus, at

university level a teacher is expected to produce optimal environments and competent in

pros and cons of different teaching methods as; lectures, working in groups, problem-

based, seminars etc that gives better outcomes. Because learning to qualify is not sufficient

at this stage but needed to apply this knowledge in varying situations in other words

simulation of knowledge in a real-life situation (Balchin, 2006). It requires enthusiasm,

commitment, and especially ongoing learning (life-long learning) for teaching as well as

learning. It is the teachers who define the problem and supply the material and methods to

develop the desired skills among the students (Gate; Hammond & Akar, 2005).

Learning development is helping the students to more successful in learning that

needs a variety of skills (Gosling, 2011; Brwon, Fry, & Marsha, 2011). According to
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Klimm (2011) there are six aspects of teaching learning provision; curriculum design and

organization, teaching and learning assessment, learning resources, and quality

management. As every profession needs some specialized skills to work efficiently to

satisfy its consumers in the same way a teacher also needed some specialized skills.

Literature and studied conducted indicated some important skills for a university

teachers to make students learning better and satisfy them were selected to discuss and are

as; time management, assessment skills, giving feedback to the students, motivational

skills, skills to use ICT (Information and Communication Technology) and teacher student

relations considered in this study.

2.6.1.1 Management

Management with appropriate planning plays very important role in creating an

effective learning environment. Teacher organizes everything from the learning point of

view to the preparation and distribution of the resources with respect to available resources

as well as time. Important element of planning is to know students’ needs that if are

provided, satisfy them a lot and make learning better. Planning for teaching gives proof

that a teacher has careful thoughts about curriculum, its teaching techniques as well as

methods to organize and arrange the curriculum contents keeping in mind the level of

students for better learning outcomes (Gee, 2005; Harper; Gray; North; Brown & Ashton,

2010).

Learning environment if is conducive, motivate students to learn and it depends on

teachers’ management. Planning is not limited to lesson planning but goes beyond it. It

can be said that all teaching activities that a teacher has to perform are to make one’s

students learning better. Among teacher’s planning and management is; curriculum

design, learning activities, time-management, pace of teaching, assigning activities,

teacher-students relation, etc. While managing the time, a teacher keeps in mind the things

effecting learning environment, selecting teaching materials, learners’ attitudes etc (Malik,

Murtza & Khan, 2011).

Time management helps to work effectively and must be considered. According to

Forsyth (2007) time management is based on two key factors; how a teacher plan time and

how one implement it to save time. A teacher must spend time to save time. While

planning a teacher has to put on priority what is important but there may be occasional
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problem that waste time. At university level these occur some time or frequently as

students’ strike etc. But becoming, and remaining, well organized has to make possible.

Effective time management is core skill in teaching (Arnold, 2009). Thus, if time

management works actively and effectively it makes target achievement easy. It is

important skill of a teacher to work affectively to work for better learning of the students

and that would satisfy them.

2.6.1.2 Motivational

Motivation is fruitful in creating situations that make a learner to engage in

learning. Motivation is like breathing for a student for learning therefore a teacher must be

alert about it (Sotto, 2007). There are different methods by which a teacher can motivate

students to learn; one of which is reward and punishment on their performance and giving

attention to individual student, reinforcement that automatically prove a stimuli for

learning (Behaviourist theory). But human behaviour is complex by nature. People are

naturally curious to find satisfaction by new experiences and enjoy learning new things. It

is a source of satisfaction in perfecting skills and developing competence by learning new

things.

Thus the major job of a teacher is to raise curiosity among students to learn new

things and then use it as a motive for learning. Creative thinking creates curiosity among

students about what will happen next that is an important ingredient of motivation (Adair,

2007). A teacher may give outline of a story and assign students to complete it.

Questioning, creating problematic situation rather than presenting statements of fact is

beneficial for learning that creates interest among students to answer the question, solve

the problem. It will create self-efficacy that is called the power of positive thinking.

Motivation creates learning environment that needs a variety of presentation style,

methods of instruction and learning materials. The students use to allocate meaning to

learning situations (Rost, 2006). According to policy analysis of OECD (2005-6)

motivation is of two types; intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic motivation is that a teacher can

create among students to learn by making a lesson easy and understandable. While

extrinsic motivation is that a teacher produce skills among the students to work on

workplace or by producing work oriented skills. But according to Stephen, Newstead and

Hoskins (2003) at higher education level intrinsic motivation seems central and can be

expected that students with this motivation should perform better academically than those
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with extrinsic motivation. Therefore, it is also expected that intrinsically motivated

students might be expected to develop a deeper understanding of the material than

extrinsically motivated. But there is a little definite verification on any of these

predictions.

There is another type of motivation, high achievement motivation that is predicted

to achieve higher grades. Motivation involves caring about a task and desiring a successful

task outcome (Dwesk, Mangels & Good, 2004). There are deep and surface approaches of

learning and both concerned with conceptual understanding of the learning material both

integrate into one’s existing knowledge. But according to surface approach it is rote

learning to reproduce the matter in other perspective. Each of these approaches is linked to

a certain type of motivation, with deep approaches being linked with intrinsic motivation

and surface approaches with extrinsic motivation. Thus, there are a lot of theories and

techniques of motivation students for learning but the need of time is how a teacher

applies these to make one’s students better learning to satisfy them with this skill.

2.6.1.3 Assessment Skill

Assessment is considered an integral part of the teaching learning process. It not

only helps a teacher to know his/her students’ learning outcomes but it also helps a teacher

to revise instruction and to adopt new method/s of teaching if needed, to set the pace of

work, in framing learning process therefore has influences on learning as well teaching

(Zimmerman & Schunk, 2004). Thus a teacher as an assessor can keep one’s eye on the

performance criteria of students. The nurturing role needs to keep the other eye on the

development of the students’ ability to reflect on and articulate features of their teaching in

the interests of the students’ long term professional development.

There are two types of assessments, formative and summative. Formative

assessment is done during the sessions of teaching that helps a teacher to see one’s

methods of teaching, pace of one’s work as well as students’ learning pace. The other one

is carried out at the end session called summative assessment that affects a lot on students

as well as teachers. It helps all stakeholders to decide future dimensions based on learning

outcomes and to what extent goals of learning are achieved. In this case knowledge should

be assessed and also relevancy of knowledge to the contemporary workforce and society.

It helps stakeholders to make necessary changes to improve the institutional efficiency to

make students satisfy for better learning outcomes.
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Assessment helps in framing learning and has influences on learning but which

type of learning is the question? Either needed to change landscape of assessment? Affects

of technology? Assessing of learning needs to be related to the learning outcomes and

objective based. Thus assessment is informal and formal within the teaching process, or

summative, making formal decisions about progress and level of students’ achievement.

Assessment helps the learners to actively construct knowledge so has a powerful impact

on student behaviour (Wakeford, 2003). Therefore, a teacher should be careful about it

and needed to have clear and reflect the level and mode of study. Effective assessment

needs to reflect programmed content, and be valid, reliable and fair. A large number of

assessment methods are available to use at higher education level but a teacher needs skill

to select and use in an appropriate method/s. Fair and proper assessment method if used at

proper time on students progress in their learning is fruitful and would satisfy students.

Assessing students’ progress on learning achievement point out their mistakes and errors

that a teachers should guide and give proper feedback to amend.

2.6.1.4 Feedback Skill

Feedback is needed in every aspect of our life for betterment but crucially needed

when a person is at learning stage. One of the oldest findings of Thorndike (1931-1968) in

psychological research is that feedback especially positive feedback facilitates learning.

Feedback helps to analyze and interpret the knowledge for necessary correction to make it

more authentic. The most effective method is considered structured group discussion or

classroom discussion. According to Shepard, Hammerness, Hammond, Rust, et.al (2005)

learning is fostered when feedback focuses on learning goals thus students’ performance

should be judged in the light of a criteria either to compare with others. It enables teachers

and learners to amend mistakes and errors to accommodate especially in producing

reflective thinking skills (Newstead & Hoskins, 2003; Mauthner &Doucet, 2003).

Availability of teachers and to respond queries at the time of need during working

hours encourage students to learn. It makes exciting working environment in the

department. Feedback is not only limited to the classrooms but out of the classroom as

well. A teacher’s attitude towards the students also affects a lot on their learning and

learning among students learning would be better when they are satisfied on provision of

that facility.
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2.6.1.5 Teacher-Students Relationship

Teaching practice is more than teaching skills in which student-teacher relationship

is at the core of it. It plays critical role in creating learning environment in the classroom.

According to Tennant, Mullen & Kaczynski (2010) a teacher must learn and grow with

students as they learn that teacher should do and to do this good student-teacher

relationship are inevitable. Therefore, a teacher needs to look beyond individual’s

perspective.  Among the necessary skills it is one that is considered important among

teachers at higher education level and to be produced among university graduates (Kember

& Leung, 2009). A teacher can share experiences to create friendly environment in the

classroom. It also facilitates and enhances motivation among students to learn. With the

help of empathy trustful relation build self-motivation among students. It develops

confidence among students and become enthusiastic to participate in learning activities.

Thus, it is needed for teachers to adjust their attitude, to communicate mutually, to

understand each other and build friendly environment in the classroom.

Learning in these days is not limited to the classrooms but beyond that. Therefore a

teacher needs to develop learning community around teaching. Due to having joint venture

between students and teacher, the process of teaching learning is a social practice and not

an individual activity. Teachers and students of similar interest can cultivate a

collaborative and reflective cultural in their universities. This community may learn by

formal and informal modes. Education is concerned to identify necessary knowledge and

skills the needed for participating in productive activities for oneself and society (Muller,

2001). So, in an age of rapid change and competition a teacher should keep his/her

knowledge up to date to pace with the age to discuss with his students. In universities

teacher should make their workplace a site of and for learning and friendly environment to

cultivate better learning environment that matter a lot to satisfy their students. In this age

ET has been working as a facilitating agent during teaching-learning process.

2.6.1.6 Use of Technology as a Learning Facility

It is a tool that is affectively taking place in our every aspect of life.  It has not

embraced at a lower pace in the field of education as compare to business (Baker, 2006).

Society is expecting from us more due to changing scenario of education that is becoming

education without institution called virtual education. In this age, technology is frequently

used due to its’ luxury of personalized instruction in a one-to-one setting. Information and
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communication technology plays important role in provision of learning materials. It helps

in sharing knowledge of interest and ideas, helps to work on joint project, to work in

collaboration with others and can also be useful to monitor progress of the work.  It is

much helpful in developing learning community on global based formal or informal or

both. But like any other educational tool or mode of educational delivery, ICT does not

work for everyone, everywhere (Davis, Preston & Shin, 2009). Students need to be helped

in a proper way to use it and for this purpose teachers should also be aware of its

application during teaching. One of the professional skills of teachers is to know the use of

ICT in education programs that has gained momentum throughout the world (Mistretta,

2005; Steketee, 2006; Goktas, Yildirim & Yildirim, 2008). The best application is in

Cambridge University and Britain’s e-University where students’ most of the times are

spending their time in independence and reflective learning. Technology makes learning

better by presenting material in different and fascinating way that not only amuse learners

but also satisfy them.

2.5.3.Teachers’ Skills Producing Ability among Graduates

To produce skills among university graduates, a teacher has to be aware of

students’ needs and learning process. Establishing academic and basic needs,

teaching subject matter knowledge at university level requires research and

scholarship for the teachers (Arnold, 2009). It also requires effective learning

environments that are to be created and sustained for better learning achievement.

According to it the needing availability, qualification, presentation, access to the students

is important. Teachers’ role at higher education level is considered to help graduates to

develop ideas, give meanings, creates self-identity with abilities, attitudes, motivation to a

purposeful creativity within ethical framework that leads to take personal decisions for

taking actions (Jackson, 2006).

At higher education level graduates are expected to have specialized knowledge of

their subject and skills to apply on their professional life in the future. During professional

life graduates have to use their learned skills that can be developed through different

activities during their university life. In order to be functional at their workplace, graduates

needed a range of skills. Fallows (2011) called these skills called ‘skills for the world of

work’. Literature, researches conducted (Kember & Leung, 2009 & Fallows, 2011) and
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Pakistani scenario pointed out capabilities needed for university teachers as well as

students are as;

 Reflective thinking skill

 Analytical analysis skill

 Critical thinking skill

 Creative thinking skill

 Life-long learning skill

 Problem solving skill

 Communication skill

 Active learning skill

2.6.1.7 Reflective Teaching skill

In this rapidly changing world new techniques and skills are being introduced to

perform a task up to the standards during professional carrier of a worker. Among these is

reflective thinking skill that is fertile to face the changes. Reflection and self-assessment

are both meaningful processes that can lead to learning from experiences, yet they have

different purposes and goals.

The term “Reflection” has been used widely in disciplines of psychology and

education. Nevertheless, in both settings, it simply means the process of thinking deeply

within one’s awareness and conscious effort on an issue or event.  Its history can be traced

in the age of Dewey (1933) while in 1980s, Schon (1987) made the term ‘‘reflective

thinking’’ an important theme in teacher education. Later on different models of reflection

abounded, each with a different focus; e.g. Kolb’s (1984) model of experiential learning,

Schön’s (1983) model of reflective practice, Mezirow’s (1991) model of transformative

learning, and King and Kitchener’s (1994) model of reflective judgment. Based on these

models and others, Moon (1999) defines reflection as;

“a mental process with purpose and/or outcome in which manipulation of meaning

is applied to relatively complicated or unstructured ideas in learning or to problems for

which there is no obvious solution” (p. 155).

Donald Schon, whose work “The Reflective Practitioner” (1983) most concisely

presented the developing discourse. The kinds of split judgments based on professional

past experiences which were considered both typical for good teachers and simultaneously
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incompatible with their adopting of a research function concurrently. According to Schon

there are two methods of using reflective skills in teaching; knowing-in-action and

reflection-in-action.

Knowing-in-action [which] is the professional knowledge that practitioners

actually use, as distinct from the theoretical, scientifically derived knowledge that

technical-rationalist approaches assume that they used.

Reflection-in-action [which] occurs when new situations arise in which a

practitioner’s existing stock of knowledge their ‘knowing-in-action’ is not appropriate for

the situation. It involves reflecting on ‘knowing-in-action’. ‘Reflection-in-action’ is a

process through which hitherto taken for granted ‘knowing-in-action’ is critically

examined, reformulated and tested through further action. It is a process of research

through which the development of professional knowledge and the improvement of

practices occur together (Gilbert, 1994:516).

To reflect while teaching is a dualism that challenges may, yet though practice these

tasks can be realized simultaneously; to reflect the activity is something that improves

with effort. It can be said that that reflection is a state of mind, an ongoing constituent of

practice. Therefore, at this stage a teacher should develop this skill among students to

learn from their experiences about themselves, their work, and way they relate to their

home and work, significant others and wider society and culture. Reflective thinking skill

allows students to record thoughts and insights about their own learning experience. It

encourages students to review and consolidate learning, to evaluate performance, to plan

future learning based on past learning experience.

There are certain methods useful for reflective teaching for example story telling is one

of them. After that is a collaborative learning process in which learners are engaged in

dialogue for making experiences purposeful. It is systematic process to prepare a class for

this (Wakeford, 2003). In reflective process learners think on their past experiences to

build their knowledge that help them to work for future. If reflective skill works properly

would create interest among students and also gives mental satisfaction to learn.

2.6.1.8 Analytical Skill

Analytical skill is the second step to reach decision with rational thinking skill. It is

the ability to reason rationally before reaching decision (Adair, 2007).  In every step of a

person’s life one has to take decision but especially at workplace it is crucially needed. No
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doubt there are simple and complex situations. Analytical reasoning skill helps a person to

reach the roots of the situation after analyzing it from different angles. It also helps to

envisage a thing in a given situation from different angles by breaking down into smaller

parts. According to (Brwon, Fry & Marshal, 2003) analytical skill helps to identify and

constitutes that builds the real thing that may be a problem. It is useful for a person at

every step for example in teaching English a sentence structure can be more explicit with

analysis method. To understand a problem, issue, situation etc analytical skill would help

to reach the decision in a better way. It helps a person to take the decision in a logical way

and would give better output. Therefore, among university graduates analytical skill

should be developed. When a complex problem or issue is analyzed have to pass certain

steps before reaching final conclusion or creation of new thing.

2.6.1.9 Critical Thinking Skill

The swiftly changing world put pressure on our life to respond it in every aspect of

our life realities. These realities are becoming increasingly complex and put pressure to

profound thinking to resolve these problems. At higher education level it is needed to

develop critical thinking skills among graduates to face and also is required a radically

different form of thinking skills to resolve the complex problems (Fry, Ketteridge &

Marshall, 2003). Because there is nothing more practical than sound thinking no matter

what the circumstances are.  Critical thinking is a disciplined art of ensuring that a person

uses the best thinking skill. It is making sense of something by giving it some meaning in

one’s mind by creating concepts in mind in the light of experience and trustworthy

information (Jing, 2010). It is rational thinking of a thing or issue. When a problem or

issue is analyzed it needs critical analysis to prove the decision putting it in relevant rule

and regulation. A skilled teacher can make learning interesting by giving daily life

example to produce critical skill that would be create students’ interest for learning and

mental satisfaction.

2.6.1.10 Creative Skill

Innovation is being introduced in every aspect of our life that has changed our

lifestyle. It is all due to the rate of changes spearheaded by technology, involving

lifestyles, beliefs, and knowledge. In these changes globalization of economy is also

playing its’ role that also bring changes in regional social systems. It is providing a better

integrated beliefs, values, knowledge, labour and resources (Csiksentmihalyi, 2006). It
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leads to the formation and invention of new things and creativity is a term used for it that

is the ability to imagine for inventing new world of and for oneself that is a person’s actual

asset. These changes also emerge the trends of specialization of knowledge and leads to

new fragmentation of knowledge rather than tradition. The ability to imagine for inventing

new world of and for oneself is a person’s actual asset as well as all types of our

achievements. Therefore, among university graduates dissertation writing is difficult in

spite of having massive relevant knowledge. It is due to lack of creative writing skill. This

creativity is the first step of creative writing. At higher education level a teacher needs to

help in developing creativity among graduates that in their future will help to recognize,

develop and experience potential to grow as well as to make their own identity on one’s

professional and social life. In creative skill, creating problem can be used while teaching

that is a thinking exercise aimed to solve real life problem. According to Baillie (2006) it

is based on these steps; question formation, generating ideas and clustering of ideas, that

needs evaluation skill and taking action to solve it.

In this industrial age, the innovation culture has developed among new generation.

It is also due to that every job now a day desires creative ability to meet challenges of the

projects on one’s workplace (Thorne, 2003). But for creating an innovative culture its’

relevance to education is necessary to get a larger corporation in an organization and it is a

challenge for the institution and for academia as well.

It is due to that new ideas are generated in the environment of trust to work. Thus

environment of innovative and creative culture should be provided in institutions. To

support these innovative ideas management support, encourage cross-fertilization, tolerate

failure, pursuit good ideas and reward good ideas, generating champion ideas by teachers

are needed. Generating new ideas and being innovative needs tremendous personal

discipline to bring forth new and original ideas. Thus a teacher needs to sponsor, generate,

and include opportunities for real and constructive feedback. No doubt it is difficult to

bring ideas into action especially when there is brainstorm of ideas. It may be that a

teacher can not get into the inside of students’ creative thoughts but it needs enthusiasm in

a teacher.

The best techniques to develop creativity among students are to make learning a

real life experiences. In the beginning innovative ideas are jumbled and there is no

sequence so, a teacher needs competency to produce skills to develop creativity among
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students. According to Jackson (2006) a teacher can encourage students with these

activities:

 Fluency in thinking different ideas

 Flexibility of thinking different ways of completion of a job

 Originality of thoughts that means ideas purely of one thinker’s

 Elaboration of ideas in details and its all aspects.

During creative thinking, to visualize everything positively is food, self-belief is

water that nourish in developing this skill. A teacher at higher education level should

know how, where and which technique is useful to produce thinking skill for example

storytelling, problem solving, collaborative learning etc are fruitful in this perspective

(Sternberg, Jarvin & Grigorinko, 2009).

In formal system of education classroom is a place for intensive teaching learning

activities. Therefore, it should be distraction free and purposefully prepared for all kinds of

learning activities. Jackson (2006, p-8) defines creativity;

“The ability to use imagination, insight and intellect as well as feeling

and emotion in order to move an idea from present state to an alternate,

previously unexplored state”

He further states that these imaginations lies and capture heart of intellectual and

transform into practical enterprise.  A teacher’s role at higher education level is coaching

to unlock natural ability, inspires learners to take action, self-knowledge, increase

confidence and self-esteem among learners in this perspective and teacher’s role is to find

out creative voices among these. It is creativity that correlates a person with emotional

intelligence (Lopes, Mayer & Salovey, 2004). But according to Renn (2005) creativity is

considered an essential part of human thinking and human mind generates it with the

combination of conceptual grouping; generalize it with the help of analytical skill. Grube

and Bödeker (2005) also support this concept and claimed that creativity is the result of

purposeful behaviour of a person and innovation is the fruit of creativity.

At higher education level a teacher needs to help the students for their future life to

recognize, develop and experience potential to grow as well as to make their own identity

during their professional and social life. The skill to perceive and to create new ideas
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based on concept and visions of things is needed to face the challenges in changing world.

Creative skill work through out the life of a person therefore long-life learning should be

developed among university graduates.

2.6.1.11 Life-Long Learning Skill

It is education that along with other opportunities promotes a productive citizenry

and economically underprivileged sections of society. According to Kember and Leung

(2009) all the skill developed among university graduates are to build habit of life-

long learning. People need to learn work skills and to learn to relate to others, live in

societies, communities and in families to become more caring and supportive (Sutherland

& Crowther, 2006; Illeris, 2006). Due to the spread of informative technology making

development of human expertise has become more significant to face the changes in life.

Education provides opportunity to equip a person with skills to compete the world in

changing circumstances by continuous learning (Kazmi, 2005). Continuous learning is

also called life-long learning that can be done if there is open access to high quality

learning opportunities (Griffiths & Ryan, 2008). It is based on four pillars of learning;

 Learning to know; learning how to learn other than within specific sets of

knowledge.

 Learning to do; developing the competence and ability to respond new challenges

and new demands of life.

 Learning to live together; create flexibility and ability to resolve conflicts

peacefully, nurturing community potential

 Learning to be; learning to contribute for community development, aesthetic and

diverse cultural appreciation, and prove one’s skills in practical life.

According to The Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and

Technology (2004) in 21st century to face the knowledge challenges it is vital for a person

to create an enriching and dynamic society. It is lifelong learning that embraces many

concepts including initial education for disadvantaged groups, continuing education and

training for well-qualified and is subject to considerable local, regional and national

interpretation (European University Association, 2009). During life-long learning a person

learns skills and specialized knowledge that are related to effective economical production

and maintenance of prosperity of society and of oneself. It means that continuous learning
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throughout lifespan make possible to maintain knowledge and skills currency. According

to a survey (Chisholm; Larson; Mossoux & Anne-France, 2004) lifelong learning has

mixed purposes, that is, both work-related and personal aims. The longer the educational

has mixed purposes, that is, both work-related and personal aims. But people are more

likely to invest for learning that would promote their rank and income. Thus this skill is

crucially needed to be developed to satisfy students.

2.6.1.12 Communication Skill

Almost all job descriptions now stress on communication skills. Communicative

competence involves producing language correctly as well as to use it for particular

purpose in a contextually appropriate way (Sad, 2008). It is a source of conveying our

inner-self and purposes to others. There are certain ways of communication but the most

effective one is verbal communication. Fluency and acceptable language is the primary

goal of communication. In it proper words of a language are source by which a person

communicates to others. Communication competency also creates confidence in a person.

During teaching communication is crucially needed to transmit knowledge to others. Thus

a teacher should equip the students with this skill in the best way. It also helps to cater

with emerging changes and challenges in the worst problem and the best solution (Becker,

2004; Mangubhai; Marland; Dashwood & Son, 2007). In this respect teacher can use

different methods of developing communication skill among graduates.

Communication is the way of a language being use. Yuwono (2004) said it the

skills needed for communication, which consists of four important components to

construct communicative competence are as;
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Figure 2.2: Communication Model (Celce-Murcia,2007)

1. Grammatical or linguistic competence. Has knowledge of the grammar and

structure of the language used and to use according to the grammatical rules.

2. Socio-cultural competence. It refers to express one’s message in socio- cultural

context of communication.

3. Discourse competence; the ability to sustain coherent discourse with another

speaker. It refers to selection of proper words, structure and to use them at proper

sequence.

4. Strategic competence; means by which learners deal with potential breakdowns in

communication.

However communicative competency can be said mastery in the system of a

language being used or to be used in a conversation (Murcia, 2007; Juan & Flor, 2008).

Communicative competence remained under discussion during 1970s to 1980s with

respect to linguistics and grammatical structure models of communication were suggested.

But without going to any controversial discussion it is needed to discuss it the importance

and methods of producing it among university graduates.

Communication, according to Bagaric and Djigunovic (2007) is the ability of a

person to use grammar in a variety of situations. Education is considered two way process

where teacher and students communicate at every step of teaching-learning to convey to
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others what has learned and gain what one desire to learn. Therefore, communication

either in writing and speaking is needed every time. If one is competent in communication

is confident and can perform well (Qoro, 2006).

Communication use words of a language as a vehicle to express information, ideas,

feelings and facts therefore if one has knowledge of the language will be fluent. In

Pakistani scenario English is used as a medium of instruction at higher education level in

which students are fluent in writing while is not so in speaking. Therefore, it is needed to

produce speaking skill among them. At higher education level only students having

background in English medium of instruction can manage it easily (Shahzad; Sajad;

Ahmad & Asghar, 2013). Therefore, a teacher needed to improve presentation skill that

can be done by assigning different activities as; assignments, presenting in the class, group

discussion, seminar, tutorials etc. It is helpful in producing confidence and lessens

hesitation of the students that satisfy students a lot.

Teacher’s role is considered central role in teaching-learning process. At higher

education level complex skills are needed to produce among the graduates. Therefore,

teacher needed to be skillful to help in developing the required skills. At this level a

teacher helps to seek the solution of the problem by reflecting on it, analyze it critically

and logically, discuss with others possible solution and reach the decision while all this

process need active learning.

Teachers at higher education level needed skills as discussed earlier but studies conducted

in Pakistan do not show better condition of the teaching faculty. Availability of staff,

quality of staff, teaching methods used in the classrooms, behaviour of teachers with

students, management skills and system was not found to the required level (Khan, 2002;

Shirazi, 2004; Hamidullah, 2005 & Ali, 2005). It seemed to do a lot of work to satisfy

students to produce the required skills among them.

2.7 Classroom

Classroom is a place where intensive teaching-learning process takes place.

Therefore it is considered that classroom is equipped with necessary requirements needed

for making teaching-learning process better. It is teacher’s responsibility to make it secure,

cooperative and conducive for learning. According to Baker (2006) in preparation of

classroom secure for learning, social, physical and logistic factors that are; location, size,
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lighting, layout of furniture and A.V aids are important. Goal theory also advocates that

classroom environment motivate students to learn. Students can convey their perception,

discuss, memorize by valuing their freedom in the classroom. Students’ perceptions

toward the classroom environment influence the way in which they actually learn. As

students’ grade level is importance that is interlinked with instructional environments,

teacher gender, and student-teacher relation created in the classroom. Considering teacher

gender as one aspect of the classroom’s instructional environment provides important

perspectives. According to Abell, Jung & Taylor (2011) students often develop

different perceptions and learn differently depending on the gender of their teachers.

Teaching is highly individual and site specific and what works for one in a class

may not work better for other. Therefore, a teacher has to know and do what works best

for in a particular classroom. Classroom setting also vary with respect to subject. In the

traditional lecture class, students come to class, take notes to get information that is given

in the lecture. Most of the time a teacher should spent time with students to talk and work

on problems. But creating a successful class requires consideration and wisdom that is

learning friendly to be according to the expectations of the students.

2.7.1.Learning Environment

In learning process if environment is comfortable, pleasant and well ordered

learners learn best. In this case classroom management and organization are considered

important in which four elements are important; the use of space, time, students’ grouping

and learning resources that varies with respect to subject (OECD report, 2009). Planning

for teaching gives proof that a teacher has thought carefully about curriculum and its

teaching that is an act of organizing and arranging curriculum contents for better results

(Gee & Taylor, 2005). Among planning for teaching classroom management is also

needed that is not goes beyond arranging desk no doubt the use of available space in a

proper way matter a lot. No doubt a classroom should be managed for teachers to roam, to

come face to face with all the students and no place should be hidden for accountability.

Teaching collaborative project-based curriculum develops higher order thinking

skills, effective communication skills, and knowledge of technology is the need of the

future of the students. Lectures on a single subject at a time where the norm in the past and
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today collaboration is the thread of all the students. Yates (2005) sum up in the given

picture setting of the classroom given below.

Teacher ownership                          shared ownership              Learners’ ownership

Figure 2.3: Managing the learning environment Classroom management; (Yates, 2005)

The physical arrangement of a classroom is important for a successful interactive

classroom. Teacher should teach in classrooms where students can work comfortably

among others. Classroom management is probably the most common cause for a teacher

becoming frustrated and turning to a new field of endeavor (Abell; Jung & Taylor, 2011).

It is perhaps the least significant role of the teacher but allows teachers to perform one’s

task in a better way. Being a manager stinks, but it is necessary to survive as a teacher.

An affective classroom develops learning community between student-students

and student-teacher. It affects on students learning achievement. It is needed for teachers

to develop learning culture in the classroom by providing available resources that raise

students’ interest in learning and give mental peace and satisfaction.

2.7.2. Classroom Culture

A teacher in every session of class has to face different challenges and uncertainty

to enhance classroom’s learning culture. The culture is developed by teachers by

collaborating with students. Classroom culture development needed knowledge, skills and

hard working habits because there is diversity of students therefore the nature of the

classroom would be unpredictable (Fraser, 2005). Therefore, teacher also needs to manage

classroom while having knowledge of and keeping in mind about time, space and people

(Yates, 2005). Time management will help a teacher to pace his/her work to complete

within time in a better way. Flexibility in the classroom is needed for better teaching

learning purposes. Proper space and place for use of ICT also should be kept in mind.

Teacher-students relation also matter a lot in creating learning environment culture

in the classroom. It works better if a teacher has knowledge of learning needs of the

students, gives due respect to the students by valuing and calling by names, knowing about

students’ culture, treating everyone fairly, safe place to take risk, use humour to warm up
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students, acknowledge students’ prior knowledge, discussion, space, etc. A teacher should

know global as well as individual expectations. It ensures that a teacher knows the needs

of students to treat them according (Arnold, 2009).

Learning environment that is free of restrictions to discuss topics, concepts, ideas

and is supportive to produce reflective as well as communication skills among learning

also proves fruitful in creating learning culture in the classroom. It is also supportive for

self-directive learning. According to Leach (2003) a teacher should encourage learners to;

 Actively engage in sharing ideas with others

 Correct ideas after hearing views

 Guide students to draw their own meanings from the ideas after discussion

A classroom can be made conducive for learning by providing the resources that

discussed below.

2.7.3. Technology in the Classroom

In the age of information technology age, it can be hard to get a grip on the

evolving roles of teachers without skilled in the use of ICT in the classroom. The role of

teachers has grown immensely. They are now expected to be skilled in using ICT in the

classroom. The popularity and vitality of educational technologies have provided ways

of making the delivery of educational services more interesting and absorption of new

ideas and engaging for the students. The addition of technology creates opportunities for

a better teaching and learning environment (Trimmel & Bachman, 2004).  To address the

need to modernize the classroom together with the belief that acquisition of new

technologies improves learning. Technology in the classroom is useful in many a ways

that are as;

2.7.1.1 Create Higher order Thinking

The use of ICT for teaching purposes such as videos, television, and multimedia

and computer software that combine text, sound, and colourful, moving images provide

challenging and authentic content that can be used to engage the student in the learning

process. Interactive radio likewise makes use of sound effects, songs, dramatizations,

comic skits, and other performance conventions to compel the students high order
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thinking. In the same way it is also helpful for creative problem-solving and logical

thinking that result in sound judgments.

2.7.1.2 Active Learning

It is considered that learning through one’s own experiences give better results

than information provided by others or through technical means. Computer gives the

chance to the students as means of knowledge discovery and construction, rather than of

knowledge transfer or its passive acceptance. Physical experience may be necessary for

learning, especially for children, but hands-on activities must imply minds-on as well. The

products created by learners such as a physical model, an essay, an electronic presentation

or a poster encourage that involve planning, developing, presenting and discussing the

material they have learned.

Furthermore, multimedia is a highly dynamic medium, which has the potential of

generating dynamic types of interactions, not only with the computer but with other

students and teachers as well. In other words, it generates co-operative learning, learning

accompanied by the instructor and autonomous learning. Moreover, teachers need to

understand that their roles have to change and that the physical space of the classroom will

need to be changed as well in order to accommodate different kinds of interaction: small

group, student to student and student to computer (Kangro & Kangro, 2004). According to

the study of Smeets (2005) the use ICT in teacher education is useful to;

 Stimulate students to discuss the learning content together.

 Stimulate students to find out things on their own or together with fellows.

 Providing additional learning materials or tasks for advanced learners.

 Providing remediation learning materials or tasks for slow learners.

 Providing different activities.

 Allowing learners to choose learning tasks themselves.

 Allowing pupils to choose learning contents themselves;

2.7.1.3 Collaborative Learning

Online learning, teleconferences, live program has become a routine matter of

advance countries. ICT-supported learning encourages interaction and co-operation among

students, teachers, and experts regardless of where they are (Regina & Mistretta, 2005).
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Apart from modeling real-world interactions, ICT-supported learning and provides

learners the opportunity to work with people from different cultures, thereby helping to

enhance learners’ teaming and communicative skills as well as their global awareness. It

models learning done throughout the learner’s lifetime by expanding the learning space to

include not just peers but also mentors and experts from different fields

2.7.1.4 Source for Motivation

Without motivation we can’t achieve success according the required standard so

while in teaching learning process it is very important for a teacher to know different

techniques to make lesson interesting and motivational for the learners. Motivational

factors have the potential to influence students’ attitudes and also anxiety levels towards

learning (Shams, 2008). There are different techniques and sources of motivation in the

classroom one of which is the use of ICT that can offer students to bridge from concrete to

abstract thinking, enabling them to observe and create multiple representations of their

ideas (http://www.ncrel.org). For example in learning geometrical construction with the

help of computer can be learned more easily the relationship between the circumference

and diameter of a circle by using computer software and can measure several round

objects and record the circumference and diameter (numerical representation). Students

can then determine the best fit equation (symbolic representation). Technology can also

help teachers respond to students’ diverse learning styles by creating rich environments

that engage students’ tactile, visual, and auditory senses. Finally, information technologies

such as word processing, calculators, spreadsheet tools, and the Internet can enable even

middle-grade students to begin learning higher communication and problem solving skills

and abilities that are essential to mathematical thinking.

Educational technology is now widely valued for its ability to enhance one of the

most significant intellectual developments for students and their emerging ability to think

abstractly. Education should offer conditions needed to optimize learning and promote to

transfer knowledge and skills. Learning environments need to reflect the potential uses of

knowledge that pupils are expected to master, in order to prevent the acquired knowledge

from becoming inert. Powerful learning environments foster the best possible learning

processes by reflecting the key aspects of knowledge and skills as well as attract the

students towards learning.
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Among the physical resources classroom has central place. Therefore to equip it to

produce higher quality skills facilities of that level are required in the classrooms as earlier

discussed. While in Pakistan physical resources are not to that level. In the classrooms

especially audio-video and ICT resources are insufficient (Hamidullah, 2005).

2.8 Library

The traditional image of the library is a quiet place of study and print collections

but now it goes beyond to it. Libraries are major source of provision of knowledge for

learning especially for students. Libraries are considered essential tools for promotion of

academic activities and develop reading habits among the students (Shah & Saadia, 2010).

In spite of the spread of technology in the form of internet, the role of libraries in

education can not be ignored because along with provision of knowledge libraries these

are also a source to preserve knowledge and culture (Levesque, 2002). Students go to

libraries to look for relevant learning material that go beyond course contents. They seek

additional books, journals, theses and dissertations, technical reports and other items that

enhance the learning process. This is extremely important during higher education.

Research is a compulsory component at higher education level and based on a lot of

searching, retrieving and reading. Therefore, libraries must carry and make available

collections to fulfill this need.

The impact of computer technology and the diversity of students have caused

academic libraries to organize resources and design services and spaces that meet and

anticipate the new needs of study. In the past few years the Web has had a tremendous

effect on the growth of information and the speed of transmission. But the Web is not a

library; there is no real organization of information, no archives, filter, or online support.

Despite its size, the Web represents only a fraction of the world’s knowledge (Tutgun,

Deniz & Moon, 2011).  Academic libraries however, select and organize print and

electronic resources, databases and multimedia for quality, relevance and reliability.

University library collections span continents and centuries, and preserve and make

available to the users as a wealth of knowledge. Librarians help students make sense of

information found in the building and through our databases and web sites; even

information we don’t own and haven’t organized, but that students access on the Web.

According to Whitmire (2001) active learners who participate more in class, are regular

and active library users.  Libraries are also considered essential tools for promotion of
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academic activities and to develop reading habits among the students (Shah & Saadia,

2010).

Academic libraries quite naturally are the units that frequently take the

responsibility for conceiving, building, and maintaining these repositories (Varatharajan &

Chandrashekara, 2007). Courses where library resources and users are integrated into the

program of study root students to understand better the concepts and ideas.  Therefore

libraries are education partner due to provision of supplementary material for the courses.

Integration of resources and services into the curriculum, and integration of library

functions within the building is the key of an effective university library.  For this

academic libraries need to be partner with faculty and with students to provide students

relevant learning material. They need to spend more time examining to provide a variety

of resources (Levesque, 2002). Library resources can be classified digital resources and

physical resources.

2.8.1. Digital Resources

Technology can actually assist with some of our expectations and has made our job

easy. It is beneficial to store abundance of data in small space, saves time, present a large

amount of data from far away in short time. Due to having these advantages digital library

is gaining momentum now a day (Varatharajan & Chandrashekara, 2007).

Digital libraries, like their traditional counterparts, can hold reference materials. At

the same time, the characteristics of being available all the time from anywhere and of

cross-institutional cooperation are the strongest points in this case.  Digital libraries in

their role of courseware and reference holders and distributors are of vital importance in

distance learning and training. Current trends in continue education make digital libraries

very useful, especially due to the possibility of customization of contents to meet

individual needs (Pavani, 2007).

Technology has gained momentum in our every aspect of life due to making

our task easy and accurate. But all this depends on availability of the infrastructure

and basic one is availability of high speed internet.
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2.8.2. Academic Libraries

The major function of libraries is to help students in their research by

providing them the required material either in hard or soft from. No doubt digital

library and material in soft form has certain advantages but Web is not library. There

is no organization of information and cannot be sure either the required material is

available if available how much. Therefore having all advantages of digital library it

cannot be replaced with printed database (Levesque, 2002). Academic libraries select

authentic material, organize and are considered a store bank of centuries and

continents. Academic libraries preserve material for a long time while its counterpart

may spoil data within no time in spite of precautionary steps. In academic libraries,

librarians help students to make sense of information about the database and

techniques to use library (Whitmire, 2001). Therefore the role and place academic

libraries cannot be ignored in learning especially at higher education level.

The role library is considered important at higher education level. No doubt

digital libraries are gaining momentum due to storing abundance to data in small

space and having easy in the reach of the user. But there are some disadvantages of it.

Therefore, it cannot take place of academic library. It can be said that digital library is

supplementary of the academic library.

Now a day library is considered an essential element of the universities and

inevitable for research. Among the two modes of libraries academic libraries are found in

Pakistan that is fulfill the needs of the students but not to the required level. While, the

concept of digital libraries, has not been introduced in Pakistan (Hamidullah, 2002).

2.9 Relevant Research

The purpose of evaluation students’ satisfaction on learning facilities is always to

improve the program. Rowley (2003) identified four advantages of collecting students’

feedback;

 It provides auditable evidence of information to use for further improvement of

program

 It allows the institutions to benchmark and to provide indicators that will

contribute to the reputation of the university in the marketplace
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 It provides an opportunity to the students to express their level of satisfaction with

their academic experience. It also gives students encouragement that their views

are valued.

 It points out the rationale behind the survey

Universities used their own tools and indicators for evaluation of their program

while researchers also used Service Quality models that according to Budiendra &

Wandebori (2012) were frequently used as focus of management researches during 1980s

to 1990s. Two approaches were dominated in this perspective one SERVQUAL proposed

by Parasuraman, Zeithmal and Berry (1985) and then developed into a measurement

instrument (Parasuraman , Zeithmal and Berry, 1988). The second quality model was

SERVPERF extended form of SERVQUAL with the addition of an evaluation of service

performance embodied in satisfaction and proposed by Cronin and Taylor (1992). Oliver’s

(1993) model is the combination of two concepts and proposes that perceived service

quality is antecedent to satisfaction while Parasuraman’s model compared service quality

with satisfaction. He defined service quality as a form of attitude and satisfaction as a

transaction-specific measure.

The study conducted by Douglas, Douglas, Barnes, (2006) used SERVQUAL

framework on Faculty of Business and Law at Liverpool John Moores University (LJMU)

concluded that physical facilities are not important but influence on choices of; IT facility,

teaching while availability of textbook within the learning resources, timetable, teachers

giving feedback on performance were the most important aspects and were also associated

with learning achievement of the students.

Hanaysha, Abdullah, & Warokka (2011) concluded that in Malaysia international

students and of small institutions were more satisfied. The researchers further concluded

that service quality indicators have strong effect on students’ satisfaction.

Another study was conducted by Budiendra & Wandebori (2012) at Setia Budi

University in Solo, Indonesia, Faculty of Pharmacy’s facilities and service performance

using service quality model (SERVQUAL) of Parasuraman et al (1985). The result of this

study indicated that there is positive correlation between quality of facility level and

service level towards satisfaction of the students.
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But now researchers started developing their own quality indicators to measure

students’ satisfaction on learning facilities in the universities as by Arokiasamy &

Abdullah in 2012 in Malaysia in private sector universities. In this study students

satisfaction on twelve learning facilities was found high level; teaching,

administrative/management support, transportation, library, computer labs & general labs,

accommodation, medical; sports, prayer/religious facilities, and class room facilities were

used.

While a study conducted by Goldman (2012) university of Toronto found that

students were satisfied on provision of learning facilities and acquire good scores in their

learning achievement. They were more satisfied on extra-curricular facilities provided to

them in the campus.

Peng and Samah (2006) conducted a study on University Tun Abdul Razak

(UNITAR), Malaysia who delivers its education through a combination of web-based

materials, on-line tutorials and the conventional face-to-face classes. The researchers

identified seven independent variables to constitute the university’s education service

namely the course content, service given by the lecturers and the faculty, course

assessment, instruction medium, social activities, concern for students and facilities. It was

found that four factors namely facilities, instruction medium, course content and lecturer

and faculty are significant in affecting student satisfaction.

The results of researches conducted by Lizzio, Wilson and Simons (2002) indicate

that quality of teaching and learning environment, inappropriate assessment, and

workplace skills.

Shago (2005) concluded that subject content, assessments, lecture halls and

timetables, teaching, admission, scheduling of exams and publication of results,

counseling, academic support, health care and financial assistance, medical services,

accommodation, financial aid and dean of students, transport, bookshop, Internet

dissatisfied, security after hours and sports facilities dissatisfied,  education campaigns,

support and relevant information on higher education issues, dissatisfied.

In Pakistan a few cases were traced out that measured students’ satisfaction on

learning facilities at university level. Malik, Danish and Usman (2010) used SERVQUAL

and find out that university students were satisfied on classroom, canteen, course contents,
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examination, administration, fee structure while less satisfied on computer laboratory. This

study also concluded that learning facilities has effect on students’ learning achievement.

A case study on Bahauddin Zakariya University of Multan, Pakistan was

conducted by Abbasi, Malik, Chaudhry &Imdadullah, (2011). The researchers found the

students were not satisfied with many core services & facilities like teaching,

administrative support, library, labs, accommodation, medical, and sports, while

satisfaction has been reported only in three augmented areas like transportation, class

room and prayer facilities. Overall, satisfaction level is alarmingly low and results indicate

that students were not much satisfied with educational services offered by the university.

Saleem, Saghir, Akhtar, Bibi & Asif (2012) conducted research in Azad Kashmir,

Pakistan. They considered courses, teaching, library, learning environment, examination

system, and transport. The findings indicate that all the facilities have positive affect on

satisfaction of the students while learning environment has been given more importance

among the studied facilities.

Universities use the results of studies as well as conduct evaluation of their

programs internally to improve their programs. The studies mentioned earlier show that in

advance countries the situation is better than in Pakistan. Studies conducted in Pakistan

have indicated poor condition on provision of learning facilities as well as students’

satisfaction on provision of facilities. But none of the study has pointed out the gaps

among desired and available learning facilities. Thus this study can be unique on finding

the gaps between available and demanded learning facilities. Anyhow let us see what this

study indicates in this matter.
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Chapter 3

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter describes the overall strategy adopted in this study. The sample,

instrument used for data collection, reliability and validity of the research instrument is

also explained along with discussion and justification of the study.

3.1 Research Design

Keeping in view the nature of research problem, descriptive method of research

was used for the current study. The purpose of this study was to measure students’

satisfaction with learning facilities at university level in Pakistan. Due to having large

number of universities in Pakistan survey method for data collection was adopted to have

maximum responses. It was further decided to use triangular method for data collection

because triangulation technique is a holistic approach to get overall picture, avoid biasness

and builds coherent justification by collecting information from different sources (Bailey,

2007 & Creswell, 2009). In triangulation method two or more than two tools are used to

get the required information. There are two main modes of descriptive research:

Qualitative and Quantitative.

Quantitative Research: It uses quantitative methods to describe record, analyse, and

interpret existing conditions. A self-made survey questionnaire based on three point

Likert-scale is used in this study. Different forms of statistical analysis are also applied to

find out the results of the study. There were two major objectives of the study: one was to

measure students’ satisfaction level on the learning facilities and the second was to see

gaps between experienced and expected facilities. To achieve these objectives the

questionnaire was divided into two main options; one was on satisfaction and other on

importance. Reliability and validity of the questionnaire was assured before using for data

collection.

Qualitative Research: It uses non-quantitative methods to describe what exists.

Qualitative descriptive research uses systematic procedures to discover non-quantifiable

relationships between existing variables (Best & Kahn, 2006). A focused group interview

was used as a tool in this study.
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3.2 Population

The population of this study consisted of all the university students that is as:

 This study was based on all the public sector and private sector universities from

the four provinces and the federally administered area of Pakistan. Total number of

universities in Pakistan is 133 out of which 73 (55%) are public sector universities

and 60 (45%) are private sector universities (HEC, 2011).

 This study covered all the public sector universities of Pakistan such as general as

well as other universities which have some specialization as Education,

Engineering, Health, Agriculture, Technology, Management and animal sciences.

 All the enrolled university students that is 741,092 out of which 637.037 (86%) is

in public sector universities, whereas, 104,055 (14%) is in private sector).

(A.E.P.A.M. Statistics Study, 2009.)

 Among the public sector institutions general universities were targeted.

 Total number of students enrolled in public sector general universities is 276,780
(www.hec.gov.pk/.../Student)

3.3 Sample
Sample is a part of population which is under the access of researcher for

observation and analysis of study (Best, 2006). The prime rationale of research is to find

out main beliefs that have widespread applications but to study the entire population to

disembark at generalizations was impracticable, if not unattainable. So, in the practical

hands and to observe the lifelong characterized study, the researcher utilized multistage

random sampling technique for collecting the data.

The sampling was limited to general universities of Pakistan excluding

professional universities like medical, education, engineering, health, teacher training,

agriculture, technology and management. According to the Task Force Report (2003),

more than 70 % of the university students were enrolled in general public sector

universities of Pakistan. Therefore, only public sector general universities were targeted in

the study. Eleven public sector general universities out of 51(fifty one) were randomly

selected from the 05 cluster representing the four provinces and federal area of Pakistan.

Detail is under:
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Table 3.1: Sample of the Universities Province-wise

Province / Region Universities
Total Public General Sample

Punjab 38 18 9 4
Sindh 34 12 3 2
Baluchistan 7 6 2 1
KPK 25 15 8 2
Federal 26 21 6 2
Total 133 73 29 11

(HEC, 8/20/2011)

Viewing the list of all universities on official website of Higher Education

Commission of Pakistan, four public sector universities from Punjab, two from Sindh, one

from Baluchistan, two from KPK and one from federally administered area were selected.

The selection of the universities was made on the basis of stratified random sampling.

To further synthesize the sample of the enrolled students it was observed that each

university is divided broadly into two major categories i.e. faculty of social sciences and

faculty of physical sciences ( Pakistan Education Statistics 2007-2008, AEPAM, 2009 &

prospectuses). Five most common departments from each faculty that have common types

of leaning facilities were selected on the basis of students’ enrolment while the disciples

that needed laboratory were not considered. Collectively, sample consisted of one

thousand three hundred and twenty two students. The sampling plan was as under:

 Two faculties from each university

 Three disciplines from each faculty

 Twenty students from the each discipline.

 Master level students that were in their 2nd year of university experiences
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Figure 3.1: Detail of Sample

3.4. The Research Instrument

Accepting the grounds and limitations, questionnaires are functional course of

action. To fulfil the requirement of the present study students were acknowledged as

informants. In this study self-respondent survey questionnaire based on 3-point Likert-

scale was used to collect the required information on learning facilities at university level.

Because a questionnaire based on Likert-scale is the best technique to assess teaching-
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Administered
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Baluchistan

1
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11 x 6 x 20 = 1320
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learning process due to having it a behavioural process (Gatfield, 2000; Singh & Bajpai,

2007).

In self-constructed questionnaire, the statements were formulated on the basis of

intensive reading of the relevant studies conducted earlier and books relevant to this area

of knowledge. A number of issues were critically examined to gain in-depth understanding

revolved around the issue under investigation. Parameters were formed and all the

statements were formulated into non-directional form. The learning facilities studied were;

the courses, teaching facility, classrooms, and library.

3.4.1. Conceptual Framework of Instrument

The questionnaire has four major parts; demographic part, courses, teaching

facility, classroom and library resources. These parts of the questionnaire were further

classified into subgroups. The questionnaire is based on 3-point Likert-scale and

divided into following four aspects of learning facilities:

3.4.1.1. Courses

i) choices in the courses, ii) availability of material in time iii) relevancy of

course contents to the objectives, iv) organization of course contents v) easy

availability easily (vi) clear to understand (vi) interesting to learn (vii) focus

fundamental concepts (viii) skills development; learning concepts, apply knowledge,

work in systematic way, practice learned concepts, consider different point of view,

sense of judgment,  planning, autonomous learner, communication, future planning

(ix) broad overview of the subject knowledge x) application of ICT during learning

3.4.1.2. Teachers

i) time-management ii) teaching techniques; explain lesson, concept, assign

activity, active learning, iii) students-teacher relationship, iv) planning, v)producing

skills among students; critical thinking, analytical skills, creativity, communication,

self-management, autonomous learners, reflective skills, life-long learner,

management vi) use of ICT during teaching, vii) motivation, viii) assessment ix)

feedback
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3.4.1.3. Classrooms

i) space, ii) furniture, iii) cleanliness iv) lighting (v) a-v aids vi) free of

distraction

3.4.1.4. Library

i) access to recourses ii)availability of books, iii) access to books, iv) new

editions, v) automation vi) proper issuance facility, vii) internet and e-library, viii)

guidance services, ix) library hours x) availability of catalogue xi) book issuance

service, xii) reading place, xiii) photocopy facility

3.4.2. Refinement of the Research Tool

Refinement of research tools is considered essential task of a research that makes it

acceptable with respect to reliability and validity. The following procedure was adopted to

make the instrument reliable and valid.

3.4.2.1. Initial Scale

A pool of 112 (one hundred and twelve) items’ questionnaire was generated based

on the literature and studies conducted in this field. This questionnaire has 4 main domains

and that domains were further divided into sub-domains. Each item was rated on 5-point

Likert scale having two major options on satisfaction and importance. Thus a respondent

has to fill two options, one from satisfaction and other from importance. This

questionnaire was distributed among faculty members of education department, The

Islamia University of Bahawalpur for suggestions. The help was also sought out from the

department of psychology due to having behavioural and cognitive characteristics of the

questionnaire.  It was also discussed with the fellow researchers, on fixed day and time

researchers gathered and it was put into arena item wise for discussion. The researcher

explained the objectives of the study, format as well as the statements where needed. After

a long and progressive discussion the items were reduced to 92(ninety two). Total items in

this tool were 92; courses 22, teaching 39, classroom 14, and on library 17. The necessary

corrections were also made in the light of the suggestions of the faculty members as well

as the researchers. Initially the questionnaire had 5-points options in Likert-scales on each

main option (satisfaction and importance). Ranking order was from lower value to higher

order.  In Likert-scale ranking order from lower to higher values enable the respondents to
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identify, compare and select the suitable choice (Utts & Heckard, 2004; Creswell, 2009;

Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2011).

The initial version of questionnaire was distributed among the students of MA

(Final) education as well as in psychology departments of the Islamia University

Bahawalpur, Pakistan to check the suitability of the instrument. The total numbers of 234

questionnaires were distributed among the students. Now the collected data was sorted out

and found that, only 39.45% questionnaires were completely filled while 60.55% were

half filled or less than half, in spite of explaining it to the respondents. It was now

tabulated in SPSS-16 for further screening, refinement and checking its reliability and

validity. The reliability of the initial instrument was calculated by Cronbach’s coefficient

value (internal consistency method) that was <0.50 and not appreciating as well as

acceptable. On finding this alarming situation fifteen (15) participant students were

individually interviewed to determine the difficulties in understanding statements or any

other problem in the questionnaire. All the interviewees pointed out that major problem

was on two main options against one statement as well on 5-point scale and to understand

the language of a few statements. So, it was needed to modify the research instrument to

put the respondent in a proper frame of mind according to their psychology and clear to

understand for answering the questions (Rubin & Babbie 2005; Singh & Bajpai, 2006;

Fraenkle; Wallen & Hyun, 2006). This format of the questionnaire was adopted from

Douglas, Douglas & Barnes (2006) who conducted this study in United Kingdom.

According to Cohen; Manion & Morrison (2009) an instrument developed, tested and

validated in a country may not be useful in other country having different culture. Based

on the difficulties pointed out by the respondents after interview and preliminary analysis,

the results were discussed with the supervisor as well as experts from the Islamia

University Bahawalpur and the University of Education, Lahore.

Now the initial research instrument was modified in the light of the suggestions by

the experts and difficulties pointed out by the interviewees to make it culture relevant and

respondents’ friendly. All the statements were revised, explained and language was made

easy. The second change was that 5-point scale that was changed into 3-point Likert-scale.
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3.4.2.2.Interim Scale

The initial questionnaire was changed into interim questionnaire having eighty (80)

statements after omission of 13 statements and major modification of 5 statements. Now

the research instrument contains eighty (80) statements. This questionnaire with three

point Likert-scales was again tried out in three universities; University of Education,

Lahore; Abdulwali Khan University, Mardan; and Hazara University, Mansehra. The

collected data was now used to check the reliability and validity.

It was tabulated in SPSS-16 and reliability by Cronbach’s internal consistency

method was applied. The overall α-value of the tool was 0.947 and can be increased to

0.957 by deleting some of the statements. Now reliability of individual items was

calculated and three items were found to be deleted.

Thus, three statements were deleted; two from the domain of courses, (item#2

and#16) one from teaching (item#16) while none from classroom and library. Some items

were needed to be replaced from their order from teaching (item# 27 with #28) but none

from the courses, classroom as well as from library domain.

To reduce error and biasness from the instrument after performing the above

changes again its reliability and validity was calculated in a comprehensive way that is

mentioned below.

3.4.2.3. Final Version of the Instrument

The final version students’ satisfaction level scale has total 77; items on courses

are 19, teaching 30, classroom 13 and library 15. The division of the items with sequence

in the questionnaire in each subgroup is mentioned in the following diagram.
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3.4.3. Focus Group Interview

Group discussion was conducted with the students of the disciplines earlier

mentioned that fall into sample. In this technique a topic was put into arena and discussion

started. The researcher presented the state of knowledge and asks the participants their

views and all the discussion was noted down and put into findings after filtration of the

required information. During group discussion, the researcher played the role of

exploratory device.

3.5. Reliability of Research Instrument

Reliability measures the consistency of the instrument so that a person or more can

get the same score of same terms at different time. It is the consistency of a research tool

that saves researcher’s instrumentation biasness and frees it from error/s (Tuckman, 1999;

Kirkpatrik, & Feeney,2000; Perez, Arnould, Bosch, Guillemin, Bravo, Brun & Tonne,

2009). There are three prevalent methods of testing a research tool’s reliability; test re-test,

split half and internal consistency method. In this study Cronbach’s coefficient method

(finding alpha value) was used.

3.5.1. Overall Reliability of the Research Instrument

In the study overall reliability of the questionnaire was calculated by internal

consistency method by finding Cronbach’s coefficient Alpha (α) value at confidence level

95%.

Table 3.1: Reliability of Final Tool

Factors N Range of α-value
Satisfaction Importance

Courses 19 0.819 0.855
Teaching 30 0.892 0.918
Classroom 13 0.816 0.895
Library 15 0.820 0.888
Overall 77 0.932 0.959

α-values ≥0.700 acceptable

In Table-3.1 overall reliability of the tool and four areas is given. In the area of

courses that has overall α-value on satisfaction 0.819, on importance α-value 0.855; on

teaching part overall α-value of satisfaction was found 0.892, α-value on importance was
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0.918; on library part overall α-value on satisfaction was 0.819, on importance was 0.895

and on library part overall α-value was 0.820 while on importance was 0.88. The

calculated overall α-value on satisfaction of the tool was 0.932 while on importance was

0.959. All the above mentioned values are within acceptable range.

The research instrument has four main areas; courses, teaching, classroom, and

library. Therefore, reliability of items of these four areas was calculated separately as

suggested by Cronbach (1951).

3.5.1.1. Courses

There were nineteen (19) statements on courses offered by the universities.

Individual item reliability ranges (α-value) 0.803-0.816 and Item-Total Correlation value

range was 0.294-0.469 while on importance individual item range was (α-value) 0.843-

0.853, and Item-Total Correlation value range was 0.312-0.550. Reliability values of

individual items are given in table Annexure-C. All the mentioned values were within

acceptable range. So this part of the instrument is considered reliable.

3.5.1.2. Teaching

There were thirty (30) items on teaching facility in the research instrument.

Individual item reliability was also calculated on satisfaction has the range of (α-value)

0.887-0.891 and item total correlation range was found 0.318-0.537. The Individual item

reliability range on importance options was (α-value) 0.914-0.928, item total correlation

range 0.259-0.589.

All the above mentioned α-values are within acceptable range.

3.5.1.3. Classrooms

There were thirteen (13) items on classroom facility for learning purposes at

university level. The reliability value (α-value) of satisfaction on individual items was

found 0.795-0.818 range. With respect to item total correlation in the option of satisfaction

values have a range 0.268-0.552. On the part of importance α-value range of the

individual items was 0.883-0.889.
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After statistical calculation it is resulted that item#5 that has item total correlation

value 0.268 and <0.3 on satisfaction option while in importance option has 0.528 that is

very strong. So, need not to be deleted from the tool because gap is not great if rounded up

(0.268) that would reach to the boundary value (this item will further be observed in

validity). Therefore, all the values can be said are within acceptable range.

3.5.1.4. Library

There were fifteen (15) statements on library facility in the research instrument.

Reliability with respect individual item was calculated that on satisfaction was found α-

value range 0.807-0.812, and item total correlation was 0.397-0.475. The second option of

this part of the questionnaire was on importance reliability with respect to individual item

range was α-value 0.877-0.906  while individual item total correlation was 0.282-0.646.

To make measure reliable of the instrument; internal consistency method was used.

The results after in-depth data analysis of the statements on four types of learning facilities

at university level were found reliable by calculating overall the α-value that were found

within acceptable range. To go into more in-depth reliability of individual items and item

total correlation of four domains were calculated. All these calculated values were within

acceptable range. Thus, it was concluded after in-depth analysis that instrument was

reliable with respect to overall, group-wise and individual items.

3.5.2. Validity of the Research Instrument

Validity of a research tool measures the accuracy of the tool. It is the degree to

which an instrument measures what is supposed to measure (Hinton, 2004; Perez,

Arnould, Bosch, Guillemin, Bravo, Brun & Tonne, 2009; Creswell 2009; Anthony, 2011).

So, to collect accurate and concise information, valid tool is required. With respect to

validity, content validity and construct validity of this research tool were measured.

3.5.2.1. Content Validity

It is relevancy of information from tool. It is appropriate contents validity by

judges. Content validity is measured and judged by expert opinion (Kember & Leung

2009). Researcher started his research in guidance of his supervisor and sought her

guidance at every step even at the time of preparation of research instruments. Other than

that the tool was discussed with experts of the research area in the department as well as
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from the University of Education, Lahore. First draft of the tool was discussed with faculty

members of the education department, the IUB, Pakistan.  After making necessary changes

suggested by experts changes were made.

3.5.2.2. Construct Validity

Construct validity measures the arrangement of items and point out either item are

in a required sequence or needed replacement. Construct validity is the relationship of

variables that are theoretically related to that scale to measure (Sirkin, 2006). In this study

construct validity with respect to convergent and concurrent validity were explored. In this

study convergent validity was measured by calculating Spearman’s rho (r) value method.

3.5.2.2.1. Concurrent Validity

In this study research instrument has four main scales; courses, teaching,

classroom, and library with sub-scales. Concurrent validity is measured by finding

correlation among subscales within a scale by finding Spearman’s correlation coefficient

(r) value (Wang, Cui, Bian, Mo, Wu & Chen 2011) so this method was adopted in this

study. In the part of courses there are 9 sub-groups. The calculated Spearman’s correlation

coefficient rho (r) value among nine (9) sub-groups on satisfaction on courses range was

0.209-0.432 while in importance 0.224-0.636.

The calculated Spearman’s correlation coefficient rho (r) value among thirteen (13)

sub-groups on teaching with respect to satisfaction was 0.339-0.492; on importance was

0.436-0.603.

The calculated Spearman’s correlation (r) value among three sub-scales of

classroom satisfaction on three is 0.524-0.564, importance 0.695-0.740. The calculated

Spearman’s correlation (r) value among three sub-scales on library satisfaction has a range

of 0.435-0.464, importance 0.746-0.815. Table of item wise values attached in Annexure-

D

3.5.2.2.2. Convergent Validity

It measures the relationship between individual items/statements within a factor.

Its value varies with respect to number of items as items increases the correlation become

strong. It is correlation between items falling under one domain and is calculated by
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Spearman’s rho method correlation (Wagenmakers; Akker-Scheek; Groothoff; Zijlstra;

Bulstra; Kootstra; Wendel-Vos; Raaij &Stevens, 2008).

In this study research instrument has four main domains; courses, teaching,

classroom, and library with. The calculated rho (r) value on the items falling in courses

0.209-0.372 on satisfaction options while on importance was 0.242-0.405, on the items of

teaching on satisfaction option was 0.232-0.443, on importance was 0.294-0.448,

classroom on satisfaction was 0.245-0.379, on importance was 0.286-0.521, and on library

on the options of satisfaction was 0.240-0.387, on the options of importance was 0.324-

0.511.Tables of reliability and validity are attached in Annexure-E of the thesis

3.6. Reliability and Validity of Final Version of Research Tool

Due to having self-made questionnaire it took certain steps to give it final shape.

To make it error free reliability and validity of the final version was again assured that is

given the tables below.

According to the calculated results given in table-3.1 the reliability values of

individual item as well as overall reliability of the final version of the research tool are

given. The range of individual item Cronbach’s α-value of first subscale courses on

satisfaction is 0.803-0.816 and on importance Cronbach’s α-value is 0.843-0.853; on

teaching scale the range of individual item α-value on satisfaction is 0.887-0.891, on

importance range of α-value is 0.914-0.928; classroom part of the scale has individual

item range on satisfaction α-value is 0.795-0.818, on importance range is 0.883-0.889 the

last subscale of library has the range of individual item α-value on satisfaction is 0.807-

0.812, on importance range of α-value is 0.887-0.906. Overall reliability with respect to

Cronbach’s α-value of the research tool is 0.932 on satisfaction and on importance is

0.959.

Construct Validity of the research tool was assured with respect to concurrent and

convergent validity by calculating Spearman’s rho (r) values. In concurrent validity

relationship of subscales falling in four aspects of learning facilities was calculated while

in convergent validity correlation among individual items falling in one facility by

Pearson’s rho (r) were calculated as given below.
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Table 3.2: Concurrent validity

Factors Range of Spearman’s r-value
Satisfaction Importance

Courses 0.209-0.432 0.224-0.636
Teaching 0.339-0.496 0.436-0.603
Classroom 0.524-0.564 0.695-0.740
Library 0.435-0.464 0.746-0.815

r-values ≥0.200 acceptable

Concurrent validity of (table-3.2) the sub-scales falling in the

courses that are; choices, motivation, ICT, skills producing items as reflective, analytical,

problem, critical, life-long learning and communication range from 0.209-0.432 on

satisfaction and on importance is 0.224-0.636; teaching sub-scales are; management,

motivation, feedback, assessment, ICT and skills producing ability reflective, creative,

analytical, life-long learning, active, communication, management have range of r-values

on satisfaction 0.339-0.496 and on importance 0.436-0.603 ; classroom has physical, ICT

and environment r-values range 0.524-0.564 on satisfaction and on importance 0.695-

0.740 and on library sub-scale are human resources, updated material and access r-values

range 0.435-0.464 on satisfaction and on importance values range is 0.746-0.815.

Table 3.3: Convergent validity

Factors Range of α-value
Satisfaction Importance

Courses 0.212-0.372 0.242-0.405
Teaching 0.233-0.403 0.228-0.443
Classroom 0.245-0.379 0.286-0.521
Library 0.242-0.387 0.324-0.511

r-values ≥0.200 acceptable

According to the table-3.3 correlation among items falling in courses have a range

values of Spearman’s rho (r ) 0.212-0.372 on satisfaction and on importance 0.242-0.405;

teaching range of r-values is 0.233-0.0.403 on satisfaction and on importance r-values

range is 0.228-0.443; r-values range on satisfaction of classroom is 0.245-0.379 and on

importance range of r-value is 0.286-0.521; and library aspect has range of r-values on

satisfaction is 0.242-0.387 and on importance range is 0.324-0.511.

3.7. Conclusion

It took three steps to prepare a reliable instrument to use in this study. In this

process the initial questionnaire had 92 statements that after refinement were reduced to

80. The initial questionnaire was based on 5-point Likert-scales while interim on 3-point
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scale and it was noted that respondents responded well on 3-point scale. The response

ratio, reliability results and the problems pointed out by 15-interviewees along with expert

suggestions it was decided that the final version of the questionnaire should have 3-point

scale because maximum responses worked on it (Singh 2006). So, the interim

questionnaire having 80 items was distributed among the population respondents of three

universities and reliability of interim questionnaire was found in acceptable range.

Reliability of the research instrument was calculated by internal consistency method

(finding α-value) overall reliability of the tool as well as part wise, reliability of individual

item, and item total correlation was assured. In the light of the results after calculation of

the individual item reliability three items were omitted from the interim tool due to not

having acceptable limit of α-value while two items were replaced from the sequence. One

item#6 in teaching item#5 in classroom section has greater value that were observed in

inter-item correlation in construct validity. These two items has strong construct validity.

Final version of questionnaire having 77 statements was ready for use. The

reliability and validity of the final version of the research instrument was assured. After

calculation reliable with respect to overall α-value, individual item reliability and item

total correlation was calculated were within acceptable range due to having all the values

≥0.70 Cronbach’s coefficient Alpha (α) value ≥0.70 is acceptable (Ingalill, Thomas, Mike,

John, & Bondemark 2007).

Construct validity with respect to convergent validity of this final version was also

find within acceptable range≥0.20. In this study internal validity was assured by

calculating concurrent validity that is correlation between variables (factors) was found

within acceptable range ≥0.20. According to Field (2007) the rho(r) values ≥0.30 are better

but ≥0.20 are also acceptable.

It was concluded on the basis of the calculated reliability and validity values that

the research instrument is usable in Pakistani context only.
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3.8. Data Analysis

The collected data was coded and tabulated by giving values; Not at all

satisfied=1, Moderately satisfied=2 and Extremely satisfied=3 Not at all important=1,

Moderately important  =2 and Extremely important = 3

Data was analyzed with the help of SPSS-17 and mean as well as standard

deviation was calculated. Mean values show the intensity of students’ satisfaction and

standard deviation identify consistency of the responses. Satisfaction values show

students’ experienced facilities while importance values show expectations of the

respondents, about the facilities. Consequently, the difference between calculated results

of satisfaction and importance shows the lack of provision of that facility. Questions about

same aspect were sum up and mean as well as standard deviation values were calculated

with respect to per item. The calculated mean value was divided into three segments to

give levels by giving range as was applied by Hursen, Ozemar and Uzdamh (2011) that is

presented in the table given below.

Table 3.4: Range of mean value

Levels Low Moderate High

Range 1.00-1.66 1.67-2.33 2.34-3.00

The table-3.1: presents a range of the mean value. The levels of satisfaction and

importance were ranked by giving the range to the mean values to interpret the results that

is 1.00-1.67 low, 1.67-2.33 moderate and 2.34-3.00 high.
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Chapter 4

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS

This chapter deals with general information of the respondents, data analysis and

the interpretation in three sections. In the first section is general information of the

respondents, second section describes quantitative analysis and third qualitative analysis.

The results are further divided under following four headings of learning facilities at

university level; courses, teaching, classroom and library.

4.1. Section-1: Demographic part of questionnaire
Representation of universities

10%

9%

9%

9%

9%
9%

9%

9%

9%

9%

9%

Uni-A
Uni-B
Uni-C
Uni-D
Uni-E
Uni-F
Uni-G
Uni-H
Uni-I
Uni-J
Uni-K

Figure 0.1: Representation of the respondents with respect to university

The figure 4.1 gives representation of the respondents in percentage from eleven

universities that were selected for this study. The representation of the student respondents

is 9% from each university except Uni-A which has 10% of presentation. (All the values

are rounded to avoid fractional values).
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Department

43%

57%

Physical science
Social science

Figure 0.2: Discipline wise representation of the respondents

Students were asked that in which department they are studying i.e. Social

Sciences or Physical Sciences. Figure 4.1.2 draws a picture of the results that 43%

informants belong to the Physical Sciences and 57% informants belong to the Social

Sciences. This suggests that the response’ rate is lower in the physical sciences as

compared to the social sciences.

Gender

49.40%50.60%
Female
Male

Figure.4.3 Gender representation

Figure 4.3 draws a picture of the results of the students’ gender that 50%

informants are males and 50% informants are females out of the total sample of 2044

students. According to Pakistan Education Statistics 2007-2008, (2009), total university
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enrolled students were 710927 and out of them 398,967 (approximately 56% were male

students) and 311,960 (approximately 44% were female students). It means that there is

now less discrimination of enrolled male and female students in the universities. To

record the equal response rate, it was tried to get the same percentage of the both

genders. From results, the goal having the sample is of 50% male students and 50%

female students have been achieved.

63%

47%
Urban
Rural

Figure.4.4: Representation with respect to residential area

Figure 4.4 draws a picture of the results of students’ status that 61% informants

come from the urban areas and 39% informants belong to the rural areas. According to

the Ministry of Population Welfare of Pakistan (2011), 36% of the total population of

Pakistan is urbanized. From the results, it appears that the ratio of the urban students is

comparatively greater than rural learners in the universities.

4.2. Section-2 Learning facilities

4.2.1. Courses

One of the objectives of this study was to measure students’ satisfaction level

regarding the provision of courses for learning in various universities. This part of the

result is further divided into two parts; one is on the characteristics of the courses and the

second is about skill producing elements in the courses. Table (a) presents the analysis of
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the characteristics of course contents while table (b) presents the skill producing elements

in the courses. University wise data analysis of both types is presented below.

UNIVERSITY-A

Table 4.1(a): Characteristics of courses (University-A)

Choices Motivation ICT
Satisfaction M 2.20 2.16 2.30

S.D 0.27 0.28 0.23
Importance M 2.48 2.56 2.55

S.D 0.26 0.27 0.23
1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

According to the table 4.1(a), the calculated mean value of the students’ responses

from Uni-A on the use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) items in the

courses the mean value of the responses on satisfaction is 2.30 and standard deviation is

0.23; mean value on the given choices in the courses is 2.20 and the standard deviation is

0.27, and in the case of motivational characteristics of the courses the mean value of

satisfaction is 2.16 and standard deviation is 0.28. On the other hand the calculated mean

value from the collected data of the respondents’ responses the mean value on the

importance of motivational characters is 2.56 and standard deviation is 0.27, the mean

value of the importance ICT items is 2.55 and standard deviation value is 0.23, and the

mean value of the importance of the choices is 2.48 and standard deviation is 0.26.

The overall results show that the mean value of satisfaction is 2.22 and standard

deviation value is 0.26 while the mean value of the importance is 2.53 and standard

deviation value is 0.25.

Having an in-depth data analysis, it is concluded that the respondents from the

University-A reported to have their moderate satisfaction level on the given choices,

motivational elements as well as on the items for application of ICT for learning in the

given courses. Apart from this, the respondents reported to have a high level of importance

for the choices in the courses, motivational characteristics as well as the application of ICT

items. The overall calculated result from cumulative data indicates that the respondents

have moderate level of satisfaction on these characteristics but contrary to that have given

high level of importance to course choices, motivational elements and application of ICT.
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Table 4.1(b): Skill producing elements in the courses (University-A)

Reflective Analytica
l

Problem Critical Communi
cation

Life-
long

Satisfaction M 2.18 2.17 2.17 2.18 2.31 2.26

SD 0.25 0.26 0.21 0.22 0.21 0.22

Importance M 2.53 2.57 2.54 2.53 2.61 2.52
SD 0.21 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.24 0.26

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.1(b) presents the results in the sequence of table-4.2(a) calculated from

the collected data from the University-A. It puts forward the satisfaction and importance

level on skill producing elements in the courses.

According to the table the calculated mean values of the respondents’ satisfaction

on communication skill producing elements is 2.31 and standard deviation is 0.21, life-

long learning producing elements is 2.26 and standard deviation is 0.22, mean value of

reflective skill elements in the courses is 2.18, standard deviation is 0.25, critical skill

producing elements is 2.18, and standard deviation value is 0.22, and mean value of

analytical reasoning skill producing items is 2.17 and standard deviation 0.26, problem

solving skill producing elements is 2.17, standard deviation 0.21.

On the other hand the calculated mean value of the importance of communication

skill producing items is 2.61, standard deviation value is 0.24, mean value of analytical

reasoning skill items is 2.57, standard deviation value is 0.20, mean value of problem

solving skill items is 2.54, standard deviation is 0.21, mean value of critical skill items is

2.53, standard deviation value is 0.21, reflective skills items is 2.53, standard deviation is

0.21, and mean value of life-long learning is 2.52, standard deviation is 0.26.

The overall mean value calculated from cumulative data of the skills producing

items with respect to satisfaction is 2.21 and standard deviation is 0.23 while the mean

value of importance is 2.55 and standard deviation is 0.22.

The profoundly results of the data analysis concluded that the respondents from the

University-A were moderately satisfied on skill producing elements in the courses while

the respondents have showed a high level of importance to the aspects mentioned above.
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The is concluded from cumulative data that the respondents have moderate level of

satisfaction on skill producing items in the courses but have reported high level of

importance to these in the courses.

The greater mean values of importance of the courses at Uni-A indicates that the

university should focus more on choices, motivational elements, application of ICT for

learning as well as skills producing elements; reflective, analytical, problem solving,

critical thinking, communication and confidence building and life-long learning skill

producing elements in the courses.

UNIVERSITY-B

Table 4.2(a): Characteristics of the courses (University-B)

Choices Motivation ICT
Satisfaction M 2.28 2.17 2.14

SD 0.25 0.37 0.26
Importance M 2.42 2.40 2.37

SD 0.17 0.30 0.24
1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

According to the table-4.2(a), the calculated mean value of the students’ responses from

Univ-B on the given choices in the courses is 2.28 and the standard deviation is 0.25, the

mean value of students’ satisfaction on motivational characteristics of the courses is 2.17

and standard deviation is 0.37, and the mean value of the responses on satisfaction on the

use of ICT items in the courses is 2.14 and standard deviation is 0.26. While the mean

value of the importance of the choices is 2.42 and standard deviation is 0.17, mean value

of the importance of motivation characteristics is 2.40 and standard deviation is 0.30 and

the mean value of the importance of the use of ICT is 2.37 and standard deviation value is

0.24.

The overall calculated results from the cumulative data showes that the mean value

is 2.19 and standard deviation is 0.29 while the mean value of the importance is 2.40 and

standard deviation is 0.24.

It was concluded from the intensive data analysis that the respondents reported to

have their moderate satisfaction level on the given choices, motivational elements as well

as on the items for application of ICT in learning in the given courses. Apart from this, the
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respondents reported to have a high level of importance for the choices in the courses,

motivational characteristics as well as the application of ICT items in the courses.

The overall calculated result from cumulative data indicates that the respondents

have reported moderate level of satisfaction on these characteristics but have rated high

level of importance to these.

Table 4.2(b): Skill producing elements (University-B)

Reflective Analytical Proble
m

solving

Critical Life-long Communicat
ion

Satisfaction M 2.16 2.24 2.16 2.33 2.03 2.26
SD 0.43 0.33 0.26 0.22 0.31 0.19

Importance M 2.36 2.36 2.33 2.12 2.36 2.53
SD 0.37 0.31 0.30 0.25 0.28 0.23

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.2(b) presents the results in the sequence of table-4.3(a). It puts forward

the satisfaction and importance level on skill producing elements in the courses about

University-B. According to the table the calculated mean value from the respondents’

responses about their satisfaction on critical thinking skill producing items is 2.33 and

standard deviation is 0.22, the mean value of satisfaction on communication skill

producing elements is 2.26 and standard deviation is 0.19, The mean value of analytical

reasoning skill producing items is 2.24 and standard deviation is 0.33, reflective skill

producing items in the courses is 2.16, standard deviation is 0.43, and problem solving

skill items is 2.16 standard deviation is 0.26, and the calculated mean value of students’

satisfaction on life-long producing elements is 2.03 and deviation is 0.31.

While mean value of the importance given by the students to communication skill

building items is 2.53 and standard deviation is 0.23, mean value on life-long learning

items 2.36, standard deviation is 0.28, analytical reasoning skill items is 2.36, standard

deviation 0.31, reflective skill producing items is 2.36, standard deviation is 0.37 mean

value on problem solving skill is 2.33, standard deviation is 0.30, and mean value on

critical skill items is 2.12, standard deviation is 0.25.

The overall mean value calculated from cumulative data of all these skills

producing items with respect to satisfaction is 2.20 and standard deviation is 0.29 while

the mean value of importance is 2.34 and standard deviation is 0.29.
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The profound data analysis results concluded that the respondents from the

University-B were moderately satisfied on having skills producing elements while the

respondents have given a high level of importance to reflective, analytical, life-long

learning and communication skills producing items in the courses but on problem solving

and critical thinking skills producing items moderate level of importance was found. It is

further concluded that respondents’ have moderate level of satisfaction while have given

high level of importance to the skills producing characteristics of the courses.

The greater mean values of importance of the characteristics of the courses;

choices, motivational elements, ICT application and skills producing items in the courses

reflective, analytical, problem solving, communication and confidence building, life-long

learning skill producing elements in the courses indicates that Uni-B should focus more on

courses.

UNIVERSITY-C

Table. 4.3(a): Characteristics of courses (University-C)

Choices Motivation ICT
Satisfaction M 2.22 2.08 2.02

SD 0.23 0.29 0.26
Importance M 2.34 2.52 2.66

SD 0.24 0.33 0.26
1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

According to the table 4.3(a), the calculated mean value of the students’ responses

from Uni-C on the given choices in the courses is 2.22 and the standard deviation is 0.23,

motivational characteristics of the courses is 2.08 and standard deviation is 0.29, and with

respect to the third characteristic that is the use of ICT items in the courses the mean value

of the responses on satisfaction is 2.02 and standard deviation is 0.26. While mean value

of the importance on Information and Communication technology items is 2.66, standard

deviation is 0.26, motivational characteristics is 2.52, standard deviation is 0.33, and mean

value of the choices is 2.34, standard deviation is 0.24 of the courses.

The overall results show that the mean value is 2.11 and standard deviation is 0.26

while the mean value of the importance is 2.51 and standard deviation is 0.28.

It was concluded after in-depth data analysis that the respondents from the

University-C have their moderate satisfaction level on the given choices, motivational
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elements as well as on the items for application of ICT for learning in the given courses.

Apart from this, the respondents reported to have a high level of importance for the

choices in the courses, motivational characteristics as well as the application of ICT. The

overall result also showed moderate level of satisfaction of the respondents as it is proved

by the high level of importance.

Table 4.3(b): Skills producing elements (University-C)

Reflective Analytical Problem
solving

Critical Life-long Communi
cation

Satisfaction M 2.14 1.87 2.17 2.05 2.09 2.14

SD 0.22 0.30 0.23 0.21 0.22 0.17

Importance M 2.51 2.56 2.55 2.30 2.60 2.57

SD 0.18 0.22 0.24 0.17 0.28 0.22

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.3(b) presents the results in the sequence of table-4.4(a). According to

the table-4.4(b) the calculated mean value from the respondents’ responses about their

satisfaction with respect to the mean value of problem solving skill producing items in the

courses is 2.17, the standard deviation is 0.23, reflective skill producing elements is 2.14,

standard deviation is 0.22, communication skill producing elements 2.14 and standard

deviation is 0.17, mean value of students’ satisfaction on life-long skill producing

elements is 2.09 and standard deviation is 0.22, critical skills producing items is 2.05

standard deviation is 0.21, and analytical reasoning skill producing items in the courses is

1.87, standard deviation value is 0.30.

While mean value of the importance given by the students to life-long learning

skill producing items is 2.60, standard deviation value is 0.28, mean value on

communication skill is 2.57, standard deviation value is 0.22, analytical reasoning skill

items is 2.56, standard deviation 0.22, problem solving skill items is 2.55, standard

deviation is 0.24, reflective thinking skill items is 2.51, standard deviation value is 0.18,

and critical skill items is 2.30, standard deviation is 0.17.

The overall mean value of the cumulative value of these skills producing items

with respect to satisfaction is 2.07 and standard deviation is 0.23 while the mean value of

importance is 2.52 and standard deviation is 0.28.
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The results after thorough analysis of data concluded that the respondents were

moderately satisfied on having skill producing elements in the courses as; reflective,

analytical, problem solving, critical thinking, communication and life-long learning skill

as the respondents have showed a high level of importance to the fore-said items except

critical thinking skill producing characteristics in which moderate level of importance was

found. The overall result also showed moderate level of satisfaction of the respondents

while have given high level of importance.

The greater mean values of importance of choices, motivational element,

application of ICT items and skills producing elements; reflective, analytical, critical,

problem solving,  communication and life-long learning skills producing elements in the

courses indicates that Uni-C should focus more on the courses.

UNIVERSITY-D

Table 4.4(a): Characteristics of the courses (University-D)

Choices Motivation ICT

Satisfaction M 2.10 1.92 1.85

SD 0.20 0.30 0.21

Importance M 2.33 2.24 2.36

SD 0.19 0.19 0.20

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

According to the table 4.4(a), the calculated mean value of the students’ responses

from the university-D on the given choices in the courses is 2.10 and the standard

deviation is 0.20, the mean value of students’ satisfaction on motivation is 1.92 and

standard deviation is 0.30, and the third characteristic that is the use of Information and

Communication Technology items in the courses the mean value of the responses on

satisfaction is 1.85 and standard deviation is 0.21. While the mean value of the importance

of the use of ICT items is 2.36, standard deviation value is 0.20; mean value on the given

choices is 2.33, standard deviation value is 0.19 and mean value on motivation is 2.24 and

standard deviation value is 0.19.

The overall result shows that the mean value calculated from the cumulative data is

1.96 and standard deviation is 0.24 while the mean value of the importance is 2.31 and

standard deviation is 0.20.
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It was concluded after in-depth data analysis that the respondents from the

University-D reported have their moderate level of satisfaction on the given choices,

motivational elements as well as on the items for application of ICT for learning purposes

in the given courses. Apart from this, the respondents reported to have a high level of

importance for the application of items ICT while moderate level in motivational

characteristics and the choices in the courses. The overall result calculated from

cumulative data indicated moderate level of satisfaction on the characteristics of the

courses as well as importance.

Table 4.4 (b): Skill producing elements (University-D)

Reflective Analytical Problem
solving

Critical Life-long Communi
cation

Satisfaction M 2.13 2.30 2.28 1.99 2.28 2.21

SD 0.39 0.35 0.21 0.18 0.41 0.21

Importance M 2.36 2.38 2.26 2.42 2.52 2.53

SD 0.33 0.23 0.19 0.18 0.26 0.17

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table 4.4(b) presents the results in the sequence of table-4.5(a). It puts forward

the satisfaction and importance level on skill producing elements in the courses.

According to the table-4.5(b) the calculated mean value from the respondents’ responses

from the University-D about their satisfaction on analytical skill producing items is 2.30

and standard deviation is 0.35, mean value of problem solving skill producing items is

2.28, the standard deviation is 0.21, life-long producing items is 2.28 and standard

deviation value is 0.41 mean value of satisfaction on communication skill producing

elements is 2.21 and standard deviation is 0.24, reflective skill producing elements in the

courses is 2.13 and standard deviation is 0.39, and the mean value of critical thinking skill

producing items is 1.99 and standard deviation is 0.18.

While mean value of the importance given by the students to communication skill

items is 2.53, standard deviation value is 0.17, life-long learning items is 2.52, standard

deviation value is 0.26, critical skill items is 2.42, standard deviation is 0.18, analytical

reasoning items is 2.38, standard deviation is 0.23, reflective skill items is 2.36, standard

deviation is 0.33, and problem solving skill items is 2.26, standard deviation value is 0.19.
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The overall mean value calculated from cumulative data of all these skills

producing items with respect to satisfaction is 2.20 and standard deviation is 0.30 while

the mean value of importance is 2.41 and standard deviation is 0.23.

The results after in-depth data analysis concluded that the respondents of the

University-D were moderately satisfied on having reflective, analytical, problem solving,

critical thinking, communication and life-long learning skills producing items in the

courses as the respondents have indicated high level of importance to the reflective skills,

analytical reasoning, critical, life-long learning, communication skills while moderate

level to problem solving skill producing items in the courses.

The overall result also showed moderate level of satisfaction of the respondents but

high level of importance.

The greater mean values of importance than the mean values of satisfaction of the

respondents from the Uni-E pointed out that university should focus more on the

characteristics; choices in the courses, motivation, ICT application, and skills producing

elements; reflective, analytical, critical thinking, communication and life-long learning

skill producing elements in the courses.

UNIVERSITY-E

Table 4.5(a): Characteristics of the courses (University-E)

Choices Motivation ICT
Satisfaction M 2.15 2.17 2.07

SD 0.21 0.23 0.20
Importance M 2.37 2.48 2.50

SD 0.23 0.18 0.20
1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The overall results show that the table-4.6(a) presents the calculated results from

the University-E. According to the calculated mean value of the students’ responses on

motivational characteristics of the courses students’ satisfaction is 2.17 and standard

deviation is 0.23, the mean value on the given choices in the courses is 2.15 and the

standard deviation is 0.21, and the use of ICT items in the courses is 2.07 and standard

deviation is 0.20. While the mean value of the importance of ICT items is 2.50 and

standard deviation value is 0.20, mean value of the importance of the motivational
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characteristics is 2.48 and standard deviation is 0.18, and the mean value of the importance

of the choices in the courses is 2.37 and standard deviation is 0.23.

the mean value is 2.13 and standard deviation is 0.21 while the mean value of the

importance is 2.45 and standard deviation is 0.21.

It was concluded after in-depth data analysis that the respondents have their

moderate satisfaction level on the given choices, motivational elements as well as on the

items for application of ICT in the given courses. Apart from this, the respondents

reported to have a high level of importance for the choices in the courses, motivational

characteristics as well as the application of ICT items.

The overall result also pointed out moderate level of characteristics on the other

hand high level of importance to the characteristics of the courses.

Table 4.5 (b): Skill producing elements in the courses (University-E)

Reflective Analytical Problem Critical Life-long Communi
cation

Satisfaction M 2.28 2.14 2.20 2.09 2.17 2.24

SD 0.30 0.35 0.33 0.26 0.39 0.24

Importance M 2.45 2.40 2.47 2.47 2.46 2.45

SD 0.32 0.31 0.27 0.29 0.37 0.33

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.6(b) presents the results in the sequence of table-4.6(a). According to

the table-4.6(b) the calculated mean value from the respondents’ responses on their

satisfaction on reflective skill producing elements in the courses is 2.28 and standard

deviation is 0.30, the mean value of satisfaction on communication skill producing

elements is 2.24 and standard deviation is 0.24, the mean value of problem solving skill

producing items is 2.20, the standard deviation is 0.33, the calculated mean value of

students’ satisfaction on life-long producing elements is 2.17 and deviation is 0.39, The

mean value of analytical reasoning skill producing items is 2.14 and standard deviation is

0.35, and mean value of critical thinking skill producing items is 2.09 and standard

deviation is 0.26. While the mean value of the importance given by the students to critical

skill producing items is 2.47, standard deviation is 0.29, and problem solving skill
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producing items 2.47 and standard deviation is 0.27, mean value of importance on life-

long learning items is 2.46 and standard deviation is 0.37, reflective skill items is 2.45,

standard deviation value 0.32, and communication skill 2.45 and standard deviation is

0.33, and analytical reasoning skill producing items is 2.40 and standard deviation is 0.31

The overall mean value calculated from cumulative data of these skills producing

items with respect to satisfaction is 2.19 and standard deviation is 0.31 while the mean

value of importance is 2.45 and standard deviation is 0.32.

The was concluded from in-depth analysis that the respondents from the

University-E were moderately satisfied on having the skills producing elements in the

courses while the respondents have pointed high level of importance to the skill producing

elements in the courses. The overall result also indicated their moderate level of

satisfaction while high level of importance.

The greater mean values of the importance than the mean values of satisfaction

indicates that Uni-E should focus more on the characteristics of the courses; choices,

motivation and ICT application as well as skills producing elements; reflective, analytical,

problem solving, critical thinking, communication and life-long learning skills producing

elements in the courses.

UNIVERSITY-F

Table 4.6(a): Characteristics of the courses (University-F)

Choices Motivation ICT
Satisfaction M 2.09 2.11 1.94

SD 0.16 0.35 0.27
Importance M 2.36 2.39 2.45

SD 0.27 0.27 0.38
1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table 4.6(a) presents the calculated results from the collected data from the

University-F. According to the table, the calculated mean value of the students’ responses

in the case of motivational characteristics of the courses the mean value of students’

satisfaction is 2.11 and standard deviation is 0.35, mean value the given choices in the

courses is 2.09 and the standard deviation is 0.16, and with respect to the third

characteristic that is the use of ICT items in the courses the mean value of the responses on

satisfaction is 1.94 and standard deviation is 0.27. On the other hand mean value of
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importance of use of ICT items in the courses is 2.45, standard deviation value is 0.38,

mean value on motivation is 2.39, standard deviation value is 0.27, and mean value on the

choices is 2.36, standard deviation is 0.27.

The overall results show that the mean value is 2.04 and standard deviation is 0.22

while the mean value of the importance is 2.40 and standard deviation value is 0.31.

It was concluded after the profound data analysis that the respondents reported to

have their moderate satisfaction level on the given choices, motivational elements as well

as on the items of application of ICT for learning purposes in the courses. Apart from this,

the respondents reported to have a high level of importance for the choices in the courses,

motivational characteristics as well as the application of ICT items.

The overall result also pointed out moderate level of satisfaction to these

characteristics on the other hand high level of importance.

Table 4.6(b): Skills producing elements (University-F)

Reflective Analytical Problem Critical Life-long Communic
ation

Satisfaction M 2.33 2.12 2.29 2.17 2.34 2.28

SD 0.34 0.28 0.23 0.31 0.31 0.34

Importance M 2.45 2.35 2.36 2.30 2.45 2.49

SD 0.20 0.29 0.29 0.32 0.30 0.32

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.7(b) presents the results in the sequence of table-4.7(a) that is about the

respondents from University-F. It puts forward the satisfaction and importance level on

skill producing elements in the courses. According to the table-4.7(b) the calculated mean

values from the respondents’ responses about their satisfaction on the calculated mean

value on life-long producing elements is 2.34, deviation is 0.31, reflective skill producing

elements in the courses is 2.33, standard deviation is 0.34, the mean value of problem

solving skill producing items is 2.29, the standard deviation is 0.23, the mean value of

satisfaction on communication skill producing elements is 2.28 and standard deviation is

0.34, the mean value of critical thinking skill producing items is 2.17, standard deviation is

0.31, and the mean value of analytical reasoning skill producing items is 2.12 and standard

deviation is 0.28.
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While mean value of importance on communication skill building is 2.49 and

standard deviation is 0.32, mean value of importance of life-long is 2.45 and standard

deviation value is 0.30, reflective skill is 2.45 and standard deviation is 0.20, problem

solving skill is 2.36, standard deviation value is 0.29, mean analytical reasoning skill is

2.35, standard deviation is 0.29, and critical skill is 2.30, standard deviation value is 0.32.

The overall mean result calculated from cumulative data of all these skills

producing items with respect to satisfaction is 2.26 and standard deviation is 0.30 while

the mean value of importance is 2.41 and standard deviation is 0.29.

The results after in-depth data analysis pointed out that the respondents have high

level of satisfaction on having, and life-long learning skill producing elements in the

courses, moderate level of satisfaction on reflective, analytical, problem solving, critical

thinking, and communication skills producing elements in the courses. On the other hand

the respondents have indicated high level of importance to the reflective skills, analytical

reasoning, life-long learning, communication and confidence; and in problem solving skill

producing elements in the courses but moderate level of importance to critical skill

producing elements in the courses. The overall result also pointed out moderate level of

satisfaction of the respondents while indicated high level of importance to this element of

the courses.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction indicates that Uni-F

should focus more on the characteristics of courses; choices, motivation and the

application of ICT items as well as skills producing items; reflective, analytical, problem,

critical, life-long learning and communication skill in the courses.

UNIVERSITY-G

Table 4.7(a): Characteristics of the courses (University-G)

Choices Motivation ICT
Satisfaction M 1.81 1.99 1.74

SD 0.30 0.22 0.23
Importance M 2.40 2.55 2.57

SD 0.21 0.21 0.18
1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.7(a) presents the calculated results of the University-G. According to

the table, the calculated mean value of the students’ responses on the in the case of
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motivational characteristics of the courses the mean value of students’ satisfaction is 1.99

and standard deviation is 0.22, on given choices in the courses is 1.81 and the standard

deviation is 0.30, and with respect to the third characteristic that is the use of ICT items in

the courses the mean value of the responses on satisfaction is 1.74 and standard deviation

is 0.23. With respect to the importance given to these characteristics the calculated mean

value on the items about the use of ICT in the courses is 2.57, mean value is 0.18, mean

while the mean value of the importance of motivation is 2.55, standard deviation is 0.21,

and mean value on the choices is 2.40, standard deviation is 0.21. According to the overall

result the mean value is 1.85 and standard deviation is 0.29 while the mean value of the

importance is 2.50 and standard deviation is 0.20.

It was concluded after the in-depth data analysis that the respondents from

University-G reported to have their moderate satisfaction level on the given motivational

elements, choices, as well as on the items for application of ICT for learning purposes in

the given courses. Apart from this, the respondents reported to have a high level of

importance for the application of ICT, motivational characteristics as well as choices in

the courses.

The overall result also showed moderate satisfaction level of these characteristics

on the other hand high level of importance.

Table 4.7 (b): Skill producing elements (University-G)

Reflective Analytical Problem
solving

Critica
l

Life-long Communic
ation

Satisfaction M 1.83 1.95 2.18 1.80 2.01 1.79

SD 0.31 0.39 0.25 0.25 0.32 0.27

Importance M 2.56 2.52 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.59

SD 0.38 0.30 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.23

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.7(b) presents the results in the sequence of table-4.8(a) that puts

forward the satisfaction and importance level on skill producing elements in the courses.

According to the table the calculated mean value of satisfaction on problem solving skill

producing items is 2.18, the standard deviation is 0.25, mean value of students’

satisfaction on life-long producing elements is 2.01 and deviation is 0.32, the mean value
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of analytical reasoning skill producing items is 1.95 and standard deviation is 0.39, mean

value on reflective skill producing elements in the courses is 1.83 and standard deviation is

0.31,  the mean value of critical thinking skill producing items is 1.80 and standard

deviation is 0.25, and the mean value of satisfaction on communication skill producing

elements is 1.79 and standard deviation is 0.27. While mean value of the importance given

by the students to communication skill items is 2.59 and standard deviation is 0.23, mean

value on problem solving is 2.56, standard deviation is 0.21, critical skill is 2.56 and

standard deviation values is 0.25, life-long is 2.56 and standard deviation value is 0.29

reflective is 2.56 and standard deviation value is 0.38, and on analytical reasoning skill

producing items is 2.52, standard deviation value is 0.30.

The overall mean value calculated from cumulative result of all these skills

producing items with respect to satisfaction is 1.93 and standard deviation is 0.30 while

the mean value of importance is 2.56 and standard deviation is 0.28.

The results after in-depth data analysis concluded that the respondents have

moderate level of satisfaction on having skills producing elements while have showed a

high level of importance to all aspects of the course. The overall further indicated

moderate level of satisfaction of the respondents while have reported high level of

importance.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction indicated that the Uni-G

should focus more on the choices, motivational characteristics, application of ICT items

and  skills producing items in the courses; reflective thinking, analytical reasoning,

problem solving, communication and life-long learning skills producing items in the

courses.

UNIVERSITY-H

Table 4.8(a): Characteristics of the courses (University-H)

Choices Motivation ICT

Satisfaction M 1.68 1.90 1.85

SD 0.31 0.37 0.38

Importance M 2.33 2.26 2.33

SD 0.26 0.26 0.21

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level
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The table-4.8(a) presents the calculated results from the collected data from

university-H. According to the table-4.9(a), the calculated mean value in the case of

motivational characteristics of the courses on satisfaction value is 1.90 and standard

deviation is 0.37, the use of ICT items in the courses is 1.85 and standard deviation is

0.38, and on given choices in the courses is 1.68 and the standard deviation is 0.31. on the

other hand mean value of the importance on the choices is 2.33 and standard deviation

value is 0.26, on ICT application items is 2.33 and standard deviation value is 0.21 and on

motivational characteristics is 2.26 and standard deviation value is 0.26.

The overall results show that the mean value is 1.81 and standard deviation is 0.35

while the mean value of the importance is 2.31 and standard deviation is 0.24.

It was concluded after deep data analysis that the respondents reported to have

their moderate level of satisfaction on the given choices, motivational elements as well as

on the items for application of ICT for learning purposes in the courses. Apart from this,

the respondents reported to have moderate level of importance for the choices in the

courses, the application of ICT and to the character of motivation for the courses.

The overall result also showed moderate level of these characteristics on the other

hand moderate level on these characteristics.

Table 4.8 (b): Skill producing elements (University-H)

Reflective Analytical Problem
solving

Critica
l

Life-long Communic
ation

Satisfaction M 1.86 1.88 1.96 1.89 1.95 1.90

SD 0.31 0.39 0.26 0.25 0.26 0.24

Importance M 2.35 2.36 2.41 2.21 2.37 2.49

SD 0.32 0.25 0.24 0.22 0.30 0.23

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.8(b) presents the results in the sequence of table-4.9(a) that is about the

respondents from University-H. It puts forward respondents’ satisfaction and importance

level on skills producing elements in the courses. According to the table-4.9(b) the

calculated mean value from the respondents’ responses on their satisfaction about the

problem solving skill producing items is 1.96, the standard deviation is 0.26, on life-long

producing elements is 1.95 and deviation is 0.26, on communication skill producing
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elements is 1.90 and standard deviation is 0.24, critical thinking skill producing items is

1.89 and standard deviation is 0.25, analytical reasoning skill producing items is 1.88 and

standard deviation is 0.39, and reflective skill producing elements in the courses is 1.86

and standard deviation is 0.31. While mean value of importance of communication is 2.49

and standard deviation is 0.23, mean value of the importance of the problem solving skill

is 2.41 and standard deviation value is 0.24, mean value of importance of analytical

reasoning skill is 2.36 and standard deviation is 0.25, mean value of importance life-long

learning skill is 2.37 and standard deviation is 0.30, mean value of the importance given

by the students to reflective skill is 2.35 and standard deviation is 0.32, and mean value of

the importance critical skill development elements is 2.21 and standard deviation is 0.22.

The overall mean value calculated from cumulative result of all these skills producing

items with respect to satisfaction is 1.91 and standard deviation is 0.29 while the mean

value of importance is 2.37 and standard deviation is 0.26.

The results after in-depth analysis pointed out that the respondents from the

university-H have moderate level of satisfaction on skills producing elements; reflective,

analytical, problem solving, critical, life-long, communication skills producing elements in

the courses on the other hand they have showed high level of importance to all.

The overall result indicated the moderate level of satisfaction while it is high level

of importance has been given.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction on the characteristics of

the courses; choices, motivation, ICT elements and skills producing elements; reflective,

analytical, problem solving, critical thinking, communication, and life-long learning skills

producing elements in the courses indicates that the university-H should focus more on the

courses.

UNIVERSITY-I

Table 4.9(a): Characteristics of the courses (University-I)

Choices Motivation ICT
Satisfaction M 1.69 2.02 2.22

SD 0.25 0.30 0.28
Importance M 2.35 2.36 2.28

SD 0.18 0.29 0.20
1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level
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The table-4.9(a) presents the calculated results from the University-I the calculated

mean value of the students’ responses on the use of ICT items in the courses, on

satisfaction is 2.22 and standard deviation is 0.28, motivational characteristics of the

courses is 2.02 and standard deviation is 0.30, and choices in the courses is 1.69 and the

standard deviation is 0.25. While mean value of the importance of motivation is 2.36 and

standard deviation is 0.29, mean value on the given choices is 2.35, standard deviation

0.18, and the mean value on the ICT items is 2.28, standard deviation is 0.20.

The mean value overall results is 1.98 and standard deviation is 0.36 while the

mean value of the importance is 2.33 and standard deviation is 0.22.

It was concluded after detail data analysis that the respondents from University-I

have reported their moderate level of satisfaction on the given choices in the courses,

motivational elements as well as on the items for application of ICT for learning purposes

in the given courses. Apart from this, the respondents reported to have a high level of

importance for the choices in the courses, as well motivational characteristic of the courses

while moderate level of importance on the character of the application of ICT in the

courses.

The overall result showed moderate level of satisfaction and importance these

characteristics of the courses.

Table 4.9 (b): Skill producing elements (University-I)

Reflective Analytical Problem
solving

Critical Life-
long

Communi
cation

Satisfaction M 2.03 1.98 2.26 2.09 2.11 2.18

SD 0.32 0.38 0.21 0.27 0.26 0.22

Importance M 2.26 2.33 2.59 2.06 2.25 2.39

SD 0.36 0.33 0.24 0.22 0.24 0.20

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.9(b) presents the results in the sequence of table-4.10(a) that is about

the respondents from University-I. According to the table the calculated mean value from

the respondents’ responses regarding their satisfaction on problem solving skill producing

items in the courses is 2.26, the standard deviation is 0.21, the mean value of satisfaction

on communication skill producing elements is 2.18 and standard deviation is 0.22,
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calculated mean value of students’ satisfaction on life-long producing elements is 2.11 and

deviation is 0.26, the mean value of critical thinking skill producing items is 2.09 and

standard deviation is 0.27, mean value on reflective skill producing elements in the

courses is 2.03 and standard deviation is 0.32, and the mean value of analytical reasoning

skill producing items is 1.98 and standard deviation is 0.38.

On the other hand importance given by the respondents to skill producing elements

is as; on problem solving skill is 2.59 and standard deviation value is 0.24, mean value of

importance of communication skill is 2.39 and standard deviation is 0.20, the mean value

of the importance given to analytical reasoning is 2.33, standard deviation is 0.33,

reflective skill is 2.26, standard deviation is 0.36, life-long learning is 2.25, standard

deviation value is 0.24, and critical skill is 2.06, standard deviation value is 0.22.

The overall mean value of calculated from cumulative value of all these skills

producing items with respect to satisfaction is 2.11 and standard deviation is 0.28 while

the mean value of importance is 2.31 and standard deviation is 0.27.

The in-depth data analysis indicated that respondents’ satisfaction level was

moderate on skills producing elements in the courses; reflective, analytical, problem

solving, critical, life-long, communication. It further indicated that the respondents from

the University-I hve given high level of importance to problem solving, and

communication while rated moderate level of importance to analytical reasoning skill, life-

long learning skill producing elements, reflective skills, critical skill. The overall result

also showed moderate level of satisfaction of the respondents whereas the high level of

importance.

The greater mean values of importance of the choices in the courses, motivational

characteristic of the courses and the application of ICT items in the courses as well as

skills producing items in the courses; reflective, analytical, problem solving, critical, life-

long learning, and communication building skills producing items in the courses among

the students at university level than the mean values of satisfaction indicates that the

University-I should focus more on the courses.
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UNIVERSITY-J

Table 4.10(a): Characteristics of the courses (University-J)

Choices Motivation ICT Total

Satisfaction 2.13±0.23 2.01±0.27 2.22±0.26 2.12±0.25

Importance 2.17±0.24 2.31±0.32 2.51±0.34 2.33±0.30

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.10 (a) presents the calculated results from the collected data from the

University-J. The calculated mean value of satisfaction on the use of ICT items in the

courses is 2.22 and standard deviation is 0.26, given choices in the courses is 2.13 and the

standard deviation is 0.23, and in the case of motivational characteristics of the courses is

2.01 and standard deviation is 0.27. On the other hand importance given by the

respondents to the items of the use of ICT in the course with respect to mean value is 2.51,

standard deviation is 0.34, mean value of motivational characteristics is 2.31, standard

deviation value is 0.32, and mean value of the choices is 2.17, standard deviation is 0.24.

According to the overall result of cumulative value the mean value is 2.12 and

standard deviation is 0.25 while the mean value of the importance is 2.33 and standard

deviation is 0.30.

It was concluded after data analysis that the respondents from the university-J have

reported to have their moderate satisfaction level on the given choices, motivational

elements as well as on the items for application of ICT for learning purposes in the

courses. The respondents reported to have a moderate level of importance for the choices

in the courses, as well motivational characteristic of the courses while high level of

importance on the character of the application of ICT in the courses. The overall result

also showed moderate level of satisfaction as well as importance.
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Table 4.10 (b): Skill producing elements (University-J)

Reflective Analytical Problem Critical Life-
long

Communi
cation

Satisfaction M 2.14 2.18 2.17 2.10 2.18 2.27

SD 0.23 0.28 0.21 0.20 22 0.26

Importance M 2.34 2.48 2.36 2.29 2.42 2.54

SD 0.25 0.28 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.17

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.10 (b) presents the results in the sequence of table-4.11(a) that is about

the respondents from the University-J. It puts forward the satisfaction and importance

level on skill producing elements in the courses. According to the table the calculated

mean value from the respondents’ responses about their satisfaction on communication

skill producing elements is 2.27 and standard deviation is 0.26, the calculated mean value

of students’ satisfaction on life-long producing elements is 2.18 and deviation is 0.22, the

mean value of analytical reasoning skill producing items is 2.18 and standard deviation is

0.28, the mean value of problem solving skill producing items is 2.17, the standard

deviation is 0.21, mean value of reflective skill producing elements in the courses is 2.14

and standard deviation is 0.23, critical skill items is 2.10, standaed deviation is 0.20.

The calculated mean value of value of importance on communication building skill

is 2.54 and standard deviation is 0.17, analytical reasoning skill is 2.48, standard deviation

value is 0.28, mean value of importance of life-long learning is 2.42 and standard

deviation is 0.20, mean value of problem solving skill is 2.36, standard deviation value is

0.22, reflective skill is 2.34, standard deviation value is 0.25, and critical skill is 2.29,

standard deviation is 0.21.

The overall mean value calculated from cumulative value of all these skills

producing items with respect to satisfaction is 2.17 and standard deviation is 0.23 while

the mean value of importance is 2.40 and standard deviation is 0.20.

It was concluded that the respondents have moderate level of satisfaction on

reflective, analytical, problem solving, critical thinking, communication and confidence

building, and life-long learning skill producing elements in the courses. On the other hand

have pointed out high level of importance to reflective, analytical, problem solving, life-
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long learning and to the communication building elements in the courses while have

reported moderate level of importance to critical skill producing elements in the courses.

The overall result also indicated moderate level of satisfaction of the respondents while

have reported high level of importance.

The greater mean values of importance of the fore said skill producing items in the

courses among the students at higher education level than the mean values of satisfaction

indicates that students were expecting better quality items in the courses.

Therefore the University-I should focus more on the characteristics of the courses;

choices, motivation, ICT, and skills developing elements; reflective, analytical, problem

solving, critical thinking, analytical, and communication and confidence building skills

producing items in the courses among university students.

UNIVERSITY-K

Table 4.11(a): Characteristics of the courses (University-K)

Choices Motivation ICT
Satisfaction M 1.92 1.93 1.37

SD 0.24 0.30 0.29
Importance M 2.43 2.29 2.44

SD 0.18 0.22 0.20
1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.11(a) presents the calculated results from the collected data from

University-K on characteristics of the courses. The calculated mean value of the students’

responses on motivational characteristics of the courses on satisfaction is 1.93 and

standard deviation is 0.30, the given choices in the courses is 1.92 and the standard

deviation is 0.24, and the use of ICT items in the courses the mean value of the responses

on satisfaction is 1.37 and standard deviation is 0.29. On the other hand the mean value of

the importance of ICT items is 2.44 and standard deviation value is 0.20, on the given 2.43

and standard deviation is 0.18, and in the case of motivational characteristics mean value

of the importance is 2.29 and standard deviation is 0.22.

The overall results show that the mean value is 1.74 and standard deviation is 0.28

while the mean value of the importance is 2.39 and standard deviation is 0.20.

It was concluded from the in-depth data analysis that the respondents have reported their

moderate level of satisfaction on the given choices, motivational elements as well as on
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the items for application of ICT for learning purposes in the given courses. The

respondents reported to have a high level of importance for the choices in the courses, as

well the character of the application of ICT in the courses while motivational characteristic

of the courses was given moderate level of importance.

The overall result also showed moderate level satisfaction of these characteristics

on the other hand high level of importance.

Table 4.11(b): Skill producing elements (University-K)

Reflective Analytical Problem
solving

Critical Life-
long

Communi
cation

Satisfaction M 1.93 1.93 2.12 1.56 1.93 1.55

SD 0.30 0.37 0.31 0.33 0.32 0.26

Importance M 2.33 2.34 2.46 2.14 2.23 2.45

SD 0.21 0.28 0.22 0.16 0.20 0.18

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.11(b) presents the results in the sequence of table-4.12(a) that.

According to the table-4.12(b) the calculated mean value from the respondents’ responses

from University-K about their satisfaction on the mean value of satisfaction on problem

solving skill producing items is 2.12, the standard deviation is 0.31, reflective skill

producing elements in the courses is 1.93 and standard deviation is 0.30, the calculated

mean value of students’ satisfaction on life-long skill producing elements is 1.93 and

deviation is 0.32, the mean value of satisfaction on analytical reasoning skill producing

items is 1.93 and standard deviation is 0.37, mean value on critical skills items is 1.56 and

standard deviation 0.33 and the mean value of satisfaction on communication skill

producing elements is 1.55 and standard deviation is 0.26.

On the other hand mean value of the importance on problem solving skill

producing items is 2.46 and standard deviation value is 0.22, mean value of importance on

communication is 2.45 and standard deviation is 0.18, mean value of importance of

analytical reasoning is 2.34 and standard deviation is 0.28, mean value of importance of

reflective skill is 2.33 and standard deviation is 0.21, mean value on life-long learning is

2.23, standard deviation is 0.20, and mean value of importance of critical skills is 2.14 and

standard deviation is 0.16.
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The overall mean result calculated from cumulative values of all these skills

producing items with respect to satisfaction is 1.84 and standard deviation is 0.32 while

the mean value of importance is 2.34 and standard deviation is 0.21.

The results show that the respondents from University-K are moderate satisfaction

level on reflective, analytical, problem solving, and life-long learning skill producing

elements in the courses while low level of satisfaction on critical thinking, communication

and confidence building. The respondents have indicated high level of importance on

analytical, problem solving and communication skill producing items in the courses on the

other hand have reported moderate level of importance on reflective, critical and life-long

learning skill producing elements in the courses. The overall result also shows the

moderate level of satisfaction of the respondents as it is proved by the high level of

importance.

Greater mean values of importance than mean values of satisfaction indicates that

the University-K should focus more on the characteristics of the courses; on the given

choices, motivational elements as well as on the items for application of ICT for learning

purposes in the given courses also on skills producing items in the courses; reflective,

analytical, problem solving, critical thinking, analytical, and communication and

confidence building skills producing items in the courses among university students.

The results of the individual universities showed that mean values of importance

are greater than mean values of satisfaction. It indicates that the respondents were

expecting better quality items in the courses that can satisfy them more by having more

choices, motivational characteristics (availability, clarity, understandability), ICT

application character and skills producing elements (reflective, analytical, critical, problem

solving, communication skill) in the courses. Therefore universities in Pakistan in general

and specially the sample universities should focus more to provide better quality courses

to more satisfy their students.

4.2.2.Teaching Facilities

One of the objectives of this study was to measure students’ satisfaction level on

teaching facility in the selected universities. Teachers’ teaching ability at higher education

level is divided into two categories in this study; skills needed to teach and skill producing

ability. The generic skills among university teachers that were measured in this study are;
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time management, assessment, giving feedback, motivation to learn, the application of

ICT and teacher student relationship. Teachers helping students to develop skills among

the students that were considered in this study are; reflective, creative, analytical, lifelong

learning, active learning, critical thinking and time management skills.

UNIVERSITY-A

Table 0.12(a): Skills needed for the teachers (University-A)

Time management Motivation ICT Assessment Feedback Relation

Satisfaction M 2.42 2.26 1.95 2.06 2.24 2.30
SD 0.26 0.29 0.25 0.25 0.29 0.24

Importance M 2.73 2.64 2.47 2.54 2.64 2.61
SD 0.29 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.29 0.28

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.12(a) presents the calculated results in mean values of students’

satisfaction on teachers’ needed generic competencies from the University-A. According

to the calculated mean value on teachers’ time management skill is 2.42 and standard

deviation value is 0.26, relation with students 2.30, standard deviation is 0.24, motivation

2.29, standard deviation 0.29, feedback 2.24, standard deviation 0.29, assessment 2.06,

standard deviation is 0.25, and the use of ICT is 1.95, standard deviation is 0.25. On the

other hand mean value of importance of time management is 2.73, standard deviation is

0.29, on motivation mean value is 2.64, standard deviation are 0.25, on feedback mean

value is 2.64, 0.29, mean value of relation with students is 2.61, standard deviation value

is 0.28, mean value of assessment 2.54, standard deviation value is 0.26, and the mean

value of the use of ICT is 2.47, standard deviation value is 0.25.

Overall calculated results with respect to teachers’ generic competencies to teach at

higher education level the mean value of the responses with respect to satisfaction is 2.21,

standard deviation is 0.26 on the other hand mean value of the importance is 2.61 and

standard deviation value is 0.27.

The in-depth analysis of the collected data after calculation identified that the

students’ satisfaction level was high on time management while moderate on relations

with students, motivation, feedback, assessment, and the use of ICT. The respondents have

reported high level of importance to all the earlier mentioned generic competencies of the

teachers.

The overall result from calculated from cumulative data has identified moderate
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level of satisfaction of the respondents on teachers’ generic skills while have given high

level of importance to generic competencies for the teachers of higher education.

Table-4.12(b): Skills to be produced among students by the teachers (University-A)

Reflective Creativ
e

Analytical Lifelong Active Critical Manage
ment

Satisfaction M 2.22 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.24 2.11 2.29
SD 0.22 0.25 0.25 0.31 0.31 0.33 0.28

Importance M 2.55 2.58 2.57 2.53 2.62 2.59 2.64
SD 0.27 0.25 0.24 0.27 0.28 0.26 0.27

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.13(b) is in consequence of the table-4.13(a). According to the table-

4.13(b) mean value of satisfaction on management is 2.29, standard deviation is 0.28,

active learning is 2.24, standard deviation is 0.31, reflective thinking skill producing is

2.22, standard deviation value is 0.26, mean value of creative skill 2.16, standard deviation

is 0.25, analytical reasoning is 2.16, standard deviation is 0.25, life-long learning is 2.16,

standard deviation is 0.31, and critical thinking is 2.11 and standard deviation is 0.33. On

the other hand calculated mean value of giving importance, the respondents to

management is 2.64, standard deviation is 0.27, mean value of active learning is 2.62,

standard deviation is 0.28, mean value of critical thinking is 2.59, standard deviation is

0.26, mean value of creative thinking skill is 2.58, standard deviation is 0.25, mean value

on analytical reasoning  is 2.57, standard deviation 0.24, mean value of reflective thinking

skill is 2.55, standard deviation is 0.27, and mean value on life-long learning is 2.53 and

standard deviation is 0.27.

The overall result calculated from cumulative value mean value on satisfaction on

is 2.19 and standard deviation value is 0.23 on the other hand mean value of the

importance is 2.58 and standard deviation is 0.26.

It was concluded after profound data analysis that the students’ satisfaction level

was moderate on their teachers’ helping them to produce; reflective thinking, creative,

analytical, lifelong-learning, active learner, critical thinking skills and management skill.

The respondents reported high level of importance about the needed help by the teachers

for producing all fore said skills.

The greater mean values of importance than mean values of satisfaction of

teachers’ skills; time-management, motivation, ICT usage, assessment, giving feedback,
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relation with students as well as teacher helping their students in developing; reflective

thinking, creative, analytical, lifelong-learning, active learner, critical thinking skills and

management skill indicates that students were expecting more skills among their teachers

for helping them to learn.

Greater mean values of importance than mean values of satisfaction indicates that

the teachers of University-A should focus more on time-management, motivation, ICT

skill, assessment, feedback, assessment, relation with students as well as provide more

help to their students in developing reflective thinking, creative, analytical, lifelong-

learning, active learner, critical thinking skills and management skill.

UNIVERSITY-B
Table 4.13(a): Skills needed for the teachers (University-B)

Time
management

Motivation ICT Assessment Feedback Relation

Satisfaction M 2.08 2.17 2.10 2.14 1.45 2.13
SD 0.23 0.37 0.27 0.26 0.20 0.28

Importance M 2.74 2.64 2.33 2.75 2.45 2.55
SD 0.31 0.25 0.25 0.29 0.23 0.24

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.13(a) presents the calculated mean value of students’ satisfaction level on

teachers’ needed generic competencies from Uni-B. According to the calculated mean

values of students’ satisfaction on teachers’ motivation is 2.17 and standard deviation

value is 0.30, mean value on assessment is 2.14, standard deviation is 0.26, mean value of

relation with students 2.13, standard deviation 0.28, the use of ICT is 2.10, standard

deviation is 0.27, mean value on time management 2.08, standard deviation is 0.23, and

mean value of feedback is 1.45, standard deviation is 0.20. On the other hand the

calculated mean value of importance on assessment is 2.75, standard deviation is 0.29,

mean value on time management is 2.74, standard deviation value is 0.31, motivation is

2.64, standard deviation is 0.25, relation with students 2.55, standard deviation is 0.24,

feedback is 2.45, standard deviation is 0.23, and the mean value of the use ICT is 2.33,

standard deviation is 0.25.

Overall satisfaction value of the calculated mean value is 2.01 and standard

deviation is 0.25 while mean value of the importance is 2.58, standard deviation value is

0.26.

The analysis of the data after calculation concluded that the students’ satisfaction
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level was moderate on motivation, assessment skills, relation with students, the use of

ICT, and time management while was low level on giving feedback among the generic

competencies of the teachers. The respondents have reported high level of importance to

all the earlier said generic competencies of the teachers except ICT usage that have been

concluded moderate level of importance.

Overall result calculated from the cumulative values identified moderate level of

satisfaction of the respondents while have given high level of importance to generic

competencies for the teachers of higher education.

Table-4.13(b): Skills to be produced among students by the teachers (University-B)
Reflective Creative Analytical Lifelong Active critica

l
Manage
ment

Satisfaction M 2.15 2.14 2.15 2.12 2.17 2.19 2.23
SD 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.23 0.22 0.24 0.31

Importance M 2.45 2.40 2.41 2.35 2.54 2.45 2.51
SD 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.16 0.23

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.13(b) is in consequence of the table-4.14(a) on teachers’ helping their

students to produce skills. According to the table-4.14(b) mean value of satisfaction on

management skill producing is 2.23, standard deviation value is 0.31, mean value of

critical thinking is 2.19, standard deviation is 0.24, active learning is 2.17, standard

deviation is 0.22, analytical reasoning skill is 2.15, standard deviation is 0.20, and

reflective skill is 2.15 standard deviation value is 0.23, creative skill is 2.14, standard

deviation is 0.21, and life-long learning is 2.12, standard deviation is 0.23. On the other

hand results in mean values of importance are; active learning is 2.54, standard deviation

is 0.20, management is 2.51, standard deviation is 0.23, critical thinking skill is 2.45,

standard deviation is 0.16, reflective skill is 2.45 and standard deviation value is 0.20,

analytical reasoning is 2.41, standard deviation is 0.20, and creative skill is 2.40, and

standard deviation is 0.21, life-long learning is 2.35 and standard deviation value is 0.20.

The cumulative calculated values indicate that respondents’ satisfaction with

respect to mean value is 2.16 and standard deviation value is 0.24 on the other hand mean

value of the importance is 2.45 and standard deviation was 0.20.

It was concluded  by profound data analysis that the students’ satisfaction level

was moderate on their teachers’ helping to produce all the earlier said skills among them
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while the respondents have ranked, high level of importance to the needed help by the

teachers for producing all these skills. Overall result from cumulative value concluded

moderate level of satisfaction on the skills while have high level of importance to these

skills.

Greater mean values of importance than mean values of satisfaction indicates that

the teachers from University-B should focus more on time-management, motivation, ICT

skill, assessment, feedback, relation with students in addition to provide more help to their

students in developing reflective thinking, creative, analytical, lifelong-learning, active

learner, critical thinking skills and management skill.

UNIVERSITY-C
Table. 4. 14(a): Skills needed for the teachers (University-C)

Time
management

Motivation ICT Assessment Feedback Relation

Satisfaction M 1.87 1.89 1.90 2.07 2.06 1.94
SD 0.25 0.22 0.35 0.27 0.28 0.28

Importance M 2.38 2.41 2.46 2.55 2.49 2.52
SD 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.23 0.22 0.20

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.14(a) presents the calculated results of students’ satisfaction level on

teachers’ needed generic competencies from the University-C. According to the calculated

mean values of students’ satisfaction on teachers’ assessment 2.07, standard deviation is

0.27, feedback 2.06, standard deviation 0.28, relations with students 1.94, standard

deviation is 0.28, the use of ICT 1.90, standard deviation is 0.35, motivation for learning is

1.89, standard deviation is 0.22, and time management 1.87, standard deviation is 0.25. On

the other hand the calculated mean value of importance of assessment is 2.55, standard

deviation is 0.23, relation with students is 2.52, standard deviation is 0.20, mean of

feedback is 2.49, standard deviation is 0.22, the use of ICT is 2.46, standard deviation is

0.20, motivation is 2.41, standard deviation value is 0.19, and time management is 2.38,

standard deviation is 0.19.

An overall calculated result with respect to teachers’ generic competencies the

mean value of satisfaction is 2.00 and standard deviation value is 0.28 on the other hand

mean value of the importance is 2.47 and standard deviation value is 0.21.

The in-depth analysis concluded that the students’ satisfaction level was moderate
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in all the skills mentioned earlier. The respondents have reported high level of importance

to all the earlier said generic competencies of the teachers.

The cumulative result calculated as overall has identified moderate level of

satisfaction of the respondents while have given high level of importance to generic

competencies for the teachers for teaching at higher education.

Table-4.14(b): Skills to be produced among students by the teachers (University-C)
Reflective Creative Analytical Lifelong Active Critical Manage

ment
Satisfaction M 2.03 1.99 2.02 2.58 1.85 2.05 2.30

SD 0.33 0.28 0.39 0.27 0.31 0.23 0.20
Importance M 2.48 2.51 2.45 2.55 2.49 2.51 2.57

SD 0.34 0.35 0.31 0.27 0.37 0.28 0.26

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.14(b) that is in consequence of the table-4.15(a) on teachers’ helping to

produce skills needed at higher education level as well as importance of these skills.

According to the table-4.15(b) mean value of satisfaction on life-long skill producing is

2.58, standard deviation value is 0.27, management skill is 2.30, standard deviation is

0.29, critical thinking is 2.05, standard deviation is 0.23, reflective skill is 2.03, standard

deviation is 0.33, analytical reasoning is 2.02, standard deviation is 0.39, creative skill is

1.99, standard deviation is 0.28, and active learning is 1.85, standard deviation is 0.31.

With respect to giving importance to these skills the calculated mean value management

skill is 2.57, standard deviation value is 0.26, mean value of the life-long learning is 2.55,

standard deviation value is 0.27, mean value of critical skill is 2.51, standard deviation is

0.28, creative skill is 2.51, standard deviation value is 0.35, active learning is 2.49,

standard deviation is 0.37, mean value on reflective thinking is 2.48, standard deviation is

0.34, mean value of, and analytical reasoning skill is 2.45, standard deviation is 0.31.

The cumulative calculated values indicate that respondents’ satisfaction on

necessary skill with respect to mean value is 2.08 and standard deviation value is 0.30 on

the other hand mean value of the importance is 2.51 and standard deviation value is 0.31.

The profound data analysis concluded that the students’ satisfaction level was

moderate on their teachers’ helping to produce; reflective thinking, creative, analytical,

active learner, critical thinking skill and management skill while reported lifelong-learning

at high level of satisfaction. It was further concluded high level of importance about the
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needed help by the teachers to produce all these skills. The overall result from cumulative

value concluded that respondents satisfaction level for skill producing help provided by

the teachers was moderate while gave high level of importance to it.

The greater mean values of importance of teachers’ helping their students in

creating all the above mentioned skills for learning than the mean values of satisfaction

indicates that students were expecting more help from their teachers for developing the

said skill.

Greater mean values of importance than mean values of satisfaction indicate that

the teachers of University-C should focus more on time-management, motivation, ICT

skill, assessment, feedback, relation with students as well as should provide more help to

their students in developing reflective thinking, creative, analytical, active learner, critical

thinking skill and management skill.

UNIVERSITY-D
Table 4.15(a): Skills needed for the teachers (University-D)

Time
management

Motivation ICT Assessment Feedback Relation

Satisfaction M 1.99 2.03 2.19 2.19 1.65 2.22
SD 0.19 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.33 0.20

Importance M 2.36 2.34 1.97 2.32 2.38 2.28
SD 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.25 0.19 0.21

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.15(a) presents the calculated mean value of students’ satisfaction on

teachers’ skills needed from the University-D. According to the calculated mean values of

students’ satisfaction on teachers’ relations with students is 2.22, standard deviation is

0.20, the use of ICT is 2.19, standard deviation is 0.23, assessment is 2.19, standard

deviation is 0.22, motivation is 2.03, standard deviation is 0.22, mean value on time

management is 1.99 and standard deviation is 0.19, feedback 1.65, standard deviation

0.33. On the other hand the calculated mean value of importance on feedback is 2.38,

standard deviation is 0.19, time management is 2.36, standard deviation is 0.20,

motivation is 2.34, standard deviation is 0.21, assessment is 2.32, standard deviation is

0.25, relation with students is 2.28, standard deviation is 0.21, and assessment is 1.97,

standard deviation is 0.22.

Overall result with respect to teachers’ generic competencies with respect to
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satisfaction is 2.05 and standard deviation is 0.23 on the other hand mean value of the

importance is 2.28 and standard deviation value is 0.21.

The in-depth analysis of the concluded that the students’ satisfaction level was

moderate on time-management, motivation, the use of ICT, assessment skills, and keeping

relation with their students while low level of satisfaction on giving feedback. It was also

concluded that the respondents have reported high level of importance to reflective and

creative skills while low level of importance to analytical skill, life-long learning, active,

critical, and time management skill producing competencies of the teachers.

The cumulative result calculated as overall has concluded moderate level of

satisfaction of the respondents and aslo low level of importance was concluded to generic

competencies for the teachers of higher education.

The greater mean values of importance of teachers’ generic competencies helping

their students for learning than the mean values of satisfaction indicates that students were

expecting more on the said skill.

Table-4.15(b): Skills to be produced among students by the teachers (University-D)

Reflective Creative Analytical Lifelong Active Critical Management
Satisfaction M 2.08 1.87 2.00 2.10 2.24 2.16 2.24

SD 0.33 0.27 0.24 0.30 0.26 0.28 0.22
Importance M 2.76 2.38 2.20 2.27 2.24 2.22 2.33

SD 0.25 0.21 0.27 0.20 0.25 0.24 0.23

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.15(b) is in consequence of the table-4.16(a). According to the results mean

value on management is 2.24, standard deviation are 0.22, active learning is 2.24 and

standard deviation value is 0.26, critical skill is 2.16 standard deviation is 0.28, life-long

skill mean value is 2.10 standard deviation 0.30, reflective thinking mean value 2.08

standard deviation 0.33, analytical reasoning skill mean value is 2.00 standard deviation

0.24, on creative thinking skill mean value is 1.87 standard deviation 0.27. Meanwhile the

calculated mean value of the importance on reflective skill is 2.76 standard deviation is

0.25, mean value of creative thinking skill is 2.38 standard deviation is 0.21, mean value

on management skill is 2.33, standard deviation 0.23, mean value on life-long learning is

2.27, standard deviation 0.20, mean value on active learning is 2.24 standard deviation is

0.25, mean value on critical skill is 2.22, standard deviation 0.24 and on analytical

reasoning skill is 2.20 and standard deviation is 0.27.
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The cumulative result of the respondents’ satisfaction on the skill producing ability

of the teachers with respect to the calculated mean value is 2.10 and standard deviation

value is 0.27 while mean value of the importance given is 2.40 and standard deviation is

0.24.

It was concluded that there was moderate level of satisfaction on all the skills

producing ability of the teachers among their students. On the other hand it was concluded

high level of importance was given to the skills; reflective thinking skill, creative, and

management skill while moderate level of importance to analytical reasoning, life-long

learning, active learning, and confidence building skills producing ability of the teachers.

The overall mean value showed that the respondents have given moderate level of

satisfaction but high level of importance to the skills.

Larger mean values of importance than mean values of satisfaction indicates that

the teachers of University-D should focus more on time-management, motivation, ICT

skill, assessment, feedback, relation and should provide more help to their students in

developing reflective, creative, analytical, active learner, critical thinking skill and

management skill.

UNIVERSITY-E

Table 4.16(a): Skills needed for the teachers (University-E)

Time
management

Motivation ICT Assessment Feedback Relation

Satisfaction M 2.18 1.98 1.90 1.92 2.12 2.15
SD 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.29 0.27

Importance M 2.63 2.68 2.49 2.76 2.21 2.55
SD 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.33 0.32 0.27

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.16(a) presents the calculated results from the University-E. According to

the calculated mean value of students’ satisfaction on teachers’ time management skill is

2.18 and the standard deviation is 0.24, mean value of teacher-student relation is 2.15

standard deviation 0.27, mean value on giving feedback is 2.12 standard deviation 0.29,

motivating for learning is 1.98 standard deviation 0.24, mean value on assessment of work

1.92 standard deviation 0.23, and the use of ICT for leaning is 1.90 standard deviation is

0.24. On the other hand the calculated mean value from the data that respondents have

given importance of assessment is 2.76, standard deviation is 0.33, mean value of

motivation is 2.68, standard deviation is 0.30, time management is 2.63 standard deviation
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is 0.30, mean value on the relation with students is 2.55 standard deviation is 0.27, the

mean value of the use of ICT is 2.49 standard deviation is 0.31, and on feedback is 2.21,

standard deviation is 0.32.

The cumulative mean value of satisfaction is 2.04; standard deviation is 0.28 while

mean value of the importance is 2.55 and standard deviation is 0.31.

It was concluded after data analysis that the respondents from the University-E

have reported their moderated level of satisfaction to the said skills. The data analysis have

concluded that the respondents have given high level of importance to assessment,

motivation, time management, relations with students, and the use of ICT while have

given moderate level of importance to feedback. The cumulative result concluded that the

respondents have reported moderate level of satisfaction to these skills as overall but high

level of importance to these skills.

The greater mean values of importance of teachers’ generic competency in helping

their students for learning than the mean values of satisfaction indicates that students were

expecting more competent teachers.

Table-4.16(b): Skills to be produced among students by the teachers (University-E)
Reflective Creative Analytical Life-

long
Active Critical Management

Satisfaction M 1.96 2.03 1.97 2.22 2.18 2.22 2.31
SD 0.22 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.25 0.27 0.23

Importance M 2.37 2.46 2.45 2.55 2.52 2.34 2.50
SD 0.23 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.25 0.27 0.22

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.16(b) is in consequence of the table-4.17(a) the results of students’ from

the University-E. According to the calculated mean value from the collected data from the

respondents mean value of management is 2.31 and standard deviation is 0.23, critical

skill is 2.22 and standard deviation is 0.27, life-long learning is 2.22 and standard

deviation is 0.27, active learning skill is 2.18 and standard deviation is 0.25, creative skill

is 2.03, standard deviation is 0.25, mean value of analytical reasoning is 1.97 and standard

deviation is 0.26, and in reflective thinking skill is 1.96 and standard deviation is 0.22. On

the other hand the calculated mean value of the importance of life-long learning skill is

2.55 standard deviation is 0.26, mean value of active learning is 2.52 standard deviation is

0.25, mean value on management skill is 2.50, standard deviation 0.22, mean value on
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creative learning is 2.46, standard deviation 0.24, mean value on analytical reasoning skill

is 2.45 standard deviation is 0.26, mean value on reflective thinking skill is 2.37, standard

deviation 0.23 and on critical skill is 2.34 and standard deviation is 0.27.

The overall result calculated from cumulative value of the respondents’ satisfaction

on these skills producing ability of the teachers with respect to the calculated mean value

is 2.21 and standard deviation value is 0.21 while mean value of the importance given is

2.45 and standard deviation is 0.25

It was concluded that the respondents from the University-E moderate level of

satisfaction to helping their teachers in producing skills needed at higher education level.

On the other hand the respondents gave high level of importance to all the said skills. The

overall mean value concluded that the respondents have moderate level of satisfaction but

high level of importance this.

The larger mean values of importance than satisfaction indicates that the teachers

of University-E should focus more on time-management, motivation, ICT skills,

assessment, feedback, relation and also should grant more help to their students in

developing reflective, creative, analytical, active learner, critical thinking skill and

management skill.

UNIVERSITY-F

Table 4.17(a): Skills needed for the teachers (University-F)

Time
management

Motivation ICT Assessment Feedback Relations

Satisfaction M 2.40 2.29 1.70 2.11 2.36 2.22
SD 0.23 0.23 0.21 0.23 0.24 0.25

Importance M 2.70 2.68 2.53 2.50 2.61 2.63
SD 0.24 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.24 0.30

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.17(a) presents the results of students’ satisfaction level on teachers’

needed generic competencies from the University-F. According to the this mean value of

students’ satisfaction on teachers’ time management skill is 2.40 and the value of standard

deviation is 0.23, feedback 2.36, standard deviation is 0.24, motivation 2.29, standard

deviation is 0.23, teacher-student relation is 2.22 standard deviation 0.25, assessment is

2.11, standard deviation is 0.23, and the use of ICT for teaching is 1.70 standard deviation

is 0.21. On the other hand the calculated mean value of the  respondents’ on importance of
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time management is 2.70 standard deviation is 0.24, mean value of motivation is 2.68

standard deviation is 0.27, relation with students is 2.63 standard deviation is 0.30,

feedback 2.61, standard deviation is 0.24, the use of ICT is 2.53, standard deviation 0.26,

and assessment is 2.50 and standard deviation value is 0.27.

The overall mean value result by cumulative value on students’ satisfaction is 2.28,

standard deviation is 0.23 while calculated mean value on importance is 2.61, and standard

deviation is 0.26.

It was further concluded from the results that the respondents from the University-

F have high level of satisfaction on time management, feedback, while moderate level of

satisfaction on motivation, relation, assessment, and the use of ICT. More conclusion was

that the respondents have given high level of importance to all the generic skills of

teachers.

The overall result from cumulative value concluded that the respondents have

reported moderate level of satisfaction to these skills as overall but high level of

importance to these skills.

The greater mean values of importance of teachers’ helping their students in for

learning than the mean values of satisfaction indicates that students were expecting more

competent teachers.

Table-4.17(b): Skills to be produced among students by the teachers (University-F)
Reflective Creative Analytical Lifelong Active Critical Management

Satisfaction M 1.80 2.24 2.08 2.17 2.13 1.89 2.40
SD 0.31 0.29 0.37 0.41 0.31 0.39 0.31

Importance M 2.61 2.56 2.57 2.55 2.52 2.57 2.64
SD 0.30 0.21 0.30 0.29 0.25 0.28 0.23

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.17(b) shows the results in consequence of the table-4.18(a) from the

University-F. According to the calculated mean value of the collected data from the

respondents on management is 2.40 and standard deviation is 0.31, creative 2.24, standard

deviation 0.29, life-long learning is 2.17 and standard deviation is 0.41, active learning

skill is 2.13 and standard deviation is 0.31, analytical reasoning skill 2.08, standard

deviation 0.37, critical skill is 1.89, standard deviation is 0.36, reflective thinking skill is

1.80 and standard deviation is 0.31. On the other hand the calculated mean value of the

importance of management skill is 2.64 standard deviation is 0.23, mean value of
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reflective learning is 2.61 standard deviation is 0.30, mean value on analytical reasoning

skill is 2.57, standard deviation 0.30, critical thinking skill is 2.57, standard deviation and

0.28, mean value on creative learning is 2.56, standard deviation 0.21, mean value on life-

long is 2.55 standard deviation is 0.29, mean value on active learning skill is 2.52,

standard deviation 0.25.

The overall results calculated from cumulative value on respondents’ satisfaction

on these skills producing ability of the teachers with respect to the calculated mean value

is 2.10 and standard deviation value is 0.34 while mean value of the importance given is

2.58 and standard deviation is 0.27.

It was concluded that the respondents from the University-F reported to have

moderate level of satisfaction except management skill that the respondents have reported

high level of satisfaction. On the other hand the respondents gave given high level of

importance to all the skills. The overall mean value concluded that the respondents have

given moderate level of satisfaction but high level of importance to the skills.

Greater mean values of importance than mean values of satisfaction indicates that

the teachers of University-F should focus more on time-management, motivation, ICT

skill, assessment, feedback, relation and should provide more help to their students in

developing reflective, creative, analytical, active learner, critical thinking skill and

management skill.

UNIVERSITY-G
Table 4.18(a): Skills needed for the teachers (University-G)

Time
management

Motivation ICT Assessment Feedback Relation

Satisfaction M 1.37 1.53 1.78 1.52 1.64 1.83
SD 0.30 0.34 0.29 0.32 0.36 0.34

Importance M 2.29 2.63 2.54 2.59 2.58 2.66
SD 0.17 0.29 0.21 0.26 0.42 0.22

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.18(a) presents the calculated mean value of teachers’ needed generic

competencies from the University-G. According to the calculated mean value of students’

satisfaction on teachers’ relation with students is 1.83, standard deviation is 0.34, the use

of ICT for teaching is 1.78, standard deviation is 0.29, giving feedback is 1.64, standard

deviation is 0.36, motivation is 1.53, standard deviation is 0.34, assessment is 1.52,

standard deviation is 0.32, and time management is 1.37, standard deviation 0.30. On the

other hand the calculated mean value from the data that respondents have given
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importance of students-teacher relation mean value is 2.66 standard deviation is 0.22,

motivation is 2.63, standard deviation is 0.29, assessment is 2.59, standard deviation is

0.26, feedback is 2.58, standard deviation is 0.24, the use of ICT is 2.54, standard

deviation is 0.21, and mean value of time management is 2.29, standard deviation is 0.17.

The overall result by cumulative values mean value on students’ satisfaction is

1.61, standard deviation is 0.33 while calculated mean value of importance is 2.55, and

standard deviation is 0.23.

The in-depth data analysis concluded that the students from the University-G were

satisfied on their teachers’ generic skills needed at higher education level. the respondents’

have moderate level of satisfaction on relations with students and the use of ICT, while

low level of satisfaction on giving time management, motivation, assessment, and

feedback, . The data analysis has further concluded that the respondents have given high

level of importance to teacher-student relations, motivation, assessment, feedback, the use

of ICT while moderate level to time management.

According to overall satisfaction respondents have reported low level of

satisfaction on these skills but have rated high level of importance to these skills.

The greater mean values of importance of teachers’ generic competencies than the

mean value of satisfaction indicates that students were expecting more competent teachers.

Table-4.18(b): Skills to be produced among students by the teachers (University-G)
Reflective Creative Analytical Lifelong Active Critical Management

Satisfaction M 1.94 1.89 1.88 1.88 1.80 1.90 2.17
SD 0.31 0.27 0.27 0.29 0.29 0.30 0.31

Importance M 2.55 2.58 2.59 2.60 2.62 2.61 2.68
SD 0.24 0.26 0.25 0.23 0.26 0.29 0.24

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.18 (b) is in consequence of the table-4.22 (a). According to the calculated

mean value of the respondents on management skill is 2.17, standard deviation is 0.31,

reflective 1.94, standard deviation is 0.31, critical skill is 1.90, standard deviation is 0.30,

creative 1.89, standard deviation is 0.27, analytical reasoning skill is 1.88, standard

deviation 0.27, and life-long learning is 1.88, standard deviation 0.29, and active learning

is 1.80, standard deviation is 0.29. On the other hand the calculated mean value of the

importance of management 2.68, standard deviation is 0.24, active is 2.62, standard

deviation is 0.26, critical skill is 2.61, standard deviation is 0.29, life-long learning is 2.60,
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standard deviation is 0.23, analytical reasoning 2.59, standard deviation 0.25, creative skill

is 2.58, standard deviation is 0.26, and reflective is 2.55, standard deviation 0.24.

Overall result calculated from the cumulative value of the respondents’ satisfaction

on these skills producing ability of the teachers with respect to the calculated mean value

is 2.24 and standard deviation value is 0.29 while mean value of the importance given is

2.61 and standard deviation is 0.30.

It was concluded after profound data analysis that the respondents of the

University-G  were satisfied with with moderate levels of satisfaction. On the other hand

the respondents gave high level of importance to all the skills.

The overall results indicated that students were moderately satisfied on teaching

facility on helping them to develop the said skills while they have reported high level of

importance to these skills.

The greater mean values of importance than mean values of satisfaction indicates

that the teachers of University-G should focus more on time-management, motivation, ICT

skill, assessment, feedback, relation with their students moreover should provide more

help to their students in developing reflective, creative, analytical, active learner, critical

thinking and management skills.

UNIVERSITY-H
Table 4.19(a): Skills needed for the teachers (University-H)

Time management Motivation ICT Assessment Feedback Relation
Satisfaction M 1.69 2.02 1.44 1.54 1.45 1.79

SD 0.24 0.28 0.23 0.33 0.24 0.25
Importance M 2.34 2.30 2.11 2.34 2.31 2.37

SD 0.21 0.27 0.20 0.22 0.23 0.27

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.19(a) presents the results in mean value of students’ on teachers’ needed

generic competencies from the University-H. According to the calculated mean value of

students’ satisfaction on motivation is 2.02, standard deviation is 0.28, relation is 1.79,

standard deviation is 0.25, time management is 1.69, standard deviation is 0.24,

assessment is 1.54, standard deviation is 0.33, feedback is 1.45, standard deviation is 0.24,

and the use of ICT for teaching is 1.44, standard deviation is 0.23. On the other hand the

calculated mean value from the data that respondents have given importance of students-

teacher relation mean value is 2.37 standard deviation is 0.27, time management is 2.34,
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standard deviation is 0.21, assessment is 2.34, standard deviation is 0.22, feedback is 2.31,

standard deviation is 0.23, motivation is 2.30 and standard deviation value is 0.27, and the

use of ICT is 2.11, standard deviation is 0.20.

The overall result by cumulative mean value on students’ satisfaction is 1.66,

standard deviation is 0.26 while calculated mean value of importance is 2.30, and standard

deviation is 0.22.

The in-depth data analysis concluded that the students from the University-H have

moderate level of satisfaction on motivation, relations with students and  time

management, while have reported low level of satisfaction on assessment, giving

feedback, and the use of ICT. On the other hand the respondents have ranked high level of

importance to relations, time management and assessment while have ranked moderate

level of importance to feedback, motivation, the use of ICT for teaching.

Overall result calculated from the cumulative value indicates that the respondents

have reported moderate level of satisfaction on these skills and also have rated moderate

level of importance to these skills.

Table 4.19(b): Skills to be produced among students by the teachers (University-H)
Reflective Creative Analytical Lifelong Active Critical Management

Satisfaction M 1.63 2.04 1.89 1.98 1.86 1.92 2.08
SD 0.26 0.29 0.32 0.27 0.34 0.30 0.27

Importance M 2.37 2.34 2.33 2.36 2.05 2.34 2.38
SD 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.21 0.19 0.21 0.25

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.19 (b) is in consequence of the table-4.23 (a). According to the calculated

mean value of the collected data from the respondents on management skill is 2.08,

standard deviation is 0.27, creative 2.04, standard deviation is 0.29, life-long is 1.98,

standard deviation is 0.27, critical skill 1.92, standard deviation is 0.30, analytical

reasoning skill is 1.89, standard deviation 0.32, active learning is 1.86, standard deviation

is 0.34, and reflective skill is 1.63 and standard deviation is 0.26. On the other hand the

calculated mean value of the importance of management 2.38, standard deviation is 0.25,

reflective is 2.37, standard deviation is 0.18, life-long learning is 2.36, standard deviation

is 0.21, creative is 2.34, standard deviation is 0.17, critical skill is 2.34, standard deviation

is 0.21 analytical reasoning 2.33, standard deviation 0.17, and active skill is 2.05, standard

deviation is 0.19.
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Overall result calculated from the cumulative value of the respondents’ satisfaction

on these skills producing ability of the teachers with respect to the mean value is 1.92 and

standard deviation value is 0.29 while mean value of the importance given is 2.31 and

standard deviation is 0.20.

It was conclusion that respodents from the University- H were moseratly

satisfactied on helping their teachers to produce the measured skills. On the other hand the

respondents have high level of importance to help their teachers to produce management,

reflective, life-long learning, creative skills, and analytical reasoning while ranked active

learning at moderate level of importance.

The overall result indicates that students were moderately satisfied on teaching

facility on helping them to develop the said skills while they also have reported moderate

level of importance to these skills.

The greater mean values of importance than the mean values of satisfaction

indicates that universities-G should focus more on teachers’ teaching skills; time-

management, motivation, ICT usage, assessment, feedback, relation with students as well

as skills producing ability among their students; reflective, creative, analytical, life-long,

confidence, and management skill.

UNIVERSITY-I
Table 4.20(a): Skills needed for the teachers (University-I)

Time
management

Motivation ICT Assessment Feedback Relation

Satisfaction M 1.75 1.75 1.63 2.01 1.87 1.82
SD 0.28 0.29 0.25 0.29 0.32 0.33

Importance M 2.28 2.24 2.28 2.35 2.21 2.34
SD 0.25 0.25 0.22 0.29 0.27 0.29

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.20(a) presents the calculated mean value on teachers’ skills needed at

university level from University-I. According to the calculated mean value of students’

satisfaction on teachers’ assessment skill is 2.01, standard deviation is 0.29, giving

feedback is 1.87, standard deviation is 0.32, relation with students is 1.82, standard

deviation is 0.33, time management is 1.75, standard deviation 0.28, motivation is 1.75,

standard deviation 0.29, and the use of ICT for teaching is 1.63, standard deviation is 0.25.

On the other hand the calculated mean value from the data that respondents have given

importance of assessment is 2.35 standard deviation is 0.29, students-teacher relation
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mean value is 2.34, standard deviation is 0.29, the use of ICT is 2.28, standard deviation is

0.22, time management is 2.28, standard deviation is 0.25, mean value of motivation is

2.24, standard deviation is 0.25, and feedback is 2.21, and standard deviation is 0.27.

The overall result calculated by cumulative value on students’ satisfaction is 1.81,

standard deviation is 0.29 while calculated mean value of importance is 2.28, and standard

deviation is 0.26.

The in-depth data analysis concluded that the students from the University-I were

satisfied on their teachers’ generic skills needed at higher education level and have

moderate level of satisfaction on all above mentioned skills except the use of ICT that they

have reported low level satisfaction among their teachers. The data analysis has further

concluded that the respondents have given high level of importance on assessment and

relation with students’ while the use of ICT, time management, motivation, and feedback

were rated moderate level among the generic skills. The cumulative result also concluded

that the respondents have moderate level of satisfaction on these skills as overall and have

rated moderate level of importance to these skills.

The greater mean values of importance of teachers’ generic competencies than the

mean value of satisfaction indicates that students were expecting more competent teachers.

Table-4.20(b): Skills to be produced among students by the teachers (University-I)
Reflective Creative Analytical Lifelong Active Critical Management

Satisfaction M 1.78 1.80 1.75 1.71 1.85 1.69 2.22
SD 0.35 0.33 0.31 0.31 0.23 0.26 0.26

Importance M 2.35 2.33 2.43 2.45 2.44 2.34 2.35
SD 0.25 0.26 0.24 0.33 0.25 0.23 0.25

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.20 (b) is in consequence of the table-4.21 (a). According to the calculated

mean value of the collected data from the respondents on management skill is 2.22,

standard deviation is 0.26, active 1.85, standard deviation is 0.23, creative 1.80, standard

deviation 0.33, reflective 1.78, standard deviation, 0.35, analytical reasoning skill is 1.75,

standard deviation 0.31, life-long learning is 1.71, standard deviation 0.31, and critical

skill is 1.69, standard deviation is 0.26. On the other hand the calculated mean value of the

importance of life-long learning is 2.45, standard deviation is 0.33, active is 2.44, standard

deviation is 0.25, analytical reasoning 2.43, standard deviation 0.24, reflective and,

standard deviation 0.25, time management is 2.35, standard deviation is 0.25, critical skill

is 2.34, standard deviation is 0.23, and creative skill is 2.33, standard deviation is 0.26.
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Overall result calculated from cumulative value of the respondents’ satisfaction on

these skills producing ability of the teachers with respect to mean value is 1.83 and

standard deviation value is 0.29 while mean value of the importance given is 2.78 and

standard deviation is 0.30.

It was concluded after in-depth data analysis that the respondents from the

University-I were moderately satisfied on the said skills. On the other hand it was

concluded that respondents gave high level of importance to all the said skills except

creative skill that was of moderate level.

The overall result indicates that students were moderately satisfied on teaching

facility on helping them to develop the said skills while they have reported high level of

importance to these skills.

Larger mean values of importance than mean values of satisfaction pointed out that

the teachers of University-I should focus more on time-management, motivation, ICT

skill, assessment, feedback, relation furthermore they should provide more help to their

students in developing reflective, creative, analytical, active learner, critical thinking skill

and management skill.

UNIVERSITY-J
Table 4.21(a): Skills needed for the teachers (University-J)

Time
management

Motivation ICT Assessment Feedback Relation

Satisfaction M 2.16 2.16 2.08 2.20 2.16 2.29
SD 0.24 0.28 0.27 0.30 0.24 0.22

Importance M 2.53 2.51 2.47 2.51 2.50 2.56
SD 0.23 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.18 0.20

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.21(a) presents the results of the University-J. According to the calculated

mean value of students’ satisfaction on teachers’ relation with students is 2.29 and the

value of standard deviation is 0.22, on feedback is 2.16, standard deviation is 0.24, time

management is 2.16, standard deviation value is 0.24, motivation are 2.16, standard

deviation is 0.28, mean value on assessment is 2.20, standard deviation is 0.30and the use

of ICT for teaching is 2.08 standard deviation is 0.27. On the other hand the calculated

mean value from the data that respondents have given importance of students-teacher

relation is 2.56 standard deviation is 0.20, mean value of time management is 2.53
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standard deviation is 0.23, assessment is 2.51, and standard deviation is 0.22, motivation is

2.51, and standard deviation is 0.26, feedback is 2.50 and standard deviation 0.18, and

mean value on the use of ICT is 2.47 and standard deviation value is 0.24.

The overall result by cumulative mean value on students’ satisfaction is 2.18,

standard deviation is 0.26 while calculated mean value is 2.51, and standard deviation is

0.22.

The result indicates that the respondents are satisfied. The in-depth data analysis

concluded that the respondents of the University-J were reported their moderate level of

satisfaction on all above mentioned skills among their teachers. The data analysis has

further concluded that the respondents have given high level of importance to all the skills.

The overall result calculated from cumulative value indicates that the respondents

have reported moderate level of satisfaction to the skills needed for university teachers but

given high level of importance to these skills.

The greater mean values of importance of teachers’ skills than the mean value of

satisfaction indicate that students were expecting more skilled teachers.

Table-4.21(b): Skills to be produced among students by the teachers (University-J)
Reflective Creative Analytical Lifelong Active Critical Management

Satisfaction M 2.19 2.21 2.13 2.18 2.18 2.19 2.20
SD 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.25

Importance M 2.50 2.39 2.40 2.45 2.45 2.37 2.56
SD 0.22 0.24 0.24 0.28 0.27 0.22 0.21

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.21(b) is in consequence of the table-4.19(a). According to the calculated

mean value of the collected data from the respondents on creative thinking is 2.21 and

standard deviation is 0.22, management 2.20, standard deviation 0.25, reflective is 2.19,

standard deviation is 0.21, critical is 2.19, standard deviation is 0.25, life-long learning

skill 2.18 standard deviation is 0.22, active learning skill 2.18 standard deviation value is

0.24, analytical reasoning skill 2.13, standard deviation 0.23. On the other hand the

calculated mean value of the importance of management skill is 2.56, standard deviation is

0.21, mean value of reflective learning is 2.50, standard deviation is 0.22, mean value on

active learning is 2.45, standard deviation 0.27, life-long is 2.45, standard deviation 0.28,

analytical reasoning skill is 2.40, standard deviation 0.24 creative learning is 2.39,

standard deviation 0.24, critical skill is 2.37, standard deviation is 0.22.
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The overall mean value calculated from cumulative value of the respondents’

satisfaction on these skills producing ability of the teachers is 2.18 and standard deviation

value is 0.23; while mean value of the importance given is 2.44 and standard deviation is

0.24.

With respect to levels of satisfaction the respondents it was concluded that the

respondents from the University-J were moderately level of satisfaction about the said

skills. On the other hand the it was also concluded that they were gave high level of

importance to all the said skills. The overall results concluded that students were

moderately satisfied on teaching facility on helping them to create the said skills while

they have reported high level of importance to these skills.

The greater mean values of importance of teachers’ helping their students in

creating all the above mentioned skills for learning than the mean values of satisfaction

indicates that students were expecting more help from their teachers for developing the

said skill.

Larger mean values of importance than mean values of satisfaction reveal that the

teachers of University-J should focus more on time-management, motivation, ICT skill,

assessment, feedback, relation furthermore they should provide more help to their students

in developing reflective, creative, analytical, active learner, critical thinking skill and

management skill.

UNIVERSITY-K

Table-4.22(a): Skills needed for the teachers (University-K)

Time
management

Motivation ICT Assessment Feedback Relation

Satisfaction M 1.79 1.86 1.78 1.90 1.93 2.02
SD 0.31 0.26 0.23 0.29 0.36 0.28

Importance M 2.37 2.31 2.43 2.31 2.54 2.39
SD 0.27 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.38 0.26

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.22(a) presents the calculated mean value of students’ satisfaction level on

teachers’ needed generic competencies from University-K. According to the calculated

mean value of students’ satisfaction on teachers’ relation with students is 2.02 and the

value of standard deviation is 0.28, mean value on feedback is 1.93, standard deviation is

0.36, on assessment is 1.90, standard deviation is 0.29, motivation is 1.86, standard
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deviation is 0.26, time management is 1.79, standard deviation is 0.31, and the use of ICT

for teaching is 1.78, standard deviation is 0.23. On the other hand the calculated mean

value from the data that respondents have given importance to feedback is 2.54 standard

deviation is 0.38, the use of ICT is 2.43, standard deviation is 0.31, students-teacher

relation mean value is 2.39, standard deviation is 0.26, mean value of time management is

2.37 standard deviation is 0.27, mean value on motivation is 2.31, and standard deviation

is 0.32, assessment is 2.31, and standard deviation is 0.31.

The overall result calculated from the cumulative value on students’ satisfaction is

1.88, standard deviation is 0.29 while calculated mean value of importance is 2.37, and

standard deviation is 0.31.

The in-depth data analysis concluded that the students of University-K were

satisfied on their teachers’ generic skills needed at higher education level that was fonud

moderate level. The data analysis has further concluded that the respondents have given

high level of importance to all the generic skills except motivation and assessment skills

that were ranked moderate level of importance. The overall result from cumulative value

indicates that the respondents have reported moderate level of satisfaction to these skills as

overall but high level of importance to these skills.

The greater mean values of importance of teachers’ generic competencies than the

mean value of satisfaction indicates that students were expecting more competent teachers.

Table-4.22(b): Skills to be produced among students by the teachers (University-K)

Reflective Creative Analytical Lifelong Active Critical Management
Satisfaction M 1.82 1.79 1.82 1.77 2.23 2.06 1.98

SD 0.31 0.33 0.30 0.27 0.31 0.24 0.27
Importance M 2.43 2.38 2.42 2.43 2.35 2.35 2.89

SD 0.27 0.30 0.24 0.31 0.33 0.30 0.29

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.22(b) is in the consequence of the table-4.20 (a) shows calculated mean

value of the data from the respondents on active learning skill is 2.23, standard deviation is

0.31, critical 2.06, standard deviation is 0.24, management 1.98, standard deviation 0.27,

analytical reasoning skill is 1.82, standard deviation 0.30, reflective is 1.82, standard

deviation 0.31, creative thinking 1.79, standard deviation is 0.33, and life-long learning is

1.77, standard deviation 0.27. On the other hand the calculated mean value of the

importance of management skill is 2.89, standard deviation is 0.29, mean value of
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reflective learning is 2.43, standard deviation is 0.27, life-long 2.43, standard deviation

0.31, analytical reasoning skill is 2.42, standard deviation 0.24, creative 2.38, standard

deviation 0.30, active 2.35, standard deviation 0.33, confidence building 2.35, standard

deviation 0.30.

The overall result from cumulative value on the respondents’ satisfaction on

helping teachers on skill producing ability among the respondents with respect to the

calculated mean value is 1.92 and standard deviation value is 0.29 while mean value of the

importance given is 2.46 and standard deviation is 0.31.

It was concluded after profound analysis that with respect to levels of satisfaction

the respondents from the University-K put all the said skills at moderate level. On the

other hand the respondents gave high level of importance to all the said skills.

The overall result indicates that students were moderately satisfied on teaching

facility on helping them to create the said skills while they have reported high level of

importance to these skills.

The greater mean values of importance of teachers’ helping their students in

creating all the above mentioned skills for learning than the mean values of satisfaction

indicates that students were expecting more help from their teachers for developing the

said skills.

Larger mean values of importance than mean values of satisfaction pointed out that

the teachers of University-K should focus more on time-management, motivation, ICT

skill, assessment, feedback, relation additionally they should provide more help to their

students in developing reflective, creative, analytical, active learner, critical thinking skill

and management skill.

4.2.3.Classroom

One of the objectives of this study was to measure students’ satisfaction and

importance of classroom facility for learning purposes in the selected universities of

Pakistan. This section is further divided into three sub-section; physical condition,

physical condition of the classroom. The statements on physical condition were;

classroom size, comfortable and sufficient furniture for class, cleanliness, lighting, on ICT
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facilities were; whiteboard/blackboard, multimedia, and the statements on environment of

the classroom were free of disturbance, arrangements, comfortable place for learning.

Table-4.23: Classroom (University-A)

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.23 presents the calculated mean value of students’ satisfaction and

importance from the collected data from the students’ of the University-A. According to

the table-4.24 mean value of satisfaction on classroom’s environment for teaching-

learning purposes is 2.09, standard deviation is 0.38, mean value of physical resources in

the classroom is 2.08, standard deviation is 0.48, and mean value of the available

resources of the ICT equipment is 1.99, standard deviation is 0.34. On the other hand

mean value of the importance on the physical resources of in the classroom is 2.60,

standard deviation is 0.57, learning environment is 2.55, standard deviation is 0.30, and

mean value on the ICT resources is 2.53, standard deviation 0.50.

The overall mean value calculated from the cumulative value is 2.05, standard

deviation is 0.40 while mean value of the importance is 2.56, and standard deviation is

0.45.

The in-depth data analysis concluded that the students of University-A were

moderately satisfied on the said resources while they have ranked highly level of

importance to these for learning purposes. The overall result also indicates that the

respondents were moderately satisfied on available classroom and indicates high level of

importance to this facility for learning purposes.

The greater values of importance than satisfaction pointed out that Uni-A should

focus more on physical condition, ICT equipment, and environment of the classrooms.

Physical ICT Environment
Satisfaction M 2.08 1.99 2.09

SD 0.48 0.34 0.38
Importance M 2.60 2.53 2.55

SD 0.57 0.50 0.30
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Table 4.24: Classrooms (University-B)
Physical ICT Environment

Satisfaction M 2.14 2.12 2.19
SD 0.36 0.34 0.38

Importance M 2.41 2.37 2.42
SD 0.43 0.38 0.35

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.24 presents the calculated results from the collected data from the

respondents of the University-B on provided resources in the classroom for learning

purpose. According to the mean value of satisfaction on learning environment is 2.19,

standard deviation is 0.38, mean value of provision of physical resources in the classroom

is 2.14, standard deviation is 0.36, and mean value of ICT equipment is 2.12, standard

deviation is 0.34. While mean value of the importance of learning environment is 2.42,

standard deviation is 0.35, physical resources is 2.41, standard deviation value is 0.43, and

mean value about the ICT equipment is 2.37, standard deviation is 0.38.

The overall mean value calculated from the cumulative data on satisfaction is 2.15,

standard deviation value is 0.36 while mean value of importance is 2.40 and standard

deviation is 0.38.

It was concluded after in-depth data analysis that respondents of University-B were

moderately satisfaction on the available resources in the classroom; learning environment,

physical resources and on available ICT equipment. On the other hand the respondents

have given high level of importance to all the said resources for learning purpose.

According to the overall results the respondents have given moderate level of

satisfaction on available resources in the classroom for learning purpose as well as high

level of importance to these resources.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction indicates that Uni-B

should focus more on physical condition, provision of ICT equipment and better leaning

environment in their classrooms.
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Table 4.25: Classrooms (University-C)
Physical ICT Environment

Satisfaction M 2.19 2.12 2.11
SD 0.36 0.39 0.43

Importance M 2.60 2.56 2.62
SD 0.35 0.42 0.40

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.25 presents the calculated mean value of satisfaction and importance on

the collected responses from the students’ of the University-C. According to this mean

value of satisfaction on provided resources in the classroom’s with respect to physical

resources for teaching-learning purposes is 2.19, standard deviation is 0.36, mean value of

provided ICT equipment in the classroom is 2.12, standard deviation is 0.39, and recourses

to create learning environment in the classroom is 2.11, standard deviation is 0.43. On the

other hand results show that the mean value of the importance of resources to create

learning environment in the classroom is 2.62, standard deviation is 0.40, mean value of

physical resources is 2.60, standard deviation is 0.35, and the mean value of ICT

equipment is 2.56, standard deviation is 2.56, standard deviation is 0.42. overall result

calculated from cumulative value indicates that mean value on satisfaction is 2.14 and

standard deviation value is 0.38 while mean value of importance is 2.59 and standard

deviation is 0.39.

The in-depth data analysis concluded that the students of the University-C were

moderately satisfied on the said resources while they have ranked high level of importance

to these for learning purposes. The overall results also have indicates that the respondents

are moderately satisfied on available classroom and indicates high level of importance to

this facility for learning purposes.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction pointed out that Uni-C

should focus more on physical environment, ICT equipment, and learning environment for

their students.
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Table 4.26: Classrooms (University-D)
Physical ICT Environment

Satisfaction M 1.85 1.32 1.93
SD 0.34 0.30 0.29

Importance M 2.23 2.16 2.22
SD 0.25 0.27 0.32

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

According to the table-4.26 the calculated mean value on respondents’ satisfaction

on learning environment of the classroom is 1.93, standard deviation is 0.29, mean value

of physical resources is 1.85, standard deviation is 0.34, and mean value of ICT equipment

is 1.32, standard deviation is 0.30. While mean value of the importance of physical

resources is 2.23, standard deviation is 0.25, mean value of learning environments is 2.22,

standard deviation is 0.32, and mean value of the ICT equipment is 2.16, standard

deviation is 0.27.

The overall calculated result from cumulative value indicates that the calculated

mean value of respondents’ satisfaction is 1.70, standard deviation value is 0.31 and mean

value of importance is 2.20, standard deviation is 0.28.

After in-depth data analysis it was concluded that the respondents’ of University-D

satisfaction on these available resources in the classroom was moderate on learning

environment and physical resources while have low level of satisfaction on the available

ICT equipment. On the other hand the respondents have moderate level of importance to

all the said resources for learning purpose.

According to the overall results the respondents have given moderate level of

satisfaction on available resources in the classroom for learning purpose as well as

moderate level of importance to these resources.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction indicates that Uni-D

should focus more on physical condition, ICT appliances, and learning environment of the

classrooms.
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Table 4.27: Classrooms (University-E)
Physical ICT Environment

Satisfaction M 2.11 1.98 2.10
SD 0.40 0.38 0.44

Importance M 2.54 2.50 2.62
SD 0.38 0.37 0.42

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

According to the Table-4.27 the calculated mean value of satisfaction and

importance from the collected data from the students’ of the University-E. According to

this mean value of satisfaction on classroom’s physical resources is 2.11, standard

deviation is 0.40, mean value of the environment of the classroom is 2.10, standard

deviation is 0.44, and mean value on the ICT equipment is 1.98, standard deviation is 0.38.

The calculated mean value of the importance on the environment is 2.62, standard

deviation is 0.42, mean value on physical resources is 2.54, standard deviation is 0.38, and

mean on the importance of ICT equipment is 2.50, standard deviation is 0.37. Overall

value on satisfaction with respect to mean value is 2.06 and standard deviation value is

0.40 while mean value of importance is 2.55 and standard deviation is 0.42.

It was concluded with the in-depth data analysis that the students of University-E

were moderately satisfied on the said resources while they have ranked high level of

importance to these resources for learning purposes. The overall results also have indicates

that the respondents were moderately satisfied on available resources in the classroom and

indicates high level of importance to this facility for learning purposes.

The greater mean value of importance than satisfaction pointed out that Uni-E

should focus more on physical environment, ICT resources, and learning environment in

the classrooms.

Table 4.28: Classrooms (University-F)
Physical ICT Environment

Satisfaction M 1.97 1.60 1.93
SD 0.44 0.35 0.24

Importance M 2.59 2.62 2.59
SD 0.33 0.40 0.35

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.28 presents the calculated mean value of satisfaction and importance

on the collected data from the students’ of University-F. According to this table the

calculated mean value on respondents’ satisfaction about provision of physical resources
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in the classroom is 1.97, standard deviation is 0.44, mean value on learning environment is

1.93, standard deviation is 0.24, and mean value on provision of ICT equipment is 1.60,

standard deviation is 0.35. On the other hand mean value on the importance of ICT

equipment in the classroom is 2.62, standard deviation is 0.40, mean value of physical is

2.59, and standard deviation value is 0.33, and learning environment is 2.59, and standard

deviation values 0.35.

The overall mean value of satisfaction calculated from cumulative value is 1.83,

standard deviation is 0.34 and mean value of importance is 2.60, standard deviation is

0.36.

It was concluded with the help of profound data analysis that the students of the

University-F were moderately satisfied on learning environment of the classroom and

provision of physical resources but low level of satisfaction on available ICT equipment

while the respondents have reported high level of importance to the provision of the said

resources for learning purposes in the classroom. The overall results also have indicates

that the respondents are moderately satisfied on available resources in the classroom and

indicates high level of importance to this facility for learning purposes.

The greater mean values on importance as compare to satisfaction indicates that

Uni-F should focus more on physical condition of the classroom, ICT resources, and

learning environment in the classroom for their students.

Table 4.29: Classrooms (University-G)
Physical ICT Environment

Satisfaction M 1.57 1.58 1.67
SD 0.34 0.33 0.27

Importance M 2.56 2.50 2.37
SD 0.29 0.25 0.35

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.29 presents the calculated mean value of satisfaction and importance

from the collected data from the students’ of University-G. According to this table the

calculated mean value from the collected data on respondents’ satisfaction about provision

of learning environment in the classroom is 1.67, standard deviation value is 0.27, mean

value on provision of ICT equipment is 1.58, standard deviation is 0.33, and mean value

on physical resources is 1.57, standard deviation is 0.34, and on the other hand mean value

on the importance physical resources is 2.56, standard deviation is 0.29, mean value on the
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ICT equipment is 2.50, standard deviation is 0.25, and mean value of learning

environment is 2.37, standard deviation is 0.35.

The overall mean value of satisfaction calculated from cumulative value is 1.61,

standard deviation is 0.31 and mean value of importance is 2.47, standard deviation is

0.30.

The in-depth data analysis concluded that the students of University-G were

moderately satisfied on learning environment of the classroom while low satisfaction level

on provision of physical resources as well as on available ICT equipment. With respect to

importance the respondents have reported high level of importance to the provision of the

said resources for learning purposes in the classroom.

The overall results also have indicates that the respondents are level of satisfaction

was low on available resources in the classroom and indicates high level of importance to

this facility for learning purposes.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction points out that Uni-G

should focus more on provision of physical condition of the classrooms, ICT resources,

and learning environment of the classrooms in their university.

Table 4.30: Classrooms (University-H)
Physical ICT Environment

Satisfaction M 1.49 1.53 1.83
SD 0.35 0.34 0.47

Importance M 2.25 2.51 2.41
SD 0.25 0.28 0.24

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.30 presents the calculated mean value of satisfaction and importance

on the collected data from the students’ of University-H. According to this table the

calculated mean value from the collected data on respondents’ satisfaction about provision

of learning environment in the classroom is 1.83, standard deviation is 0.47, mean value

on provision of ICT equipment is 1.53, standard deviation is 0.34, and mean value on

physical resources is 1.49, standard deviation is 0.35. On the other hand mean value on the

importance of ICT equipment is 2.51, standard deviation is 0.28, learning environment is

2.41, standard deviation is 0.24, and mean value of physical resources is 2.25, standard

deviation is 0.24.
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The overall mean value of satisfaction calculated from cumulative value is 1.61,

standard deviation is 0.38 and mean value of importance is 2.39, standard deviation is

0.25.

The profound data analysis concluded that the students of the University-H were

moderately satisfied on learning environment of the classroom while low satisfaction level

on provision of physical resources as well as on available ICT equipment. With respect to

importance the respondents have reported high level of importance for the provision of

ICT equipment and learning environment but moderate level of importance to physical

resources in the classroom.

The overall results also have indicates that the respondents are level of satisfaction

was low on available resources in the classroom and indicates high level of importance to

this facility for learning purposes.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction indicates out that Uni-G

should focus more on provision of physical condition of the classrooms, ICT resources,

and learning environment of the classrooms in their university.

Table 4.31: Classrooms (University-I)
Physical ICT Environment

Satisfaction M 1.76 1.33 1.79
SD 0.27 0.33 0.29

Importance M 2.29 2.31 2.44
SD 0.35 0.36 0.33

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.31 presents the calculated mean value of satisfaction and importance

on the collected data from the students’ of University-I. According to this table the

calculated mean value from the collected data on respondents’ satisfaction on provision of

learning environment in the classroom is 1.79, standard deviation is 0.29, mean value on

physical resources is 1.76, standard deviation is 0.27, and mean value on provision of ICT

equipment is 1.33, standard deviation is 0.33. On the other hand mean value on the

importance of learning environment is 2.44 and standard deviation value is 0.33, mean

value on ICT equipment is 2.31, standard deviation is 0.36, and mean value of physical

resources is 2.29, standard deviation is 0.35.

The overall mean value of satisfaction calculated from cumulative value is 1.63,
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standard deviation is 0.30 and mean value of importance is 2.35, standard deviation is

0.35.

The in-depth data analysis concluded that the students of the university-I were

moderately satisfied on learning environment of the classroom and available physical

resources while low satisfaction level on provision of ICT equipment. It was concluded

that with respect to importance the respondents have reported high level of importance for

learning environment but moderate level of importance to physical resources in the

classroom as well as the provision of ICT equipment.

The overall results indicate that the respondents’ satisfaction level was low on

available resources in the classroom and indicates high level of importance to this facility

for learning purposes.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction indicates that Uni-I should

focus more on physical condition of the classrooms, ICT equipment, and learning

environment in the classrooms.

Table 4.32: Classrooms (University-J)
Physical ICT Environment

Satisfaction M 2.07 2.06 2.16
SD 0.47 0.34 0.26

Importance M 2.50 2.59 2.58
SD 0.27 0.38 0.36

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.32 presents the calculated mean value of satisfaction and importance

from the collected data from the students’ of University-J. According to this table the

calculated mean value from the collected data on respondents’ satisfaction about provision

of learning environment in the classroom is 2.16, standard deviation is 0.26, mean value

on physical resources is 2.07, standard deviation is 0.47, and mean value on provision of

ICT equipment is 2.06, standard deviation is 0.34. On the other hand mean value on the

importance of ICT equipment is 2.59, standard deviation is 0.38, mean value of learning

environment is 2.58, standard deviation is 0.36, and mean value of physical resources is

2.50, standard deviation is 0.27.

The overall mean value of satisfaction calculated from cumulative value is 2.09,

standard deviation is 0.36 and mean value of importance is 2.56, standard deviation is
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0.34.

With the help of in-depth data analysis it was concluded that the students of

University-J were moderately satisfied on learning environment of the classroom,

available physical resources, and provision of ICT equipment. With respect to importance

the respondents have reported high level of importance for ICT equipment, learning

environment, and physical resources.

The overall result indicates that the respondents’ satisfaction level was moderate

on available resources in the classroom and indicates high level of importance to this

facility for learning purposes.

The greater values of importance as compare to satisfaction pointed out that Uni-J

should focus more on physical condition of the classrooms, ICT resources, and learning

environment of the classrooms.

Table 4.33: Classrooms (University-K)
Physical ICT Environment

Satisfaction M 1.95 1.82 2.06
SD 0.25 0.32 0.34

Importance M 2.36 2.40 2.38
SD 0.24 0.30 0.37

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.33 presents the calculated mean value of satisfaction and importance

from the collected data from the students’ of University-K. According to this table the

calculated mean value from the collected data on respondents’ satisfaction about provision

of learning environment in the classroom is 2.06, standard deviation is 0.34, mean value

on physical resources is 1.95, standard deviation is 0.25, and mean value on provision of

ICT equipment is 1.82, standard deviation is 0.32. On the other hand mean value on the

importance of ICT equipment is 2.40, standard deviation is 0.30, mean value of learning

environment is 2.38, standard deviation is 0.37, and mean value of physical resources is

2.36, standard deviation is 0.24.

The overall mean value of satisfaction calculated from cumulative value is 1.67,

standard deviation is 0.30 and mean value of importance is 2.38, standard deviation is

0.20.

The in-depth data analysis it was concluded that the students of the University-K
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were moderately satisfied on learning environment of the classroom, available physical

resources, and provision of ICT equipment. With respect to importance the respondents

have reported high level of importance for ICT equipment, learning environment, and

physical resources. The overall result indicates that the respondents’ satisfaction level was

moderate on available resources in the classroom and indicates high level of importance to

this facility for learning purposes.

The greater mean values of the importance than satisfaction pointed out that Uni-K

should focus more on provision of physical condition of the classrooms, ICT resources,

and learning environment of the classrooms.

4.2.4. Library

One of the objectives of this study was to measure students’ satisfaction and

importance of library facility for learning in the selected universities of Pakistan. The

questionnaire on library was divided into three major parts one on access to library,

updated, and human resources. The statements on access to library were on easy access to

library, access to the required material, suitable library hours, reading rooms, free of

disturbance, and copying services. The statements on update of library and resources were;

appropriate resources, availability of electronic catalogue, adequate service for book

issuance and return, internet, and online library. The statements on human resources were

help for searching material, attitude of library staff, and guiding services. The responses

on each statement on one subset were sum up and mean as well as standard deviation

values per item were calculated and are presented in tables.

Table 4.34: Library (University-A)
Access Update HR

Satisfaction M 2.18 1.88 1.89
SD 0.41 0.39 0.29

Importance M 2.62 2.50 2.50
SD 0.29 0.30 0.30

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.34 is the calculated results from the respondents’ responses from the

University-A about their satisfaction and giving importance to learning facility. According

to it the calculated mean value on access to the library is 2.18, standard deviation is 0.41,

mean value on human resources is 1.89, standard deviation value is 0.29, and mean value

of update of library and learning material is 1.88, standard deviation is 0.39. On the other
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hand calculated mean value of importance of access to the library is 2.62, standard

deviation is 0.29, human resources is 2.50, standard deviation is 0.30 and update is 2.50,

standard deviation value is 0.30.

The overall calculated result from the cumulative data is that the mean value on

respondents’ satisfaction is 1.98, standard deviation is 0.36 and mean value of importance

is 2.65, standard deviation is 0.30.

It was concluded after in-depth data analysis that the students of University-A were

moderately satisfied on access to the library, updated library, and human resources. The

respondents have rated high level of importance to the said three resources for learning

purposes.

The overall result of respondents’ satisfaction on learning facility with respect to

library was found moderate while have been given high level of importance to this facility

for learning purposes.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction indicates that Uni-A

should focus more on access to the library, updated library and material, helps to fetch the

required material for the students of their university.

Table 4.35: Library (University-B)
Access Update HR

Satisfaction M 2.33 2.17 2.20
SD 0.29 0.30 0.23

Importance M 2.52 2.44 2.49
SD 0.32 0.21 0.25

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.35 presents the calculated mean and standard deviation values on

students’ satisfaction as well as importance of learning facility of the library of University-

B. According to the results mean value of students’ satisfaction on access to the library is

2.33, standard deviation value is 0.29, mean value of human resources is 2.20, standard

deviation value is 0.23, and mean value of update of library is 2.17, standard deviation is

0.30. On the other hand mean value of importance; access to library is 2.52, standard

deviation value is 0.32, mean value of human resources is 2.49, standard deviation is 0.25,

and mean value on update of is 2.44, standard deviation is 0.21.

Overall result calculated from the cumulative data on library indicates mean value
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is 2.23, standard deviation value is 0.27, and mean value of the importance given to this

learning facility is 2.48, standard deviation value is 0.26.

The in-depth data analysis concluded that the students of the University-B reported

moderate level of satisfaction to access to the library, updated material, and human

resources. The respondents have reported high level of importance to the said three

resources for learning purposes.

The overall result of respondents’ satisfaction on learning facility concluded their

moderate level of satisfaction while high level of importance to this facility for learning

purposes was given.

The greater mean values of importance of library recourses for students for

learning than the mean values of satisfaction indicates Uni-B should focus more on

provision of access to the library, updated, and help to their students.

Table 4.36: Library (University-C)
Access Update HR

Satisfaction M 2.03 2.05 2.12
SD 0.39 0.35 0.48

Importance M 2.58 2.54 2.57
SD 0.37 0.42 0.48

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.36 presents the calculated mean and standard deviation values on

students’ on satisfaction as well as importance of learning facility of the library of

University-C. According to the results mean value of students’ satisfaction on human

resources is 2.12, standard deviation value is 0.48, mean value of update of library is 2.05,

standard deviation value is 0.35, mean value on access to library is 2.03 and standard

deviation value is 0.39. While importance of mean value on access is 2.58, standard

deviation is 0.37, human resources is 2.57, standard deviation is 0.48, and mean value on

update of the library is 2.54, standard deviation value is 0.42.

The overall result calculated from the cumulative data on library have mean value

2.06, standard deviation value is 0.46, and mean value of the importance given to this

learning facility is 2.56, standard deviation is 0.42.

It was concluded after in-depth data analysis that the students of University-C were

moderate level of satisfaction on all above mentioned library facilities. The respondents
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have reported high level of importance to the said three resources for learning purposes in

the library.

The overall result of respondents’ satisfaction on learning facility with respect to

library is moderate while have been given high level of importance to this facility for

learning purposes.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction indicates that Uni-C

should focus more on their students’ access to the library, provision of updated material,

and helps in their library.

Table 4.37: Library (University-D)
Access Update HR

Satisfaction M 1.98 2.02 2.19
SD 0.28 0.29 0.37

Importance M 2.09 2.06 2.18
SD 0.25 0.28 0.34

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.37 presents the calculated mean and standard deviation values on

students’ on satisfaction as well as importance of learning facility of the library

University-D. According to the results mean value of students’ satisfaction on human

resources is 2.19, standard deviation value is 0.37, mean value of update of library is 2.02,

standard deviation value is 0.29, and mean value on access to the library is 1.98, standard

deviation is 0.28. On the other hand the calculated mean value on human resources is 2.18,

standard deviation value is 0.34, access to the library is 2.09, standard deviation is 0.25,

and mean value on updated 2.06, standard deviation 0.28.

The overall result calculated from the cumulative data on library have calculated

mean value is 2.06, standard deviation value is 0.31, and mean value of the importance

given to this learning facility is 2.11, standard deviation is 0.29.

It was concluded after profound data analysis that the students reported moderate

level of satisfaction on all above mentioned library facilities. They have further reported

moderate level of importance to the said three resources for learning purposes in the

library.

The overall results of respondents’ satisfaction on learning facility with respect to

library is moderate and also have been given moderate level of importance to this facility
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for learning purposes.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction indicates that the Uni-D

should focus more on students’ access to the library, updated material, and helps in their

library.

Table 4.38: Library (University-E)
Access Update HR

Satisfaction M 2.02 1.99 1.88
SD 0.33 0.35 0.25

Importance M 2.53 2.47 2.50
SD 0.32 0.38 0.39

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.38 presents the calculated mean and standard deviation values on

students’ on satisfaction as well as importance of learning facility of the library of

University-E. According to the results mean value of students’ satisfaction on access to the

library is 2.02, standard deviation value is 0.33, mean value of update of library is 1.99,

standard deviation value is 0.35, and mean value on human resources in the library is 1.88,

standard deviation is 0.25. On the other hand the calculated mean value on access to the

library is 2.53, standard deviation value is 0.32, human resources in the library is 2.50,

standard deviation is 0.39, and mean value on updated material 2.47, standard deviation

0.38.

The overall result calculated from the cumulative data on library have calculated

mean value is 1.96, standard deviation value is 0.31, and mean value of the importance

given to this learning facility is 2.50, standard deviation is 0.36.

After thorough analysis it was concluded that the students of University-E have

moderate level of satisfaction on all above mentioned library facilities. They have further

reported high level of importance to the said three resources for learning purposes in the

library.

The overall results of respondents’ satisfaction on learning facility with respect to

library is moderate while have been given high level of importance to this facility for

learning purposes.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction indicates that Uni-E
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should focus more on students’ access to the library, update material, and help in the

university.

Table 4.39: Library (University-F)
Access Update HR

Satisfaction M 1.75 1.43 1.86
SD 0.38 0.38 0.31

Importance M 2.57 2.50 2.50
SD 0.34 0.32 0.32

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.39 presents the calculated mean and standard deviation values on

students’ on satisfaction as well as importance of learning facility of the library of

University-F. According to the results mean value of students’ satisfaction on human

resources in the library is 1.86, standard deviation value is 0.31, mean value of access to

the library 1.75, standard deviation value is 0.38, and mean value on update of the library

is 1.43, standard deviation value is 0.38. On the other hand the calculated mean value on

access to the library is 2.57, standard deviation value is 0.34; human resources in the

library is 2.50, standard deviation value is 0.32 and access to the library is 2.50, standard

deviation value.

The overall result calculated from the cumulative data on library have calculated

mean value is 1.86, standard deviation value is 0.35, and mean value of the importance

given to this learning facility is 2.52, standard deviation is 0.33.

It was concluded after profound data analysis that the students of University-F

have reported moderate level of satisfaction on human resource and access to the library

while reported low level of satisfaction on update of the library.

The respondents have further reported high level of importance to the said three

resources for learning purposes in the library.

The overall results of respondents’ satisfaction on learning facility with respect to

library is moderate while have been given high level of importance to this facility for

learning purposes.

The greater mean values of importance of library resources for students for

learning than the mean values of satisfaction indicates that students were expecting more
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resources available in their university library for learning purposes. Therefore University-

F should focus more on this aspect of learning facility for their students.

Table 4.40: Library (University-G)
Access Update HR

Satisfaction M 1.61 2.24 1.85
SD 0.24 0.26 0.43

Importance M 2.52 2.54 2.54
SD 0.45 0.49 0.50

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.40 presents the calculated mean and standard deviation values on

students’ on satisfaction as well as importance of learning facility of the library of

University-G. According to the calculated results, mean value of students’ satisfaction on

mean value of update of library is 2.24, standard deviation value is 0.26, human resources

in the library is 1.85, standard deviation value is 0.43, , and mean value on access to the

library is 1.61, standard deviation is 0.24. While the calculated results from the collected

data of the respondents indicates that the calculated mean value on human resources in  the

library is 2.54, standard deviation is 0.50, library update of the library is 2.54, standard

deviation is 0.49, and mean value on access to the library is 2.52, standard deviation 0.45.

The overall result calculated from the cumulative data on library have calculated

mean value on satisfaction is 1.90, standard deviation value is 0.31, and mean value of the

importance given to this learning facility is 2.53, standard deviation is 0.49.

The in-depth data analysis concluded that the students of University-G reported

moderate level of satisfaction updated library and human resources while have reported

low level of satisfaction on access to the library. They have further reported high level of

importance to the said three resources for learning purposes in the library.

The overall results of respondents’ satisfaction on learning facility with respect to

library is moderate while have been given high level of importance to this facility for

learning purposes.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction indicates that Uni-G

should focus more on giving students access to the library, make library up-date, and

better helps.
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Table 4.41: Library (University-H)
Access Update HR

Satisfaction M 1.61 2.11 1.86
SD 0.34 0.25 0.35

Importance M 2.41 2.36 2.55
SD 0.49 0.49 0.49

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.41 presents the calculated mean and standard deviation values on

students’ on satisfaction as well as importance of learning facility of the library of

University-H. According to the calculated results mean value of students’ satisfaction on

mean value of update of library is 2.11, standard deviation value is 0.25, mean value of

human resources in the library is 1.86, standard deviation value is 0.35, , and mean value

on access to the library is 1.61, standard deviation is 0.34. While the calculated results

from the collected data of the respondents indicates that the calculated mean value on

human resources is 2.55, standard deviation is 0.49, mean value on access to the library is

2.41, standard deviation is 0.49, and library update is 2.36, standard deviation 0.49.

The overall result calculated from the cumulative data on library have calculated

mean value on satisfaction is 1.85, standard deviation value is 0.31, and mean value of the

importance given to this learning facility is 2.44, standard deviation is 0.49.

The in-depth data analysis concluded that the students of University-G reported

moderate level of satisfaction on available human resources and updated library, while

have reported low level of satisfaction on access to the library. They have further reported

high level of importance to the said three resources for learning purposes in the library.

The overall results of respondents’ satisfaction on learning facility with respect to library

is moderate while have been given high level of importance to this facility for learning

purposes.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction indicates that Uni-H

should focus more on access of students to the library, up-dated the library, and helps to

use the library to the students.
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Table 4.42: Library (University-I)
Access Update HR

Satisfaction M 1.90 1.53 1.88
SD 0.26 0.29 0.49

Importance M 2.35 2.35 2.42
SD 0.45 0.37

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.42 presents the calculated mean and standard deviation values on

students’ on satisfaction as well as importance of learning facility of the library of

University-I. According to the calculated results mean value of students’ satisfaction on

access to the library is 1.90, standard deviation value is 0.26, mean value of human

resources in the library 1.88, standard deviation value is 0.49, and mean value on update of

library is 1.53, standard deviation value is 0.29. While the calculated results from the

collected data of the respondents indicates as the mean value on human resources is 2.42,

standard deviation is 0.46, mean value on access to the library is 2.35, standard deviation

is 0.45, library update is 2.35, standard deviation is 0.37.

The overall result calculated from the cumulative data on library have calculated

mean value on satisfaction is 1.77, standard deviation value is 0.34, and mean value of the

importance given to this learning facility is 2.37, standard deviation is 0.42.

The profound data analysis concluded that the students of University-I reported

moderate level of satisfaction on access to the library and available human resources while

have given low level of satisfaction on updated library. They have further reported high

level of importance to the said three resources for learning purposes in the library.

The overall results of respondents’ satisfaction on learning facility with respect to

library is moderate while have been given high level of importance to this facility for

learning purposes.

The greater mean value of importance than satisfaction indicates that Uni-I should

focus more on access of students to the library, to make available up-dated learning

material, and helps to use the library.
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Table 4.43: Library (University-J)
Access Update HR

Satisfaction M 2.33 2.21 2.00
SD 0.26 0.24 0.29

Importance M 2.56 2.55 2.51
SD 0.29 0.23 0.28

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.43 presents the calculated mean and standard deviation values on

students’ on satisfaction as well as importance of learning facility of the library of

University-J. According to the calculated results mean value of students’ satisfaction on

access to the library is 2.33, standard deviation value is 0.26, mean value on update of

library is 2.21, standard deviation value is 0.24, and mean value of human resources in the

library 2.00, standard deviation value is 0.29. While the calculated results from the

collected data of the respondents indicates that the mean value on importance on access to

the library is 2.56, standard deviation value is 0.29, means value on library update is 2.55,

standard deviation is 0.23 and human resources is 2.51, standard deviation is 0.23,.

The overall result calculated from the cumulative data on library have calculated

mean value on satisfaction is 2.17, standard deviation value is 0.26, and mean value of the

importance given to this learning facility is 2.54, standard deviation is 0.27.

The in-depth data analysis concluded that the students of University-J reported

moderate level of satisfaction on access to the library, human resources, and satisfaction

on updated library. They have further reported high level of importance to the access to

the library while moderate level of importance to human resources as well as updated

library.

The overall results of the respondents’ satisfaction on learning facility with respect

to library is moderate while have been given high level of importance to this facility for

learning purposes.

The greater mean values of importance of library recourses than the mean values of

satisfaction indicates that Uni-J should focus more to provide access to the library, top

provide up-dated learning materials and help to use the library for students.
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Table 4.44: Library (University-K)
Access Update HR

Satisfaction M 1.97 1.87 1.91
SD 0.29 0.29 0.47

Importance M 2.58 2.29 2.24
SD 0.35 0.28 0.30

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

The table-4.44 presents the calculated mean and standard deviation values on

students’ on satisfaction as well as importance of learning facility of the library of

International University-K. According to the calculated results mean value of students’

satisfaction on access to the library is 1.97, standard deviation value is 0.29, mean value of

human resources in the library 1.91, standard deviation value is 0.47, and mean value on

update of library is 1.87, standard deviation value is 0.29. While the calculated results

from the collected data of the respondents indicates as the mean value on access to the

library is 2.58, standard deviation value is 0.35, and library update is 2.29, standard

deviation is 0.28 and on human resources is 2.24, standard deviation value is 0.30.

The overall result calculated from the cumulative data on library have calculated

mean value on satisfaction is 1.91, standard deviation value is 0.35, and mean value of the

importance given to this learning facility is 2.37, standard deviation is 0.31.

It was concluded after in-depth data analysis that the students of University-K have

moderate level of satisfaction on access to the library, available human resources, and

satisfaction on updated library. It was further concluded that they have further reported

high level of importance to the access to the library while moderate level of importance to

human resources as well as updated library.

The overall results of the respondents’ satisfaction on learning facility with respect

to library is moderate while have been given high level of importance to this facility for

learning purposes.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction indicates that the Uni-K

should focus more on students’ access to the library, provide up-to-date learning material

in the library, and helps to use it for students than.
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4.3. Overall Results

Table 4.45(a): Overall result of the characteristics of the courses

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.45(a) presents the overall picture of the result on the characteristics of the

courses. The results are presented in a sequence of higher to lower mean values. The mean

of satisfaction on the choices given in the courses is 2.02, standard deviation value is 0.23,

motivation 2.02, standard deviation value is 0.29 and on ICT is 1.97 the standard deviation

value is 0.26. The mean values of importance are; on ICT is 2.46, standard deviation value

is 0.24, motivation 2.40, standard deviation value is 0.25 and choices is 2.36 standard

deviation value is 0.22. The mean value of satisfaction from the sample universities on the

choices and motivation is equal as well as higher among the measured characteristics of

the courses while low on ICT application items in the courses. While the mean value on

importance of ICT recourses is more and low on the choices. The result further indicates

that the responses of satisfaction on choices is more consistence (0.23<among the

remaining values) while less consistence on motivation (0.29>among three values). In the

same way on importance responses are more consistence on choices (0.22<among the

remaining values) and less consistence on motivation (0.25>among three values). The in-

depth data analysis result concluded moderate level of students’ satisfaction on the choices

given in the courses, motivation and ICT application elements in the courses. On the other

hand have it was also concluded that the respondents have given high level of importance

to all the characteristics of the courses measured in this study.

Choices Motivation ICT
Satisfaction M 2.02 2.02 1.97

SD 0.23 0.29 0.26
Importance M 2.36 2.40 2.46

SD 0.22 0.25 0.24
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Table-4.45(b): Overall result on skills producing elements in the courses

Reflective Analytical Problem Critical Communic
ation

Life-long
learning

Satisfaction M 2.09 2.07 2.17 2.02 2.12 2.10
SD 0.31 0.36 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.29

Importance M 2.41 2.42 2.45 2.31 2.43 2.52
SD 0.28 0.27 0.22 0.23 0.19 0.27

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.45(b) is in the sequence of the table-4.46(a) that presents the results on

skills producing elements in the courses. According to the mean value of satisfaction on

problem solving skill is 2.17, standard deviation value is 0.25, communication 2.12,

standard deviation value is 0.24, life-long learning 2.10, standard deviation value is 0.29,

reflective 2.09, standard deviation value is 0.31, analytical 2.07 standard deviation value is

0.36, critical 2.02; standard deviation value is 0.25. The mean values on importance are on

life-long learning is 2.52, standard deviation value is 0.27, problem solving is 2.45,

standard deviation value is 0.22, communication 2.43, standard deviation value is 0.19,

analytical 2.42, standard deviation value is 0.27 reflective 2.41, standard deviation value is

0.28 and critical is 2.31; standard deviation value is 0.23. The mean value of respondents’

satisfaction on problem solving is more while on critical skill producing elements is less

among the observed skills producing elements in the courses. With respect to importance

respondents have given more importance to life-long learning skill producing elements in

the courses while less to critical skill producing elements in the courses. In the same way

responses are more consistence on satisfaction for communication (0.24<among three

values) and less consistence on analytical skill (0.36>among three values). In the case of

importance responses are more consistence on communication (0.17<among three values)

and less consistence on reflective skill producing elements in the courses. The in-depth

data analysis concluded that the respondents’ moderate satisfaction level on skills

producing elements in the courses while have rated high level of importance all the skills

producing elements in the courses except critical skill producing element that they have

rated moderate level of importance.

The greater mean values of importance from the satisfaction indicates that the

universities in Pakistan should focus more on the choices in the courses, motivational

characteristic of the courses, ICT application elements as well as skills producing elements

in the courses; reflective, analytical, problem, critical, communication, and life-long

learning.
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Table 4.46(a): Overall results on skills needed for university teachers
Time management Motivation ICT Assessment Feedback Relation

Satisfaction M 1.97 1.99 1.86 1.97 1.90 2.06
SD 0.24 0.27 0.25 0.27 0.27 0.29

Importance M 2.49 2.49 2.37 2.50 2.45 2.50
SD 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.28 0.24 0.25

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.46(a) presents the overall results of all the sample universities on

university teachers’ skills for teaching at university level. The calculated mean values are

presented in a sequence of higher to lower mean values. Mean values of respondents’

satisfaction on teacher students relation is 2.06, standard deviation value is 0.29,

motivation 1.99, standard deviation value is 0.27, time management is 1.97 standard

deviation value is 0.24, and assessment is 1.97 standard deviation value is 0.27, feedback

1.90, standard deviation value is 0.27 and in ICT skills is 1.86; standard deviation value is

0.25. Mean values on importance are; relation with students 2.50, standard deviation value

is 0.25, assessment 2.50 standard deviation value is 0.28, time management 2.49,  standard

deviation value is 0.23, and motivation 2.49 standard deviation value is 0.23, feedback

2.45, standard deviation value is 0.24, and ICT 2.37; standard deviation value is 0.24. The

mean value of the responces of satisfaction on teachers’ relation with students is more and

less on ICT skills. The responses on time-management are more consistence

(0.24<remaining values) and less in relation with students (0.29 >remaining values) on

satisfaction. The responses on time-management and motivation are more consistence

(0.23<remaining values) while less consistence on assessment (0.28>remaining values) on

importance.

In-depth data analysis concluded that students’ satisfaction level was moderate on

the skills needed for university teachers while they have given high level of importance

these skills for university teachers.

Table-4.46(b): Overall results on skills producing ability of the teachers

Reflective Creative Analytical Lifelong Active Critical Management
Satisfaction M 1.96 2.01 1.99 2.08 2.07 2.03 2.22

SD 0.23 0.27 0.29 0.26 0.28 0.27 0.27
Importance M 2.49 2.45 2.44 2.46 2.44 2.43 2.55

SD 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.25 0.25

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.46(b) is in sequence of the table-4.47(a) that presents overall results of the

on helping university teachers in producing skills among their students. The values of
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table-4.47(b) are presented in greater to lesser mean values. Mean value of students’

satisfaction on time-management is 2.22, standard deviation value is 0.27; life-long

learning 2.08, standard deviation value is 0.26; active learning 2.07, standard deviation

value is 0.28; critical 2.03, standard deviation value is 0.27; creative 2.01, standard

deviation value is 0.27; analytical 1.99, standard deviation value is 0.29; and reflective

1.96, standard deviation value is  0.23. Whereas mean values on importance are;

management 2.55, standard deviation value is 0.25, reflective 2.49, standard deviation

value is 0.25, life-long learning 2.46, standard deviation value is 0.25, creative 2.45,

standard deviation value is 0.25, active 2.44, standard deviation value is 0.26; , analytical

2.44 and standard deviation value is 0.24, and critical 2.43 standard deviation value is

0.25. Mean value of the responses on satisfaction for time management is more while less

on reflective skill producing ability of the teachers among the measured skills. In the case

of importance mean value on management skill is more while less on critical skill

producing ability. The respondents’ responses on their satisfaction on reflective skill is

more consistence (0.23<remaining values) while less on analytical skill producing ability

of the teachers (0.29>remaining values). In the case of importance responses are more

consistence on analytical skill (0.24<remaining values) while less consistence

(0.26>remaining values) on active learning skill among the measured skills.

The profound data analysis concluded that that students’ satisfaction on their

teachers’ helping them in producing skills was moderate while have rated high level of

importance.

The greater mean values of the respondents’ responses on their teachers helping

them in producing the skills; time-management, motivation, ICT application, assessment,

giving feedback and relations with their students as well as helping them in producing

skills; reflective, creative, analytical, life-long learning, confidence, critical and

management skills indicates that Pakistani universities should focus more on this aspect of

learning facility to satisfy their students more.

Table 4.47: Overall results on classroom
Physical ICT Environment

Satisfaction M 1.93 1.77 1.99
SD 0.37 0.34 0.34

Importance M 2.45 2.46 2.47
SD 0.30 0.38 0.33

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level
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Table-4.47 gives respondents’ overall results of the sample universities on

classrooms. The results are offered from greater mean values to lower mean values. Mean

value on students’ satisfaction on classrooms’ environment with respect to learning is

1.99, standard deviation value is 0.34; physical resources 1.93, standard deviation value is

0.37 and ICT resources is 1.77, standard deviation value is 0.34. On the other hand

students ranked importance to these facilities; environment 2.47, standard deviation value

is 0.33; ICT 2.46 standard deviation value is 0.38; and physical 2.45; standard deviation

value is 0.45. The responses of the respondents are more consistence on environment

(0.34<value among the remaining values) and ICT while less on physical conditions

(0.37>greater value among the remaining values) on satisfaction. In the case of importance

responses are more consistence on physical resources (0.33<less value among the

remaining values) and less consistence on ICT (0.38>greater value among the remaining

values).

The in-depth data analysis concluded that students’ satisfaction level was moderate

on physical condition of the classrooms, ICT resources and learning environment while

have given high level of importance to all these as learning facility.

The greater mean values of the results on satisfaction than importance indicates

that the Pakistani universities should focus more on provision of physical condition of the

classrooms, ICT resources and making rooms learning environment.

Table 4.48: Overall results on library
Access Update HR

Satisfaction M 1.98 1.95 1.97
SD 0.31 0.30 0.29

Importance M 2.49 2.42 2.68
SD 0.34 0.32 0.37

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Overall result of the sample universities on library in table-4.48 are presented in

mean values from greater value to less value. Mean value of students’ satisfaction on

access to the library is 1.98, standard deviation value is 0.31, help 1.97 standard deviation

value is 0.29,and updated library is 1.95; standard deviation value is 0.30. Whereas mean

values on importance on help is 2.68, standard deviation value is 0.37; access 2.49

standard deviation value is 0.34 and updated learning materials is 2.42 standard deviation

value is 0.32. The responses on helps are more consistence (0.29<less value) while on
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access less (0.31>greater) among the three. In the case of importance responses are more

consistence on updated material (0.32<less value among the remaining values) and less

consistence on help (0.37>greater value among the remaining values).

The profound data analysis concluded that students’ satisfaction level was

moderate on three aspects of the library while have given high level of importance.

The greater mean values of importance than satisfaction pointed out that the

universities in Pakistan should focus more on provision of access to the library, updated

learning materials and to provide help in fetching the desired material in their libraries.

Table 4.49: Overall results with respect to universities on Courses
Uni-A Uni-B Uni-C Uni-D Uni-E Uni-F Uni-G Uni-H Uni-I Uni-J Uni-K

S* M 2.21 2.20 2.09 2.08 2.16 2.15 1.89 1.86 2.00 2.15 1.79
SD 0.25 0.29 0.25 0.27 0.26 0.24 0.29 0.34 0.32 0.24 0.30

I* M 2.54 2.37 2.51 2.36 2.45 2.41 2.53 2.33 2.33 2.37 2.38
SD 0.24 0.27 0.28 0.22 0.26 0.30 0.24 0.29 0.25 0.25 0.20

S*: satisfaction, I*: importance, 1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.49 indicates overall results of all the sample universities about the

courses provided to the students. The results are presented in a sequence from high to low

mean value. The mean value of students’ satisfaction on courses from the University-A is

2.21, the standard deviation value is 0.25; Uni-B 2.20, the standard deviation value is 0.29;

Uni-E 2.16, the standard deviation value is 0.26; Uni-J is 2.15 the standard deviation value

is 0.24; and Uni-F 2.15, the standard deviation value is 0.24; Uni-C 2.09, the standard

deviation value is 0.25; Uni-D 2.08, the standard deviation value is 0.27 Uni-I 2.00, the

standard deviation value is 0.32; Uni-G 1.89, the standard deviation values are 0.29; Uni-

H is 1.86 the standard deviation value is 0.34; and Uni-K is 1.86, the standard deviation

value is 0.30.

On the other hand mean value on importance of Uni-A 2.54 and standard

deviation value is 0.24; Uni-G 2.53, standard deviation value is 0.24; Uni-C 2.51, standard

deviation value is 0.28; Uni-E 2.45, standard deviation value is 0.26; Uni-F, 2.41 standard

deviation value is 0.30; Uni-K 2.38 standard deviation value is 0.20; Uni-B is 2.37,

standard deviation value is 0.27; Uni-J is 2.37 standard deviation value is 0.25; Uni-D is

2.36 standard deviation value is 0.22; Uni-H is 2.33 standard deviation value is 0.29; Uni-I

is 2.32 standard deviation value is 0.25.
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The respondents from the University of Uni-A has more satisfaction while the

respondents of the University- K has less satisfaction among the sample universities on

this learning facility.  Responses from the university-J and university-F showed high level

of consistency (0.24<less value among the remaining values) on the other hand the data

indicates of low consistency of the responses from the university-H (standard deviation

value 0.34> than all the remaining values) on satisfaction. The results indicates that the

respondents from the University-A have rated more importance to this element for

learning as compare to the remaining universities while the respondents of the University-I

have attached less importance among the sample respondents.

It was concluded that the respondents from all the sample universities have

moderate level of satisfaction on the courses provided to them by their universities. On the

other hand they have rated high level of importance to this element for learning except the

respondents of University-I and Uni-H who have given moderate level of importance.

Consequently the difference between satisfaction level and importance level indicates that

the respondents were expecting better quality of the courses than they experienced during

their stay in their respective universities.

Table 4.50: Overall results with respect to universities on teaching
Uni-A Uni-B Uni-C Uni-D Uni-E Uni-F Uni-G Uni-H Uni-I Uni-J Uni-K

S M 2.20 2.08 2.04 2.0.8 2.13 2.19 1.93 1.79 1.82 2.18 1.90
SD 0.25 0.24 0.29 0.25 0.24 0.28 0.31 0.28 0.29 0.24 0.29

I M 2.60 2.52 2.49 2.34 2.50 2.60 2.58 2.30 2.53 2.48 2.42
SD 0.26 0.23 0.26 0.22 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.21 0.33 0.23 0.31

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.50 presents the picture of overall result of the sample universities on

teaching facility. The results are presenting in a sequence from higher mean value to lower

values on students’ satisfaction on this learning facility. The calculated mean value of the

respondents’ data from the Uni-A is 2.20, standard deviation value is 0.25; Uni-F, 2.19,

standard deviation value is 0.28; Uni-J 2.18, standard deviation value is 0.29;, Uni-E 2.13,

standard deviation value is 0.24; Uni-B 2.08, standard deviation value is 0.24; Uni-D 2.08,

standard deviation value is 0.25; Uni-C 2.04, standard deviation value is 0.29; Uni-G1.93,

standard deviation value is 0.31; Uni-K 1.90, standard deviation value is 0.29; Uni-I,1.82,

standard deviation value is 0.29 and Uni-H 1.79 standard deviation value is 0.28. The

respondents of the University-A are have more satisfaction value while the respondents

from University-H have less satisfaction value among the sample universities in learning

facility. Standard deviation values indicate that the responses from the Uni-B and
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university-J were more consistency (standard deviation 0.24<all the remaining values)

while from the university-G less consistence (0.31>all the remaining values).

The respondents have given importance to this learning facility that is presented

from high value to lower values. The mean value of the respondents’ responses from the

Uni-A, is 2.60,  standard deviation value is 0.26;  Uni-F is 2.60 standard deviation value is

0.26; Uni-G 2.58, standard deviation value is 0.26; Uni-I 2.53, standard deviation value is

0.33; Uni-B 2.52, standard deviation value is 0.23; Uni-E 2.50, standard deviation value is

0.28;  Uni-C 2.49, standard deviation value is 0.26; Uni-J 2.48, standard deviation value is

0.23; Uni-K 2.42, standard deviation value is 0.31; Uni-D 2.34, standard deviation value is

0.22; Uni-H is 2.30 standard deviation value is 0.21.

The respondents of the University-A are have given higher value while the

respondents from University-H have less value of importance among the sample

universities in learning facility

The standard deviation value of the responses from the university of Uni-H shows

more consistency in the responses (standard deviation value 0.21<all remaining values)

are more consistence on the other hand less consistence from the university-I (0.33>all the

remaining values).

It was concluded from the data analysis that the respondents from the earlier

mentioned universities were moderately satisfied while have rated high level of

satisfaction except the respondents of university-H who have valued it to moderate level of

importance.

The greater importance values than satisfaction values indicates that the

respondents were expecting that more teachers help would be provided to them for

learning than they have experienced during their stay in their respective universities.

Table 4.51: Comparison of the results with respect to universities on classroom
Uni-A Uni-B Uni-C Uni-D Uni-E Uni-F Uni-G Uni-H Uni-I Uni-J Uni-K

S M 2.05 2.15 2.14 1.70 2.06 1.83 1.61 1.61 1.63 2.09 1.67
SD 0.40 0.36 0.38 0.31 0.40 0.34 0.31 0.38 0.30 0.36 0.30

I M 2.56 2.40 2.59 2.20 2.55 2.60 2.47 2.39 2.35 2.56 2.38
SD 0.45 0.38 0.39 0.28 0.42 0.36 0.30 0.25 0.35 0.34 0.20

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level
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Table-4.51 presents the students’ satisfaction as well as giving importance to

classroom facility for learning purpose. The data is presented from high mean value to low

mean value of the universities. The mean value on students’ satisfaction from the

respondents of the Uni-B is 2.15, standard deviation value is 0.36; Uni-C 2.14, standard

deviation values are 0.38; Uni-J 2.09, standard deviation values are 0.36; Uni-E 2.06,

standard deviation values are 0.40; Uni-A 2.05, standard deviation values are 0.40; Uni-F

1.83, standard deviation values are 0.34; Uni-D 1.70, standard deviation values are 0.31;

Uni-K 1.67, standard deviation values are 0.30; Uni-I 1.63, standard deviation values are

0.30; Uni-H 1.61 standard deviation values are 0.38; and Uni-G 1.61 standard deviation

values are 0.31.

The respondents have reported importance of the classrooms facility for learning

purpose. The mean values of the importance are presented from high to low value. The

mean value of importance calculated from the responses of the respondents from the

university University-F is 2.60,  standard deviation value is 0.36,  University-C 2.59,

standard deviation value is 0.39, Uni-A 2.56, standard deviation value is 0.45, Uni-J 2.56,

standard deviation value is 0.34, Uni-E 2.55, standard deviation values are 0.42, Uni-G

2.47, standard deviation values are 0.30, Uni-B 2.40, standard deviation values are 0.38,

Uni-H 2.39, standard deviation values are 0.25, Uni-K 2.38, standard deviation values are

0.20, , Uni-I 2.35, standard deviation 0.35; Uni-D 2.20, standard deviation values are 0.28.

The respondents’ from the Uni-B has more satisfaction mean value on classroom

while from Uni-G and Uni-H have less among the sample universities.

The standard deviation values on satisfaction show consistency of the responses

that is high of the respondents from university-I (0.30<all remaining values) while low

from the university of Uni-E and Uni-A (0.40>all the remaining values).

The respondents from the Uni-F have rated more importance of classroom as

learning facility while the respondents from the Uni-D has given less importance among

the sample universities.

The standard deviation values on importance indicates the consistency of the

responses that is high Uni-K university (0.20<all remaining values) and low from the

responses from the university-A (0.45>all remaining values).
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It was concluded from the results mentioned above that the respondents have

moderate level of satisfaction on available classrooms the respondents from Uni-I, Uni-G

and Uni-H universities who have rated their low level of satisfaction. On the other hand

with respect on giving importance the respondents from all the sample universities have

rated it high level of importance except the respondents from Uni-D who have rated it

moderate level of importance for learning purposes.

The gap between satisfaction values and importance values give the conclusion

that the respondents were expecting better classrooms facility than they experienced

during their stay in their respective universities.

Table 4.52: Comparison of the results with respect to universities on library
Uni-A Uni-B Uni-C Uni-D Uni-E Uni-F Uni-G Uni-H Uni-I Uni-J Uni-K

S M 1.98 2.23 2.06 2.06 1.96 1.68 1.90 1.86 1.77 2.17 1.91
SD 0.36 0.27 0.46 0.31 0.31 0.35 0.31 0.31 0.34 0.26 0.35

I M 2.65 2.48 2.56 2.11 2.50 2.52 2.53 2.44 2.37 2.54 2.37
SD 0.30 0.26 0.42 0.29 0.36 0.33 0.49 0.49 0.42 0.27 0.31

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.52 is on the results of respondents’ satisfaction as well as on importance of

library with respect to a learning facility. The results are presented from higher mean value

to lower mean value. The mean value of satisfaction from the Uni-B is 2.23, standard

deviation values are 0.27; Uni-J 2.17, standard deviation value is 0.26; Uni-C, 2.06;

standard deviation value is 0.46; Uni-D 2.06 standard deviation value is 0.31; Uni-A 1.98,

standard deviation value is 0.36; Uni-E 1.96, standard deviation value is 0.31; Uni-K 1.91,

standard deviation value is 0.35; Uni-G 1.90, standard deviation value is 0.31; Uni-H 1.86,

standard deviation value is 0.31; Uni-I 1.77 standard deviation value is 0.34; Uni-F 1.68

standard deviation value is 0.35.

In this study the respondents have also reported importance of library as a learning

facility. The responses of the respondents are presented in descending order with respect

to mean values that are from university-A 2.65, standard deviation value is 0.30,Uni-C

2.56, standard deviation value is 0.42; Uni-J 2.54, standard deviation value is 0.27; Uni-G

2.53, standard deviation value is 0.49; Uni-F 2.52, standard deviation value is 0.33; Uni-E

2.50, standard deviation value is 0.36,Uni-B 2.48, standard deviation value is 0.26; Uni-H

2.44, standard deviation value is 0.49; Uni-I 2.37, standard deviation value is 0.42, Uni-K

2.37 standard deviation value is 0.31 and Uni-D 2.11  standard deviation value is 0.29.
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Among the responses among the sample universities Uni-B has more mean value

of satisfaction on library as learning facility while have less mean value of the responses

from Uni-I. Standard deviation values show consistency of the responses that is more of

the respondents from university-J (0.26<all remaining values) but less consistency in the

respondents of university-C (0.46> all values).

Among the responses mean value from Uni-A has more among the sample

universities while have less mean value of univ-D. The responses are more consistence on

importance of the library as learning facility from the responses of the University-B

(0.26<all remaining values) but less from Uni-G, H (0.49> all values).

It was concluded after in-depth analysis of the data that the respondents of all the

sample universities mentioned above has reported their moderate level of satisfaction on

library as a learning facility. It was further concluded that the respondents from all the

universities has given high level of importance to the library as a learning facility except

Uni-D that is moderate level of importance.

There is vide gap between satisfaction values and importance values that gives the

conclusion that the respondents were expecting better library facility for learning with

respect to library than they experienced during their stay in universities.

Table 4.53: Overall results on four learning facilities
Courses Teaching Classroom Library

Satisfaction M 2.05 2.03 1.72 1.79
SD 0.27 0.24 0.35 0.29

Importance M 2.42 2.50 2.46 2.46
SD 0.24 0.26 0.33 0.36

1.00-1.66=low level, 1.67-2.33=moderate level, 2.34-3.00=high level

Table-4.53 gives the summary of the results on four learning facilities measured in

this research work. The results are presented from greater mean values to lower mean

values. The mean values of satisfaction are; courses 2.05, standard deviation value is 0.27

teaching 2.03, standard deviation value is 0.24; library 1.79 standard deviation value is

0.29 and classrooms is 1.72 standard deviation value is 0.35. Mean values on importance

are; teaching 2.50, standard deviation value is 0.26; classroom 2.46 standard deviation

value is 0.33; library 2.46, standard deviation value is 0.36  and courses is 2.42; standard

deviation value is 0.24.
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Overall results indicate that the respondents were more satisfied on courses

provided by the universities among the measured learning facilities while less satisfied on

classroom. With respect to giving importance the respondents have given more importance

to teaching facility and less to the courses. The students’ responses on satisfaction for

teaching facility are more consistence (0.24<than remaining values) while less on

classrooms among the measured facilities (0.35>remaining values). In the same way the

responses on giving importance are more consistence on courses (0.24<than remaining

values) whereas less on library (0.36>remaining values).

In-depth data analysis concluded moderate satisfaction level on four learning

facilities while have given high level of importance to these facilities for learning at

university level.

The greater mean values of importance as compare to satisfaction indicates that

universities in Pakistan should focus more on courses, teaching, classrooms, and library as

learning facilities to satisfaction their students.

It was concluded after in-depth data analysis that the students of the sample

universities were satisfied on provision of courses, teaching, classroom and library as

learning facilities. The students also indicated the importance of these facilities for

learning. Among these facilities students were found the least satisfied on classrooms and

more on courses. The students pointed out more importance of teaching facility among the

four facilities for learning. Students further pointed out lack of ICT application items in

the courses and its skill to use in the classrooms by their teachers. Students further pointed

out availability of learning materials especially up-dated material with the help of internet

due to not having this facility up to the mark. It was pointed out by the students that up-to-

date learning material either in soft or hard copy was not available in the library. With

respect to teachers helping their students in learning pointed out gaps between importance

and satisfaction. It means students were expecting better facilities than they practiced

during their stay in the universities.
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4.4. Qualitative Data Analysis

This study focused on four basic learning facilities; courses, teaching, classroom

and library. The previous section of quantitative analysis finds out university graduates’

satisfaction on provision of the said learning facilities as well as importance of these

facilities for learning purpose. In that section university graduates’ satisfaction and

importance levels were also find out. Though quantitative results could not help to find out

why students were not satisfied on these facilities. To fill this gap the researcher conducted

a group interview/discussion in which those factors were especially discussed in more

detail where gap between satisfaction and importance was wide. The qualitative analysis

shed light on certain issues as theme of the foresaid learning facilities. These facilities;

courses, teaching, classrooms, and library are divided into further sub-groups.

4.4.1. Theme-1:  Courses

In this study information  that were sought out from the graduates were on; the

choices given in the course, motivational character of the courses; availability,

understandability, clarity and application of ICT, and skills producing items in the courses;

reflective thinking, problem solving, critical thinking, analytical reasoning skill, and life-

long learning. In group discussion questions were asked and a debate started.

The first question was on the given choices in the courses. Majority of the

respondents from all the sample universities said that there were no choices given in the

courses but in spite of that the respondents were satisfied on the given courses.

Motivational Characteristics

The second main question on students’ satisfaction on courses was about

motivational characteristics of the courses that is availability and clarity. With respect to

availability of the courses, most of the students replied that learning material was available

in the beginning of the classes/session. Majority of the students from Univ-A, C, E, Fand,

J said that learning material was provided to them during start of the session. It was further

concluded from the discussion that learning material was easy to understand. During

discussion it was resulted that in Univ-F university students have to depend on

photocopier to get learning material. No proper books with respect to learning and relevant
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to the courses were available in their library. It was also found out from the discussion that

respondents from the Uni-B, G, and H have to face difficulties in fetching learning

material. It was further resulted from the discussion that even sometime students could not

fetch learning material from the internet. While the respondents of the Uni-D and Uni-K

were in more miserable condition. They face difficulties in searching learning material. It

was also due to that internet facility was not properly available to them in the university.

It also came from the discussion of and with the respondents from all the sample

universities that most of the teachers work on the courses provided by HEC but some of

the teachers prepare their own course contents. The contents prepared by the teachers

create difficulty for students to fetch relevant material for learning even some of the topic

seemed irrelevant to the subject. But they have to the follow the course contents provided

by the teachers. Majority of the respondents were agreed at the point that they sometime

get abundance of learning material but face difficulty to sort out which material is

worthwhile for learning. It was found out from the discussion that courses have learning

activities that were based on basic knowledge as well as its application. Majority of the

respondents were satisfied that activities were useful in developing skills required at this

level especially life-long learning and self-learning skill among them.

4.4.2. Theme-2: Teaching

In this part, try was made to seek students’ satisfaction on their teachers helping

them to learn (teaching facility) as well as to develop skills needed at higher education

level and get answer with the help of question, follow-up questions in discussion that were

left unanswered in quantitative method. In formal system of education, teacher is

considered an authentic source of knowledge for the students. To transfer authentic

knowledge to the students, a teacher needed skills that differ with respect to the level of

teaching as well as subject. As at university level, learners are mature enough and have to

adopt any profession after leaving the university. So, they needed specialized skills to

work on their workplace in changing circumstances to work up-to the market value. The

teachers needed skills to help in producing skills among university graduates. The generic

competencies needed for teachers at higher education level as well as skill producing

ability were discussed with the students of the sample universities. The competencies that

were discussed with students are; time management, motivating for learning, assessment,
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giving feedback, using ICT. The skills that are needed to be produced among graduates

are; creative, reflective, critical, analytical, active and life-long learning.

Majority of the respondents from the University of Uni-J, Uni-B, Uni-F and Uni-A

replied that their teachers take classes according to the prescribed schedule. The

respondents further said that teachers cover prescribed courses within time even if due to

any odd circumstances (strike, etc) university is closed teachers take extra classes and tried

to fill the gap. Due to punctuality and regularity of the classes they have developed their

habit of completing an assigned task within time.

Most of the respondents from the University of Uni-C, E, G, and K replied that

their teachers take their sessions regularly and cover their prescribed courses within

prescribed time. But sometime if they could not cover their prescribed courses within due

time, teachers never bother to get make-up classes. Teachers are not punctual and regular

as they should be. Mostly a part of the course is left uncovered.

On the other hand the respondents from the Uni-D, and H said that they were less

satisfied on their teachers’ regularity in teaching. (The respondents were reluctant to talk

on this topic). They seemed annoyed at this and one of the respondents’ said that

sometime they have to wait their teachers for a long time and teacher come, assign activity

and leave the class. A whispering voice came “play wait, wait and wait and the class time

is over”.

So, here seemed a wide gap between expected and experienced facility of teaching

with respect to time management of the faculty members. It came to know after a long

discussion and with the help of follow-up questions.

Most of the respondents from the sample universities said that their teachers make

their lessons interesting, illustrate and try to relate it to their practical life. During classes,

teachers’ questioning make them active learner. But majority of the respondents were

agreed that teachers seldom uses educational technology (ET) to make their learning in a

better way.

It was resulted after discussion with the students of Uni-E, J and K that teachers

frequently use ET to make their learning better. Teachers use ET skillfully to elaborate

difficult points that without it cannot be done. Among ET multimedia is used frequently
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by the teachers of International Uni-J. This facility is available to the foresaid respondents

at any time in the classroom. It was concluded after discussion with the respondents from

the Univ-A, B, C, D, G, and H that their teachers seldom use ET in the class to develop

skills among them. According to the respondents, teachers appear in the class, deliver

lesson and leave the room. During class-presentations sometime multi-media is provided

to them but most of the time it is not available. On the other hand the result after

discussing with the students of Uni-F universities was that teachers never use ET in the

classroom. The respondents know only the name of this gadget that makes learning better

and also saves time of a learner but have never enjoyed it’s fruit.

Remarkably how a person can enjoy the fruit of technology if a person even not

know or may not have seen the instrument? The person is living in Pakistan where there is

spread of technology in every aspect of life.

The results after discussion with the sample respondents indicated that only a few

teachers use ET in the classrooms to make teaching learning better. Some of the

universities lack this facility and majority of the faculty members avoid to get the fruit of

ET. It may be due to that only a few teachers among the teachers are skilled to use ET on

their workplace.

Respondents’ satisfaction on their teachers’ assessment of their work and giving

feedback was also discussed. With respect to giving feedback the most satisfied

respondents were among the universities of Uni-A, E, F and J. It was resulted after

discussion that teachers give proper feedback especially on written assignment and after

presentations. According to the respondent feedback given by their teachers are always

helpful in improving their performance and open new dimensions for learning. Some of

the students said that it seemed humiliating when teachers point out their error and

mistakes but later on it proved fruitful in amending their follies and improve their learning

skills. The respondents of the Univ-B and C claimed that their teachers give them

feedback on the performance on their written as well as on verbal performance. But it was

also concluded from the discussion that the most of the respondents were not satisfied on

their teachers’ assessment as well as giving feedback on their performance. They also said

that sometime either no feedback was provided or feedback was not useful for them.
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It was resulted that among the sample universities the least satisfied students were

from Uni-D, G, K, and H on this aspect of their teachers. It was resulted from the

discussion with the respondents from these universities that their teachers were always

reluctant to assess their work especially assignments and to point out their mistakes and

errors. They ever assess the assigned work. No doubt discussion on this aspect of teachers

competency was interesting for example a students said that their teacher collect

assignments and gather it in his/her room, and taunt us after a few days on not done well

without assessing the work submitted. A student who has good relation with a teacher told

that the teacher who always taunt them on not doing well in assignment never evaluate

assignments even he/she has not turned the pages of the assignments collected from them.

When discussion evoked one of the students during discussion said “What feedback

teachers will give us without checking the work done” it also reflects student teacher

relationship.

Skill Producing Ability of the Teachers

Another sub-theme of teaching facility in this study was to know with the help of

group discussion that to what extent respondents were satisfied on their teachers helping

them to develop needed skills. At higher education level students are mature enough that

they know what they need for their professional life, which skill they need to get help from

their teachers to develop among them. To survive in changing circumstances and to

complete the work up to the mark, skills are needed to that level. So, for successful life

especially on one’s workplace one has to be creative thinker that is a systematic process

and have to be rational to achieve the aim of the job. The skills that were discussed during

discussion are; creative, reflective, analytical, and communicative.

“Creativity, resulted after reflection and critical analysis, builds confidence in

a person to communicate one’s achievement”.

After a long discussion with and among the respondents it was resulted that;

majority of the respondents from the Univ-E, J and K claimed that they acquire

communicative competency with the help of giving/delivering presentations frequently in

the class. They further said that their teachers also develop critical thinking skill and build

confidence among them with the help of presentation. In this practice, groups are formed,

topics are allotted and on fixed time and day every group has to present. Some of the
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teachers get individual presentations. Students as well as teachers ask questions relevant to

the topic at the end of the presentation. Answering the questions helps in developing

reflective, analytical skills as well as builds confidence among the graduates. Majority of

the students seemed satisfied on developing the said skills among students by their

teachers. Teachers give feedback when the presentations are over and also suggest

methods of improving the said skills as well as to overcome the deficiencies to individual

students.

Most of the respondents from the Univ-A, B, D and F seemed satisfied on helping

their teachers in developing critical thinking skill and building confidence with the help of

presenting topics in the classroom and group works that is also a means of communication

skill development among the graduates. The respondents discussed on it differently. But it

is resulted from main points that make theme of the discussion that teachers assign topics

for presentation and the respondents have to deliver presentations. Most of the respondents

said that most of their learning is based on preparations and assignments. One of the

respondents said that their teachers come in the class, assign work and leave. Sometime

assignment relevant material is difficult to find.

It is resulted from the discussion with the respondents from the University of Univ-

C, G and H that presentations were rare things for them. They said that teachers frequently

assigned them, topics for preparation of assignments individually as well as in groups.

Most of the respondents said that assignment and group work are the only source of

learning. A whispering voice was

“our class work circles around the assignments”

4.4.3. Classroom

Classroom is a formal place for teaching-learning. So, it is expected that all kinds

of facilities are available there. In this case the elements that were observed by the

researcher during personal visit and group discussion are; classroom size, furniture,

cleanliness, equipped with ET, free of distraction, etc. during personal visit as well as with

the help of group discussion findings were made.

Majority of the respondents from the Uni-A, B, C, E, and J said that rooms were

always sufficient for class, kept clean; furniture was comfortable and free of any kind of
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disturbance. The researcher himself observed during class work that there was sufficient

room for class size. Rooms with respect to space and furniture were sufficient according to

the class size as well as comfortable. It can be said that classrooms were conducive for

learning.

While after the discussion with the respondents of the Uni-D, F, G, H and K  as

well as researcher’s personal observation was resulted that the rooms were not sufficient

for class size. The respondents said that sometime they have to stand in the class and in

most of the classes furniture is not according to the class size.

The classrooms of Univ-F and H were not according to the level of the class.  It

seemed that the building of the Univ-F was constructed for school that later on handed

over to the university. Classrooms were not equipped for graduates at all. A large number

of students have to take classes in small size rooms. Other than blackboard no facility was

available with respect to learning. The students have to depend on one ET room having

computers only. They can seldom avail internet facility for learning purpose.  The rooms

of Univ-H also showed unsatisfactory condition. A few of the departments were running

in old building. There was no facility available other than chairs to sit and discuss. No

doubt some of the departments were working in a building better than this condition.

Overall look of the rooms was not satisfactory. The respondents of these two universities

replied that they have to depend on as well as have to enjoy available facilities that are not

sufficient. Rooms are not properly and most of the time students himself/herself have to

dust their sitting place in the

4.4.4. Library

The fourth main domain of learning facility of this study was library. The findings

of this part are based on observation and discussion with the sample students. In this part

of discussion three sub-domains that were discussed are access to the library, availability

of learning material and guidance from the helping desk in fetching relevant material.

The first thing that was discussed with the respondents was about access to the

library; timing of the library, issuance of books and place of reading. In this case the

majority of the respondents from the Univ-A, B, C, E and J seemed satisfied by this

facility. The questions that were discussed were; library timing, access to relevant

material, reading rooms, number and period of book issuance. The respondents from the
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earlier said universities said that they enjoy library timing. Library opens early and close

late night even on weekend and on holiday they can use library. The respondents from

Univ-J said that no doubt they enjoy library timing but the alternate days for males and

females is problem because sometime they need book/s but have to wait their turn day.

The restriction of day is panic sometime. The respondents other than Univ-E said that

there is only main library so have to face problem for using online facility. They have to

wait sometime for hours especially during summer. There is hot weather outside and

library air conditioned, students sit on internet and uses internet for amusement and to pass

time in cool rooms. They sit in pairs or group, gossip and their voices become so loud that

create disturbance. No doubt respondents have easy access to learning material but

sometime could not find relevant material/books and sometime there are only old editions

of the books.

It was resulted after discussion with the respondents from Government College

University Univ-D and K that most of them were satisfied on access to the library. After

discussion it was resulted that there are sufficient hours for them to use library, sufficient

place for sitting for study and easy access to the relevant material. The respondents from

the Univ-K replied that they have abundance of learning material and in new editions on

the other hand the respondents from Uni-D said sometime they have to face problem to

fetch new editions. Uni-D was established in a college so books for college level are

sufficient. The respondents of Uni-D further said that most of the time they have to depend

on available notes on Photostat shops. The least satisfied respondents on access to library

were from the University of Univ-H and Univ-G. They said that there were sufficient

access hours for library to use as well as access to the learning material. But they could not

get issued all the cupboards are locked. They have to use catalogue as well as availability

of books and consult the relevant person to get book to read only. Even some of the books

they can only see locked in the cupboards. During discussion some of the respondents

were much grieved on not having book issuance facility. It was resulted after discussion

that there are new and fresh editions of books but they have to depend on getting notes and

get copy of the books/pages. No doubt access hours were sufficient to use library. In Univ-

H department has its own library with sufficient and relevant to the subjects.

It was resulted from the discussion with the respondents from Univ-F that access to

library hours are sufficient but no proper place for reading. There is no culture of using
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library frequently. It was further resulted after discussion with the respondents that they

only depend on teachers’ prepared notes that are available on the Photostat shops. A

library that is in the department has old editions of books and there is no proper place for

sitting to read. It was further concluded after discussion with the respondents from the

departments that were working in other campuses away from main library that they ever

travel to use main library.

The second sub-set of information from the respondents for getting information

with the help of group interview was on availability of updated learning material from the

library. The researcher put a question into arena for discussion and leading questions arise

during discussion. It is resulted after discussion that majority of the respondents from

Univ-A,B,C,E,G and J were satisfied on available internet service in the library, online

material, update material, e-library facilities. After a long discussion on this area it was

further resulted that internet service was satisfactory but some time especially in summer

students avoid to get free the desk because it was hot outside and students have to look

busy. The respondents from the Univ-B especially said in the sense of complaint that they

have to wait sometimes a couple of hours during summer. The occupant students on the

internet desk sit in pairs or even in groups chat, gossip, download movies or songs while

sitting there. They only enjoy cool in the library and avoid going out in the sun. The

students were satisfied on available e-library and free article downloading facility from the

research journals. The respondents from Uiv-A, B,C University said that they have

internet facility in their department. No doubt they have to face the difficulty of free desk

but this problem occurred ever.

It was resulted after discussion with the respondents from Uiv-D, H and F that they

were not enjoying internet facility in a better way. They said that neither in their library

nor in the department have sufficient internet desks. It is resulted after discussion with the

respondents of Univ-F that they ever use internet. In the departments there are a few

internet connected computers. They enjoy with the learning material available on photo

stat shops of the departments. Most of the respondents said that they do not know how and

from where to get learning material relevant to the course by using internet. Some of the

respondents said that why they bother about this facility.
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The third topic of discussion with the respondents was on help provided by the

persons/help desk to fetch the relevant material in the library. Majority of the respondents

from the sample universities were satisfied on this facility.
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS

AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1. Summary

The study focused on students’ satisfaction on learning facilities at the universities

in Pakistan.  The rationale of the study was to point out students’ satisfaction levels on

learning facilities at university level. The facilities that were measured in this study are;

courses, teaching facility, classrooms and library. The importance levels of thesis facilities

were also measured to point out the gaps between experienced and desired facilities. The

study would help the policy makers, university administrators and teachers to provide with

better learning facilities and learning resources.

Higher education commission has taken certain steps to link with the world and to

provide learning resources of higher order. Higher education commission has also

launched different types of incentives for the students to attract them towards university

education.

Allocation of budget, increase of the number of students and increase of the

number of universities in public and private sector indicates that higher education have got

much momentum in Pakistan during past few years. In spite of the increase of budget the

question is often either institution are focusing on to satisfy their students on providing

learning resources to that level that they expected? If the students are satisfied to what

extent and what they were expecting more in this aspect? This study was designed to seek

the answers of these questions. The objectives of this study were 1) to study the required

learning facilities for the students in universities. 2) To review the role of learning

facilities on students’ learning in universities. 3) To find out the level of satisfaction of

students on available learning facilities in universities. 4) To find out the gaps between

desired and available learning facilities for students. 5) To give recommendations to

improve learning facilities.

The population of the study was general degree awarding universities working in

public sector in Pakistan. Among general universities 11 universities were selected from
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four provinces and from capital tertiary. Total number of the respondents was 1320 from 6

disciplines of social sciences and 20 students per department approximately. A self-

developed questionnaire based on 3-point Likert-scale having two major options one on

satisfaction and the second on importance was developed for the students of master level

final semester. The questionnaire was divided into three sections; courses, teaching,

classroom and library. Male and female variable was not considered as no much difference

was made in admission criteria. The questionnaire was pilot tested and made reliable and

valid before data collection. The data was collected in about 9 months by personal visit

except the province of the Baluchistan due to having security risk there. In the case of

province Baluchistan help was sought out from a researcher who was doing his research of

M.Phi level and belongs to that area. Qualitative study was also not conducted in the

province of Baluchistan. The quantitative data was analyzed with the help of Statistical

Package for Social Sciences (SPSS-19). Mean and standard deviation values were

calculated to measure levels.

5.2. Findings of the Quantitative Analysis

The findings of the study pointed out that there is more room for provision of

learning facilities to satisfy students in four aspects of the learning facilities. Among the

four aspects in courses; choices, ICT application elements, critical thinking skill and

communication skill development elements needed more improvement to make better

quality courses. In the same way in teaching; time-management, teacher-student relation,

assessment, the use of ICT, and among skills development creative and critical skills were

found needed to be focused more. Among the classrooms ICT resources and in library the

internet facility and updated learning material needed to be focused more. The finding of

the study from the quantitative analysis is presented below.

5.2.1. Courses

1. The respondents have moderate level of satisfaction on the given choices in the

courses (2.02), motivational characteristics of the courses (2.02) and ICT

application items in the courses (1.97). While the respondents have reported high

level of importance to the three characteristics of the courses mentioned above

(2.36, 2.40, and 2.46).  Among the three characteristics of the courses the
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respondents have less satisfaction on ICT items and also have given more

importance to this element in the courses.

2. The findings of the study pointed out moderate level of satisfaction of the

respondents on skills producing elements in the courses that are; reflective (2.09),

analytical (2.07), problem solving (2.17), critical (2.02), communication (2.12),

life-long learning (2.10). Whereas they have rated high level of importance to all

the above mentioned skills producing elements in the courses except critical skill

(2.31) producing element that have  been rated moderate level of importance.

Among the said skills the respondents have reported less satisfaction on critical

skill producing elements while have given more importance to life-long learning

skill producing elements in the courses.

5.2.2. Teaching

3. The study indicated that the respondents have moderate level of satisfaction on

teachers’ generic competencies that are; teacher student relation (2.06), motivation

(1.99), time management and assessment (each1.97), feedback (1.90), and in ICT

skills (1.86).  While importance of the above mentioned skills of the teachers were

found high level of importance. Among the six skills less satisfaction was found on

ICT application and high level of importance to assessment and relation with

students was given.

4. In the case of skills producing ability of the teachers among their students the

respondents have moderate level of satisfaction on time-management (2.22), life-

long learning (2.08), active learning (2.07), critical (2.03), creative (2.01),

analytical (1.99), and reflective (1.96). On the other hand these skills were given

high level of importance for them (2.55, 2.49, 2.46, 2.45, 2.44, and 2.43

respectively). Satisfaction on reflective skill producing ability of the teachers was

found less among the seven skills measured in the study while more importance

was given to the time management skill.

5.2.3.Classrooms

5. The findings of the study indicated that respondents have moderate level of

satisfaction on classrooms’ environment with respect to learning (1.99), physical
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resources (1.93), and ICT resources (1.77). On the other hand the respondents have

reported high level of importance to these facilities; environment (2.47), ICT

(2.46) and physical (2.45) as learning facility. Among the three aspects of facilities

in the classrooms ICT resources have less satisfaction value while environment of

the classroom has more value of importance.

5.2.4.Library

6. The study pointed out respondents’ moderate level of satisfaction on library; access

to the library (1.98), available help for using library (1.97) and updated learning

material (1.95). Whereas the respondents have given high level of importance to

the above mentioned three aspects of library as a learning facility (2.49, 2.68 and

2.42). Respondents’ satisfaction have less value on available up dated learning

materials in the library while have given more importance to the helps to fetch

needed material.

Among the four learning facilities; courses, teaching, classrooms and library

students were found less satisfied on classrooms on the other hand teaching facility was

given more importance.

5.3. Discussion

The study produced key findings relevant to the objectives that focused on learning

facilities provided to the respondents in the universities of Pakistan. The significant

findings are discussed in this section.

Every nation is striving to face the challenges of global changes by developing

feasible innovations. Theses changes can be developed by educating its’ mass. In this

respect universities are considered the best places in adapting global changes by producing

skills among graduates to apply during their practical life (Ramphle, 2004). Therefore, it is

expected from a university graduates to learn the required skills and specialized

knowledge to apply it at workplace to face the challenges. Universities are also expected

to contribute in economical development by providing skilled workforce. In rapidly

changing world, skills of higher orders are needed to work up to the market level

(UNESCO, 2008). Therefore, to produce skills of higher order facilities of higher level are

required. Among the facilities learning material (courses), teaching, classroom and library
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were considered important and measured in this study. Students’ satisfaction is their state

of sufficiently contented in using those facilities (Almas & Khan, 2006; Nurlida,Faridha,

Nooraini &Norzaidi, 2010). Therefore, to produce skills of higher order among graduates

to satisfy them matter a lot because it motivates them to reflect on their learning (Douglas,

Douglas and Barrens, 2006).

5.3.1. Courses

It is an admitted fact that all the teaching learning activities in any formal system

of education revolves around the courses. To get better learning outcomes courses should

reflect students’ need that satisfy them a lot. At higher education level students expect to

have specialized and update knowledge to fulfill their specific needs that courses should

reflect their needs (Lowe,2002; Navarro; Iglesias & Torres, 2005). Due to having students

with diverse background knowledge and needs the courses should reflect their habits to

participate in their respective community. Therefore, the quality of courses is based on

characteristics of attracting the students to learn and produce the needed skills. The

characteristics of the courses that are considered necessary are divided into two main

domains are discussed below.

Characteristics of the Courses (Choices, Motivation, ICT)

Findings of the study pointed out that majority of the respondents did not

experience the quality of the courses during their stay at university as they were expecting.

While the respondents from the Uni-D, E, F, G and H were least satisfied among the

respondents of the sample universities on the choices given in the courses. The students

have to adopt the choices given by the department that takes time to become familiar with

the course due to not having proper background knowledge in that area. Choices give

mental satisfaction and create motivation among students to learn (Ting & Lee, 2011).

Universities have launched certain group combination of the courses but diversity of the

students at university level seemed difficult to satisfy. The study further pointed out that

students’ satisfaction on motivational elements; availability, clarity, of the learning

material was satisfactory. The respondents were facing problem to fetch learning material

especially in the universities where university teachers do not follow HEC approved

course contents. It was difficult to find relevant books even sometime relevant topics were

difficult to find. According to the results the respondents from the universities of Uni-D,

G, H, and K were facing more problems in this aspect of the courses. They face difficulty
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in finding learning material relevant to the courses even some of the topics could not be

find from internet as well. Among the responsibilities of HEC one major concern is to

maintain unanimity among the universities especially with respect to teaching material that

universities should follow. Universities should assure the availability of learning material

that is a basic source of learning. The respondents from the Uni-F indicated that though

learning material is easy to understand but they have to depend on photocopier in this

case. There are not sufficient books available in the library. On the other hand, the results

indicated that the students from the Uni-A, C, E, and J were satisfied on the availability of

learning material. The use of technology in learning creates motivation (Çakmak, 2010).

Therefore items of ICT application in the courses cannot be ignored. Among the sample

universities majority of the respondents have low satisfaction level in this aspect as a

general and especially from the Uni-D, F, G, H, and K. Pakistan having a developing

country cannot highly address technology. In spite of increasing the budget of HEC could

not meet the financial needs of the required budget to equip universities with necessary

equipment of ICT usage.

5.3.2. Teaching

The second aspect of this research work was teaching facility that is considered the

most important facility in any formal system of education. A student has to depend on

teacher who transmits, interprets, and facilitates the students to learn skills to make them

able to apply during their practical and professional life. Therefore, the education of the

highest quality requires the teachers of the highest quality who could meet important role

on students’ satisfaction. This part of the study was divided into two main section; skills

needed for the teachers at higher education level and skills producing ability of the

teachers.

5.3.2.1. Skills needed for the university teachers (time-management, motivation,
ICT, Assessment, feedback, relation)

Findings of the study indicate that the respondents from the universities of Uni-A

and Uni-F were much satisfied on their teachers’ time-management. The teachers of these

universities take classes and cover their prescribed courses within prescribed time phase.

On the other hand the respondents from the universities of Uni-C, D, I, G, H, K were not

satisfied with their teachers’ time-management. They said their teachers never bother on

time and to cover the courses. The teachers of these universities do not take make-up
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classes if there is any uneven event and the university is closed for days without schedule

(strikes, etc). Among the respondent universities a student said that they have to wait their

teachers and sometime the period is off. Time-management is an important element for

successful completion of a task within prescribed time. But what if the teacher is not

caring? While in time-management, a teacher organizes the course with respect to

importance level, the preparation and distribution of resources with respect to the time is

made. Managing the time a teacher also keeps in mind the things effecting learning

environment, selecting teaching materials and learners’ attitudes (Gee, 2005). Therefore, it

is the most important element for a teacher to be a successful teacher.

Motivation is like breathing for a student for learning and a teacher must create

situations that make a learner to engage in learning (Sotto, 2007).  As a whole the

respondents said that their teachers make their lesson interesting and illustrate it. While

specifically the findings indicate that the students from the universities Uni-C, E, G, I and

K have less satisfaction on this ability of their teachers. With respect to the application of

ICT for making learning more out-come based the results indicate that respondents from

all the sample universities showed that their teachers lack this skill. The respondents from

the universities of Uni-A, C, E, F, G, H, I, and K have less satisfaction on this of their

teachers. The results also support the findings of Shirazi (2004). Even after a long time the

situation is nearly the same. While, it is a way to present the lesson in a multiple way that

creates motivation among the students to learn. According to Steketee (2006) it is one of

the professional competencies of teachers to know the use of ICT in education programs.

In spite of giving much importance to ICT skill for teachers university teachers seemed

static in this matter to bring change among them.

The results indicate that the respondents from the majority of the universities were

probably satisfied on their teachers’ assessment of their work. The respondents from the

universities Uni-E, G, H and K were slightly satisfied on this skill of their teachers. In the

case of giving feedback the respondents from the universities Uni-B, D, G, H, I, K were

slightly satisfied. On the other hand the respondents from the university Uni-F were much

satisfied on their teachers’ giving them feedback on their work done. Friendly

environment among teacher-students motivate students to consult their teacher for their

study with comfort. Therefore, this element was observed among university teachers and
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was found satisfactory as a whole. The results on the universities of Uni-C, G, H, and I

indicated that respondents were less satisfied.

Teachers’ behaviour is considered on of the important quality indicator among

teachers competency (Sheikh, 2011).

5.3.2.2. Skills Producing Ability of the Teachers

Universities live in broader context where graduates are prepared to work and use

their knowledge learned during their professional and social life. According to Yasmin

(2005) universities are the places where social awareness is created among graduates.

Among this awareness is production of skills to work on workplace. Therefore, teachers

need to bring their wisdom to generate skills among graduates to face the challenges and

solve the problems in every aspect of their life in the best way. University teachers are

expected to have up to date knowledge and bring forth wisdom among their students

(Tennant, Mullen & Kaczynski, 2010). In this changing world creativity is encouraged

now a day in our practical life. In this respect the results indicate that most of the

respondents of the sample universities are moderately satisfied on helping their teachers to

produce skills. With respect to creative and reflective thinking skill among them

respondents was found satisfied. Teachers form groups, assign activities in the class. But

they seldom give feedback on it and suggest better way to solve the activities. According

to the respondents’ from the universities of Uni-E, F, G, H, I, and K were slightly satisfied

on their teachers help provided to them to produce reflective skill among them. The results

also indicate that the respondents from the universities Uni-C, D, G, I, K were slightly

satisfied on helping their teachers to produce creative skills. To reach a logical decision,

critical approach and analytical reasoning are necessary. At higher education level a

graduate is needed to produce skills of rational thinking and analytical reasoning skill to

solve the daily life problems and to play leading role.

The study results indicate that most of the respondents were satisfied on their

teachers producing needed skills among them. While the respondents of the universities

Uni-E, G, H, I, K were less satisfied on their teachers help them in producing analytical

skill. The results further explore that the respondents of the universities Uni-C, G, H, I

were also less satisfied on helping their teachers to produce critical skill among them.

Every profession needs communication with confidence. Majority of the respondents are

satisfied on helping their teachers to develop communication skills. According to them
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their teachers allot them assignments to individuals or to a group. They have to prepare

and present in the class. It helps them to develop communication skill as well as build

confidence. On the other hand the respondents from the universities Uni-F, I, G, H were

less satisfied on this aspect of their teachers’ help. University degree is considered the

highest degree and the best for getting reasonable job and adoption a profession. Therefore

in this rapidly changing world in every aspect of our life, it is needed to develop life-long

learning skill among the graduates so that they can adopt the changes in their future life.

Most of the respondents from the sample universities are nearly satisfied on their teachers

helping them to build the habit of life-long learning. Among the sample universities the

results of Uni-C are more consistent. On the other hand the students from the universities

of Uni-G, H, I, K were less satisfied on helping their teachers to develop this skill among

them. Time-management is considered a key to success in life. In the case of helping

teachers in developing time-management skill among the students majority of the

respondents from the sample universities are satisfied except the respondents of Uni-K.

The satisfaction level of the respondents from the universities of Uni-A, C, E, F is high.

The respondents said that their teachers assign them activities, topics for assignments that

they have to prepare within prescribed time. This practice helped them to develop time-

management skill among the students.

5.3.3. Classroom

Classroom is a predefined place where all the teaching-learning activities take

place. Therefore, to equip it with the resources that help in teaching learning are thought

necessary. These equipment for example board, charts, maps, and at higher education level

multi-media are considered compulsory elements. Theses facilities are considered to play

the role of catalyst in learning process. Therefore in this study this aspect was also

measured. Classroom facility was grouped into three sets; physical resources (classroom

size, student chairs, seating arrangement, lighting), ICT elements (board, multimedia), and

environment (cleanliness, free of disturbance) that are separately discussed below.

5.3.3.1. Physical Condition of the Classroom

The results pointed out that most of the respondents were satisfied on their

classroom size, furniture, seating arrangements in general. While the respondents from the

universities of Uni-D, F, G, H, I were less satisfied on classroom size. According to them
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classroom was not sufficient for their class size. Students have to sit on the desks that were

not comfortable. The structure of the classrooms according to the respondents of

university Uni-F is just like classroom for school. Due to the structure of the classrooms

and size, seating arrangement was also not properly arranged.

Government is opening higher education institutions and upgrading colleges to

accommodate a large number of increasing students at higher education level but

provision of financial resources is a question. In spite of the emergence of private sector in

higher education, public sector universities have to accommodate more students in a

university than their capacity. Pakistan is country of where majority of people could not

afford educational expenses of private universities therefore they have to seek admission

in public sector institutions. It again causes lack of facilities due to financial resources and

students have to face shortage of learning facilities. The most affecting facilities is

infrastructure of buildings. Consequently, universities have to accommodate more students

in less space. The condition did not change as pointed out in a study conducted by Isani in

2001.

5.3.3.2. Equipment

In recent years educational technology (ET) is gaining momentum as during

previous era as Audio-visual aids in education. It helps to present learning material in a

variety of the ways. It fascinates the students by presenting learning material in different

ways. Therefore, at higher education level it is considered a compulsory element for

teaching learning.  Technology creates motivation for learning by presenting a lesson in

different way (Lei, 2010). The results pointed out that this facility is lacking in all the

universities except Uni-J. According to the respondents multimedia is ever available to

them even during their presentations while their teachers asked them to prepare their

power point. They have to depend on hand-outs. The results of universities Uni-D, F, G,

H, I pointed towards a poor situation. They never enjoy any facility of this kind except

blackboards. Teachers ever use black boards to write some key words other wise it is left

blank. These findings support the findings of Hamidullah (2005) and the situation seemed

a little changed. Skill thus is a lot of A.V equipment is required to meet the minimum level

of satisfaction to the students.
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5.3.3.3. Environment

Environment of the classroom plays important role in teaching learning process. In

this case space, lighting, calm, and free of noise from outside the room matter a lot. With

respect to creation of conducive environment for learning, the respondents seemed less

satisfied from the universities Uni- D, F, G, H, I. The respondents were satisfied on overall

environment of the classrooms especially with respect to calm and peace, free of external

disturbance.

The respondents of the sample universities are moderately satisfied from their

classroom. In certain universities there are more students than available space. A few

universities work in hired buildings to accommodate their students and that buildings do

not meet the needs of a classroom. Therefore, the problem of crowdedly classes resulted

on disturbance and lack of the required calm and peace for learning.

5.3.4. Library

Library is considered an inevitable element among the facilities for learning at

university level. It is also considered an essential tool for promotion of academic activities

and develops reading habits among the students (Shah  & Saadia, 2010). Along with

provision of knowledge, other role of universities is also to preserve knowledge in the

form of academic libraries. Therefore, libraries are considered a gateway of knowledge

due to provision of knowledge for students and also stores of cultural heritage. Library

facility is not limited to the storage of the knowledge but availability and access to the

users also matter a lot (Poesy, 2009).

But the use of technology has changed the role of library that was mere the storage

of knowledge. Because internet has made access to the knowledge from all over the world

within no time that one has to fetch from the library. Therefore library facility is based on

availability of books and journals, new editions, proper issuance facility, availability of

catalogue, access to books, e-library, reading corners, calm and peaceful reading area,

helping desk, photocopy facility, timing, etc. Therefore library facility is not only limited

to the availability of resources but in access and provision help to seek the required

material to the users also matter a lot (Heron & Niteck, 2001). Keeping in view after

review of the relevant literature and studies conducted the facilities were classified into

three aspects; access, availability of learning material and helping services.
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In this study access to the library and the required material was measured. Majority

of the respondents were satisfied on access to the library, library hours and issuance timing

and duration of borrowing books etc. The most satisfied students are from the Uni-B, J.

On the other hand the respondents from the universities of Uni- G, H were not satisfied on

access to the library. They said that there is short time to enter the library and books are

locked in the cupboards and they can only read the titles. If a person needed a book, has to

consult help desk get issue, sit on the table in the library, read and have to return before

leaving the library. They cannot go out of the library with the book. Due to short

library hours students could not get benefit from the library resources in a proper

way.

Updated and fresh learning material was another issue discussed in the study.

Internet is only source of reaching new researches. In spite of the spread of technology in

Pakistan, this facility seemed hardly updated for the students. The respondents from all the

sample universities were less satisfied on availability of this facility for them. Some of the

respondents pointed out that their university library has fast speed internet but the number

of internet desk is in-sufficient. Others said their library has this facility but speed slow is

the problem. The respondents of the universities Uni-F, I was not satisfied at all on this

facility. Even the respondents of these universities seemed ignorant of e-library. Most of

the respondents were satisfied on available help for searching books and journals in their

libraries.

5.4. Conclusions

Formal system of education circles around the courses. At higher education level

students have to develop the skills that help them to face the competition on workplace in

a changing world. Learning at university level is to learn the application of knowledge

in natural settings that are unseen. Therefore, they needed to develop complex skills to

work up to the market needs. A course should be able to develop all the necessary skills

among the university graduates. In this case conclusions are made from the results.

5.4.1. Courses

 Students’ overall satisfaction on courses is moderate while has given high level of

importance. In the case of ICT application items in the courses have given more

importance. The role of ICT cannot be ignored in education because it motivates to
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learn by providing variety of learning material. Therefore it should be considered

while developing the courses.

 In the case of skills producing contents in the courses it is concluded that students

from the sample universities belonging to social science i.e education, psychology,

economics, history/political science, mass communication and commerce were less

satisfied on critical thinking skill producing elements in the courses. Among the

skills producing elements in the courses that were measured in this study life-long

learning skill producing have been given more important (higher value) at higher

education level.

5.4.2. Teaching

Education is a joint venture where a teacher imparts knowledge and a learner retains it

in a formal system of education. To work with the courses learners needed proper

guidance that how and what to learn that only a proficient and skilled teacher can do. In

formal system of education there are two authentic sources of knowledge; teacher and

courses. Courses along with learning material also provide a road map to work whereas

teachers facilitate the learners to learn this material. Universities are considered to produce

higher order skills among the graduates that only highly skilled workforce can do. In this

study some conclusions are drawn in this perspective.

 The study concluded that the overall satisfaction of the students’ on the skills

needed for university teachers is moderate while have high level of importance as a

learning facility at university level. It is concluded that students’ have moderate

level satisfaction on teachers skill of using ICT in the class among the measured

skills while have higher values of importance as learning facilities. It is further

concluded that among the generic competencies of the university teachers

assessment, motivation to learn, time management and to have relation with

students have high level of importance.

 Students’ overall satisfaction on skills producing ability of the teachers among

them have moderate level while has high level of importance as learning facility. It

is concluded that students were least satisfied on reflective and analytical skill

producing skill producing ability of the teachers among the measured skills. It is
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further concluded that students have given more importance to help their teachers

to develop time management skills among them.

5.4.3. Classrooms

Courses provide roadmap to work and teachers help students to learn while classroom

is place to perform all the formal teaching learning activities. As university is not just a

place of gathering and using print materials for learning but some necessary equipment are

also needed to facilitate in teaching learning process. This study made from the

conclusions on provision and importance of these things. In the classroom whiteboard,

multimedia, internet properly installed with necessary equipment, charts, pictures,

diagrams are inevitable at university level.

 Students’ satisfaction level was moderate on provision of classroom facilities that

they have rated high level of importance to this as learning facility. It was further

concluded that students were least satisfied on provision of ICT equipment in the

classrooms while have given more importance it among measured facility.

5.4.4. Library

To produce skills and knowledge of higher order research oriented knowledge is

considered inevitable. All this can be achieved by providing learning material of higher

level to the learners. In this case library is storage of knowledge from which university

students get benefit. This study made some conclusions on available learning material with

respect to library.

 It is concluded that students’ satisfaction level was moderate on library on the

other hand have given high level of importance to this learning facility.

 It is also conclude that students were least satisfied on availability of updated

learning material in the library and the internet facility among the measured

facilities in the library.

 Over all conclusion of the study is that among the four learning facilities measured

in this study; teaching facility (higher value) has been valued more important for

learning purpose.
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5.5. Recommendation

Students enter in an institution with some expectations about provision of learning

facilities that an institution should provide. Because the provision of learning facilities is a

source of satisfaction for them and they learn better. But with the increase of number of

the students, the range of expectations also increased because students having diverse

background knowledge have different expectations. In this respect HEC is providing

resources to provide better learning facilities to the students to satisfy them to bring

quality in education.

The study found out some issues on learning facilities that were concluded from

the gaps between experienced facilities and expected facilities that needs serious attention.

5.5.1. Courses

Managers of higher education should pay attention in developing their institutes in

the light of various students’ quality perception especially at the time of selection of

learning material.

Among the characteristics of courses choices in the courses needs more attention.

No doubt there may be choices of subject selection but in the courses choice also matter a

lot. Choices in the courses if are one’s interest provide mental satisfaction and students

learn better. According to learning theories a flexible course with respect to item choice is

fruitful in this case. The other importance of the choice is that university students bring

some target to achieve that they can find by selecting their own choice.  It is suggested to

know objectives of the students and in the light of these objectives, courses outline should

be chalked out.

Application of ICT items needs more attention in the courses because there was

found wide gap between experienced and expectation of these items in the courses. The

other items that the universities should focus more on their quality of the courses are

problem solving by reflecting on past experiences through critical analysis skill. It should

also have items to develop habits of life-long learning skill.

University degree is considered the least degree of education therefore, courses

should have items of producing skills to face challenges of the future life by developing

continuous learning habits. No doubt HEC has chalked out curriculum objectives that
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universities should follow but university teacher should select the items from a variety of

the available material in their libraries that best suits for their students.

The issue of the availability of the learning material was also pointed out by the

respondents especially of those courses whose course outline was prepared by the teachers

that do not match with HEC approved curriculum outlines. Teachers should consult their

libraries and include learning material in the courses that is available in the libraries. The

head of the department while giving approval should also assure the availability of the

learning material to their students. It is also suggested to provide course outlines at the

beginning of the session. A teacher may provide photocopy of material to the students or

get available on department Photostat shop.

Universities, departments as well as teachers are responsible to provide learning

material in their respective universities for their students and should assure it.

5.5.2. Teaching

Teacher is considered an authentic source of knowledge for the students and

problem solver as well. Therefore, students see towards their teachers to solve their

learning problems.

In this respect time management is a skill that helps a teacher to manage all the

professional activities in a proper way. Therefore, teachers should skillfully manage their

time to keep pace and achieve the desired objectives of the courses. Teachers should also

be conscious about the role of assessment and feedback because according to

Behaviourism, Cognitive and Social learning theories it is a motivating agent for learning

and also to amend mistakes and errors. The use of technology in every aspect of life has

gained momentum therefore teachers should also enhance their skill of using it in the

classrooms.

To survive in changing circumstances and to complete the work up to the mark it is

needed to be creative that can only be done by developing the habit of life-long learning.

So, for successful life especially on one’s workplace one has to be creative thinker that is a

systematic process and have to be rational to achieve the aim of the job. Creativity,

resulted after reflection and critical analysis, builds confidence in a person to communicate

one’s achievement. Therefore, teachers should develop needed skills at this level
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especially life-long learning skill among the students to enhance their skills according to

the job description.

Moreover the skills should be given more weight-age in the courses.

Communication skill is considered the basic need of every profession to convey

our message to others. Therefore, teachers should focus more to produce this skill among

their students. Presentation on one topic should be repeated more time after amending

errors and mistakes to develop communicative competency and confidence among the

students.

5.5.3. Classroom

Classroom is a formal place for teaching-learning. Therefore, it is expected that all

kinds of facilities are available there. No doubt it is hard to accommodate growing number

of students in the institutions but steps should be taken in this respect. The institutions

collaborating with HEC should take special interest to equip the classrooms of higher

education institutions with ICT facilities. It is further suggested to solve the problem of

infrastructure. It is further suggested that double shift trend should be more encouraged to

solve the problem of space in all the departments.

5.5.4. Library

In this part three sub-domains that were studied that are access to the library,

availability of learning material and guidance from the helping desk in fetching relevant

material. Access to the learning material and helping desk problem should be seriously

solved. In this case it is suggested to appoint staff that is friendly, helpful and have

courtesy to deal the students.

ICT problem has been indicated in all the four aspects of learning facilities. It is

suggested to solve this problem on war basis. High speed internet should be provided to

connect with world. Initiative should be taken to start online programs that would lessen

the problem of space but it can only be done if high speed internet is available.
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5.6. General Suggestions

It is suggested to train the teachers and training should be conducted on large scale

to produce teaching skills among them (without disturbing schedule work). Special

attention should be given to train the teachers to manage their time, develop skills among

graduates and more emphasis should be given to train them to use ICT equipment during

teaching.

It also suggested encouraging double shift programs in the universities to

overcome infrastructure problem in the universities.

Private universities should also accommodate deserving students.

5.7. Recommendations for Further Studies

 Longitudinal study may be conducted on learning facilities especially students’

expectation should be measured when they get admission (during first year) and

experienced facilities when they are near to leave the university.

 Demographic aspects as ethnicity, gender, religion, etc may also be investigated in

the study.

 The study may be widened to the subjects of applied sciences especially on

laboratory.

 With the help of quadrant analysis aspects of learning facilities that have high level

of importance but low level of satisfaction and vice versa may be studied in depth.

5.8. Limitations of the study

 Learning facilities at universities are not only comprised of learning material and

teaching facilities but also the whole process from getting admission to degree. It

starts from getting information about admission, getting form, applying for

admission, admission test, paying dues (process as well), transport facilities,

getting learning material, teaching faculty (knowledge about them), classrooms

(facilities in these), library, internet,  accommodation (hostel and needed facilities

there), canteen (quality of eating materials, sitting etc), safety, equity and equality

etc. Therefore, it can be said that due to having abundance of facilities needed at
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university level cannot be covered in a single study. So, this study has been limited

to three facilities mentioned.

 Number of universities is increasing in public and private sectors in Pakistan.

Thus it was not possible to consider all the universities in a single study. This

number was limited. Learning facilities vary discipline to discipline as in applied

sciences laboratory is as inevitable element as in social work field work is. So, it

was not possible to cover all the disciples in a single study that may also affect the

results. The learning environment due to provision of learning facilities in

universities working under public and private sector vary to large extent.

Therefore, it was not possible to conduct study in both sectors of the universities.

Due to having time constraints it was also not possible to cover all the universities

working under public sector. There is a security risk to travel in the province of

Baluchistan for those who are not inhabitants of that province due to having

conflicts among tribes and sects. Therefore, help was sought from a scholar belong

to this province.

 It was also difficult to decide the method of the study. In this study maximum

number of the universities was to be considered.  Therefore, among the methods,

survey method was considered the most suitable. During data collection to get

accurate information is considered as basic element of the study. Therefore, it was

decided to use mixed method research; self-reported questionnaire and group

discussion was used to seek the answer left answerable in questionnaire and to

have in-depth insight. There was also a problem to record the answer of the

respondents. It was unethical to use recording machine without permission and if

used with permission the respondents may be hesitant to say what otherwise is easy

to say. Therefore, it was decided to use diary to record hints.
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APPENDICES

Annexure-A
Research tool

Dear Students!
I am working on a PhD research project entitled “Measuring Students’ Satisfaction

Level on Learning Facilities at the Universities in Pakistan”. Your views matter a lot in
this research. For each statement that are on available learning facilities concerning about
Courses and Curriculum contents, teaching, classroom and library please respond desired
number. The information provided by you will be kept confidential and will on only be
used for research purpose. Please, answer according to what really reflects your honest
opinion about the statement rather than what you think your opinion should be.
Thank you very much for your cooperation and help.
Yours sincerely
Muhammad Arshad
PhD Scholar
Department of Education
The Islamia University Bahawalpur
E.mail:arshad06@gmail.com

Measuring Students’ Satisfaction Level on Learning Facilities at the
Universities in Pakistan

University-----------------Department-----------------------

Name (optional):-------------------------------------------

1. Gender:   i) Male ii) Female        2. Residential area:  i) Urban         ii) Rural

1. Courses and Curriculum contents:
To what extent you are satisfied on provision of learning resources/facilities in your
university. Rank these by ticking on appropriate value and also value importance level of
these facilities for learning purposes.
Key: 1=Not at all satisfied, 2=moderately satisfied,   3=extremely satisfied,

1= Not at all important, 2=moderately important, 3=extremely important

N
o

Statements Levels of
satisfaction

Level of
importance

1 I am satisfied by the number of courses offered by the
department.

1 2 3 1 2 3

2 Course contents are provided to us at the beginning of
the session.

1 2 3 1 2 3

3 Course contents list the course objectives of the
subject.

1 2 3 1 2 3

4 Course contents are linked to the course objectives. 1 2 3 1 2 3
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5 The course contents are organized in a systematic way. 1 2 3 1 2 3
6 Study material is easily available. 1 2 3 1 2 3
7 The study material is clear to understand. 1 2 3 1 2 3
8 The learning material intellectually stimulates my

interest in studies.
1 2 3 1 2 3

9 Course contents focus on fundamental concepts of the
subject.

1 2 3 1 2 3

10 Courses promote my skills to apply my knowledge in
different situation.

1 2 3 1 2 3

11 Courses promote my skill of working in a systematic
way.

1 2 3 1 2 3

12 Courses develop my skills to practice learned concepts. 1 2 3 1 2 3
13 My courses make me able to consider different points

of view of learned concept.
1 2 3 1 2 3

14 My courses develop a sense of judgments about
alternatives.

1 2 3 1 2 3

15 The courses that I am learning are helpful for my
future.

1 2 3 1 2 3

16 Curriculum contents help me to become autonomous
(independent) learner.

1 2 3 1 2 3

17 Curriculum activities develop my communication
skills.

1 2 3 1 2 3

18 The courses provide me with a broad overview of my
field of study.

1 2 3 1 2 3

19 The application of information and communication
technologies (ICT) in my courses improved my
learning skills.

1 2 3 1 2 3

2. Teaching:
To what extent you are satisfied on provision of learning resources/facilities in your
university. Rank these by ticking on appropriate value and also value importance level of
these facilities for learning purposes.
Key: 1=Not at all satisfied, 2=moderately satisfied,   3=extremely satisfied,

1= Not at all important, 2=moderately important, 3=extremely important

No Statements Levels of
satisfaction

Levels of
importance

1 Teachers take classes according to the schedule. 1 2 3 1 2 3
2 Teachers cover prescribed syllabus within the

time.
1 2 3 1 2 3

3 Teachers explain concepts of his/her subject
clearly.

1 2 3 1 2 3

4 Teachers make the subject interesting. 1 2 3 1 2 3
5 Teachers ask me to consider different points of

view of a concept.
1 2 3 1 2 3

6 Teachers give me learning activity during
lesson.

1 2 3 1 2 3

7 Teachers encourage me to participate in
learning activities in classroom.

1 2 3 1 2 3
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8 I learn to explore ideas confidently with other
people.

1 2 3 1 2 3

9 Teachers encourage me to take my own
initiatives during learning.

1 2 3 1 2 3

10 Teachers ask me to come up with alternative
ideas relevant to the concept of the subjects.

1 2 3 1 2 3

11 My teachers stimulate my interest for further
learning.

1 2 3 1 2 3

12 Teachers help me in developing my skills to
take my own responsibility for learning.

1 2 3 1 2 3

13 Teachers facilitate me to become autonomous
(self-directed) learners.

1 2 3 1 2 3

14 I have become more confident of my ability to
pursue further learning.

1 2 3 1 2 3

15 Teachers relate my learning to my practical life. 1 2 3 1 2 3
16 Teachers’ feedback helps me to make concepts

clear.
1 2 3 1 2 3

17 Teachers are available for study helps during
working hours.

1 2 3 1 2 3

18 Teachers’ guidance is available at the time of
need.

1 2 3 1 2 3

19 There is an appropriate communication among
teaching staff and students.

1 2 3 1 2 3

20 I discuss my ideas with my teachers without
hesitation.

1 2 3 1 2 3

21 Teachers asking questions during class, make
my learning better.

1 2 3 1 2 3

22 Teachers use variety of teaching techniques. 1 2 3 1 2 3
23 Teachers use audio-visual (A.V) aids during

teaching.
1 2 3 1 2 3

24 Teachers use computer based learning activities
to make learning affective.

1 2 3 1 2 3

25 Teachers give students opportunities to practice
computer based learning in classroom activities.

1 2 3 1 2 3

26 Teachers encourage me to share my learned
concepts during group work

1 2 3 1 2 3

27 Teachers encourage students to present their
work during lesson.

1 2 3 1 2 3

28 Teachers use assessment methods that are
linked to my learning experiences.

1 2 3 1 2 3

29 Assessment items are linked to the course
objectives.

1 2 3 1 2 3

30 I complete teachers’ assigned work within time. 1 2 3 1 2 3

3. Classroom:
To what extent you are satisfied on provision of learning resources/facilities in your
university. Rank these by ticking on appropriate value and also value importance level of
these facilities for learning purposes.
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Key: 1=Not at all satisfied, 2=moderately satisfied,   3=extremely satisfied,
1= Not at all important, 2=moderately important, 3=extremely important

No Statements Levels of
satisfaction

Levels of
importance

1 Our classroom is sufficient for our class size. 1 2 3 1 2 3
2 Our classroom is modern and update 1 2 3 1 2 3
3 Our classroom has sufficient furniture for our

class size
1 2 3 1 2 3

4 Furniture of our classroom is comfortable 1 2 3 1 2 3
5 Our classroom has a whiteboard 1 2 3 1 2 3
6 Our classroom has multimedia. 1 2 3 1 2 3
7 The classroom is kept clean. 1 2 3 1 2 3
8 The classroom is free of disturbance. 1 2 3 1 2 3
9 Classroom arrangement for teaching-learning is

satisfactory.
1 2 3 1 2 3

10 Our classroom has proper lighting system. 1 2 3 1 2 3
11 Classroom is a comfortable place for learning. 1 2 3 1 2 3
12 The classroom is equipped with all the necessary

equipment to aid learning
1 2 3 1 2 3

13 Our classroom is equipped with information and
communication technology (ICT) aids

1 2 3 1 2 3

4. Library:
To what extent you are satisfied on provision of learning resources/facilities in your
university. Rank these by ticking on appropriate value and also value importance level of
these facilities for learning purposes.
Key: 1=Not at all satisfied, 2=moderately satisfied,   3=extremely satisfied,

1= Not at all important, 2=moderately important, 3=extremely important
No Statements Levels of

satisfaction
Levels of
importance

1 The library services are easily available for us. 1 2 3 1 2 3

2 The library resources are appropriate for our needs. 1 2 3 1 2 3
3 I have access to the required material. 1 2 3 1 2 3

4 Up to date electronic catalogue is available in our
library.

1 2 3 1 2 3

5 Library staff is helpful in searching the required
material.

1 2 3 1 2 3

6 Attitude of library staff is always courteous. 1 2 3 1 2 3
7 Guidance services related to library use is sufficient

in our library.
1 2 3 1 2 3

8 There are suitable hours to use the library. 1 2 3 1 2 3
9 Our library has adequate services for book issuance

and return.
1 2 3 1 2 3

10 Fast speed internet service is available in our
library.

1 2 3 1 2 3

11 Online library facility is always available in our 1 2 3 1 2 3
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library.
12 Updated research journals are available in our

library.
1 2 3 1 2 3

13 Library of our university has adequate reading
rooms.

1 2 3 1 2 3

14 Reading rooms in our library are free of disturbance. 1 2 3 1 2 3
15 Copying services is available in our library. 1 2 3 1 2 3

Thanks for the cooperation
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Annexure-B
LIST OF SAMPLE UNIVERSITIES

The province of the Punjab

1. University of Sargodha, Sargodha

2. The Islamia University, Bahawalpur

3. University of the Punjab, Lahore

4. The Government College University, Faisalabad

The province of Khabar Pakhtoonkhawa

5. University of the Peshawar, Peshawar

6. Gomal University, Dera Ismail Khan

Province of the Sindh

7. University of Karachi, Karachi

8. University of Sindh, Jamshoro

Province of the Baluchistan

9. University of the Baluchistan, Quetta

Federal Area

10. Islamic International University, Islamabad

11. Karakorum International University, Gillgit
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Annexure-C

Tables on Reliability of Research Instrument
Reliability of individual item in the courses part

Question
No

Satisfaction Importance
Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

Corrected Item-
Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if
Item Deleted

1 .350 .813 .312 .853
2 .339 .814 .412 .849
3 .365 .812 .449 .848
4 .409 .810 .410 .849
5 .356 .813 .457 .847
6 .294 .816 .500 .845
7 .317 .815 .483 .846
8 .408 .810 .511 .845
9 .342 .813 .508 .845
10 .533 .803 .537 .844
11 .469 .807 .485 .846
12 .431 .809 .455 .847
13 .385 .811 .312 .865
14 .380 .811 .502 .846
15 .462 .807 .550 .843
16 .382 .811 .489 .846
17 .514 .804 .541 .844
18 .330 .814 .476 .846
19 .440 .808 .411 .849

Individual item on teaching
Question
no

Satisfaction Importance
Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

Corrected Item-
Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if
Item Deleted

1 .441 .888 .491 .916
2 .453 .888 .490 .916
3 .491 .887 .534 .915
4 .491 .887 .543 .915
5 .459 .888 .566 .915
6 .455 .888 .259 .928
7 .469 .888 .531 .915
8 .426 .889 .519 .915
9 .470 .888 .521 .915
10 .417 .889 .479 .916
11 .537 .887 .589 .915
12 .429 .889 .528 .915
13 .407 .889 .512 .916
14 .365 .890 .565 .915
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15 .475 .888 .493 .916
16 .371 .890 .425 .917
17 .487 .887 .515 .915
18 .499 .887 .565 .915
19 .451 .888 .578 .915
20 .445 .888 .551 .915
21 .460 .888 .538 .915
22 .481 .888 .545 .915
23 .318 .891 .536 .915
24 .386 .890 .548 .915
25 .382 .890 .597 .914
26 .411 .889 .503 .916
27 .363 .890 .542 .915
28 .493 .887 .543 .915
29 .485 .888 .560 .915
30 .340 .890 .533 .915

Item-wise reliability of classroom items
Question
no

Satisfaction Importance
Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

Corrected Item-
Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if
Item Deleted

1 .384 .809 .569 .887
2 .490 .800 .606 .885
3 .476 .802 .593 .886
4 .552 .795 .577 .887
5 .268 .818 .528 .889
6 .458 .803 .551 .888
7 .513 .799 .607 .885
8 .379 .809 .579 .887
9 .488 .801 .585 .886
10 .449 .804 .595 .886
11 .517 .798 .625 .884
12 .512 .799 .653 .883
13 .415 .806 .611 .885

Item-wise on reliability of library part
Question
no

Satisfaction Importance
Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

Corrected Item-
Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if
Item Deleted

1 .434 .809 .282 .906
2 .434 .809 .607 .879
3 .451 .808 .537 .882
4 .420 .810 .604 .879
5 .411 .811 .588 .880
6 .418 .810 .543 .881
7 .445 .809 .594 .879
8 .442 .809 .549 .881
9 .421 .810 .616 .879
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10 .449 .808 .620 .878
11 .463 .807 .641 .877
12 .439 .809 .631 .878
13 .475 .807 .646 .877
14 .415 .811 .601 .879
15 .397 .812 .616 .878

Annexure D
Validity of the Research Instrument

Concurrent validity Courses on satisfaction
Choic
es

Motivat
ion

Reflect
ive

Analyti
cal

Probl
em

Criti
cal

Lifelo
ng

Confi
dence ICT

Choices 1.000
Motivati
on

.240** 1.000

Reflecti
ve

.294** .417** 1.000

Analytic
al

.252** .429** .432** 1.000

Problem .235** .279** .273** .365** 1.000
Critical

.126** .235** .184** .339** .209** 1.00
0

Lifelong
.213** .349** .323** .438** .310** .308*

* 1.000

Confide
nce

.202** .350** .335** .421** .221** .323*

* .365** 1.000

ICT
.158** .302** .320** .358** .137** .248*

* .272** .352** 1.000

Importance
Choice
s

Motiv
ation

Reflec
tive

Analyt
ical

Proble
m

Critica
l

Lifelo
ng

Confid
ence ICT

Choice 1.000
Motivat
ion

.224** 1.000

Reflecti
ve

.260** .636** 1.000

Analyti
cal

.189** .545** .534** 1.000

Proble
m

.154** .337** .320** .445** 1.000

Critical .243** .342** .372** .436** .245** 1.000
Lifelon
g

.202** .508** .485** .591** .264** .378** 1.000

Confide
nce

.135** .399** .426** .456** .281** .294** .449** 1.000

ICT .113** .278** .276** .420** .206** .261** .397** .353** 1.000
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Concurrent validity teaching Satisfaction
Mang Mot Refle Creat Analy Life Feed Rel Act ICT Conf Ass Mng

Mang 1.000
Mot .444** 1.000
Ref .356** .420** 1.000
Crea .329** .396** .483** 1.000
Ana .265** .374** .422** .455** 1.000
Life .397** .479** .393** .414** .412** 1.000
Feed .307** .293** .255** .242** .191** .396** 1.000
Rel .438** .451** .340** .306** .373** .468** .339** 1.000
Act .310** .310** .329** .262** .308** .391** .318** .492** 1.000
ICT .135** .227** .275** .189** .282** .362** .203** .367** .376** 1.000
Con .176** .168** .296** .226** .280** .318** .295** .366** .455** .363** 1.000
Ass .345** .307** .338** .273** .319** .348** .308** .479** .480** .351** .462** 1.000
Mng .320** .280** .225** .226** .171** .159** .197** .262** .165** .069** .134** .347** 1.000

Concurrent validity on teaching importance

Man Moti Refle Creat Analy Life Feed Rel
Activ
e ICT Conf Ass Mang

ma
n

1.000

M
ot

.587** 1.000

Re
f

.415** .556** 1.000

Cr
e

.421** .433** .513** 1.000

An
a

.412** .489** .466** .519** 1.000

Lif .508** .498** .474** .569** .551** 1.000
Fe
ed

.350** .372** .314** .386** .368** .443** 1.000

Re
l

.559** .523** .505** .553** .465** .660** .468** 1.000

Ac
t

.439** .391** .410** .439** .406** .574** .315** .556** 1.000

IC
T

.404** .446** .479** .464** .455** .580** .358** .610** .536** 1.000

Co
n

.366** .401** .436** .388** .365** .501** .326** .579** .432** .603** 1.000

As
s

.359** .410** .389** .437** .398** .520** .368** .528** .451** .531** .554** 1.000

M
an
g

.342** .370** .368** .354** .314** .384** .345** .418** .341** .370** .417** .436** 1.000

** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)

Classroom Concurrent validity (satisfaction)
Physical Environment ICT

Physical 1.000
Environment .564** 1.000
ICT .573** .524** 1.000

** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)
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Classroom Concurrent validity (Importance)

Physical ICT Environment
Physical 1.000
ICT .740** 1.000
Environment .759** .695** 1.000

** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)

Library concurrent (Satisfaction)
Human
recourses

Updated Access

Human
resources

1.000

Updated .435** 1.000
Access .427** .464** 1.000

** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)

Library concurrent importance
Access Updated Human

resource
Access 1.000
Updated .812** 1.000
Human
resource

.705** .746** 1.000
** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)

Convergent validity of courses (satisfaction)

Q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
1 1.0

00
2 .28

5**
1.0
00

3 .17
6**

.23
0**

1.0
00

4 .18
2**

.25
8**

.26
9**

1.0
00

5 .14
1**

.15
1**

.23
1**

.31
4**

1.0
00

6 .07
8**

.09
1**

.09
0**

.11
7**

.25
5**

1.0
00

7 .12
5**

.08
3**

.10
9**

.17
4**

.19
9**

.21
5**

1.0
00

8 .22
5**

.05
2*

.17
8**

.15
4**

.15
7**

.09
4**

.28
5**

1.0
00

9 .14
9**

.20
5**

.14
4**

.22
5**

.12
3**

.06
4*

.11
2**

.26
2**

1.0
00

1
0

.16
8**

.19
6**

.16
4**

.24
5**

.25
3**

.16
6**

.23
6**

.18
8**

.21
2**

1.0
00

1
1

.15
8**

.16
0**

.18
4**

.14
2**

.15
1**

.18
4**

.13
4**

.21
6**

.13
5**

.37
2**

1.0
00

1
2

.23
5**

.16
8**

.12
8**

.21
9**

.16
4**

.19
2**

.06
6*

.25
7**

.21
6**

.23
6**

.29
7**

1.0
00

1
3

.12
6**

.15
1**

.13
4**

.17
8**

.07
9**

.12
6**

.12
4**

.16
4**

.12
3**

.28
6**

.38
5**

.20
9**

1.0
00

1
4

.21
1**

.11
6**

.15
6**

.18
6**

.15
9**

.20
4**

.09
8**

.22
0**

.22
8**

.35
8**

.21
4**

.22
9**

.32
3**

1.0
00

1
5

.18
9**

.20
4**

.22
1**

.21
1**

.23
9**

.13
4**

.13
1**

.20
9**

.04
7

.33
9**

.28
3**

.29
4**

.27
7**

.25
1**

1.0
00
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1
6

.13
4**

.24
0**

.10
0**

.13
8**

.16
3**

.15
9**

.13
7**

.11
3**

.22
3**

.23
4**

.20
9**

.18
8**

.20
8**

.20
3**

.24
7**

1.0
00

1
7

.20
2**

.23
1**

.19
9**

.30
9**

.12
8**

.17
2**

.19
2**

.21
1**

.20
1**

.37
6**

.27
6**

.22
1**

.14
3**

.16
4**

.33
3**

.23
2**

1.0
00

1
8

.14
3**

.13
2**

.15
3**

.03
8

.16
3**

.06
0*

.15
3**

.19
7**

.23
1**

.18
7**

.10
9**

.22
2**

.12
3**

.18
5**

.15
7**

.23
7**

.21
3**

1.0
00

1
9

.15
8**

.08
9**

.22
3**

.22
2**

.17
3**

.18
7**

.22
7**

.22
6**

.17
8**

.30
2**

.27
4**

.13
7**

.24
8**

.21
5**

.25
6**

.17
3**

.17
7**

.35
2**

1.0
00

** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)

Convergent validity of courses (importance)

Q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
1 1.0

00
2 .25

3**
1.0
00

3 .16
2**

.24
2**

1.0
00

4 .16
9**

.27
8**

.34
8**

1.0
00

5 .15
6**

.27
0**

.29
0**

.24
5**

1.0
00

6 .17
3**

.23
4**

.25
6**

.29
8**

.32
4**

1.0
00

7 .14
7**

.22
4**

.26
4**

.25
9**

.35
0**

.33
2**

1.0
00

8 .16
5**

.28
0**

.22
9**

.24
8**

.33
3**

.37
9**

.29
3**

1.0
00

9 .14
3**

.32
0**

.26
6**

.22
2**

.19
9**

.27
7**

.32
9**

.35
8**

1.0
00

1
0

.16
3**

.20
0**

.26
2**

.30
9**

.22
1**

.27
7**

.27
2**

.31
3**

.31
6**

1.0
00

1
1

.11
9**

.18
5**

.18
6**

.24
6**

.26
3**

.30
9**

.25
2**

.27
1**

.27
3**

.40
5**

1.0
00

1
2

.15
4**

.21
3**

.21
9**

.20
6**

.22
4**

.25
3**

.21
6**

.27
0**

.24
0**

.41
6**

.29
4**

1.0
00

1
3

.24
3**

.19
6**

.27
8**

.15
4**

.26
5**

.22
2**

.32
5**

.22
2**

.29
7**

.31
8**

.31
3**

.24
5**

1.0
00

1
4

.14
0**

.22
4**

.24
9**

.19
8**

.22
6**

.30
0**

.28
7**

.26
9**

.25
4**

.31
3**

.28
5**

.31
6**

.27
3**

1.0
00

1
5

.18
1**

.27
7**

.23
7**

.20
5**

.22
7**

.29
1**

.28
4**

.37
4**

.31
5**

.32
1**

.37
4**

.22
5**

.37
5**

.30
0**

1.0
00

1
6

.18
3**

.22
1**

.24
9**

.18
0**

.31
1**

.28
0**

.29
1**

.23
7**

.32
2**

.26
7**

.34
8**

.19
5**

.24
0**

.29
3**

.33
3**

1.0
00

1
7

.13
5**

.28
1**

.25
9**

.29
1**

.28
1**

.28
8**

.26
4**

.28
8**

.31
3**

.37
9**

.30
3**

.28
1**

.29
4**

.31
4**

.39
0**

.35
3**

1.0
00

1
8

.17
6**

.14
5**

.21
9**

.15
5**

.22
5**

.24
2**

.22
7**

.25
8**

.28
4**

.23
8**

.22
9**

.23
2**

.30
6**

.32
8**

.38
8**

.37
9**

.28
4**

1.0
00

1
9

.11
3**

.13
2**

.20
1**

.11
6**

.19
7**

.18
2**

.22
0**

.25
0**

.20
0**

.27
1**

.24
1**

.20
6**

.26
1**

.24
0**

.35
1**

.30
1**

.35
3**

.38
0**

1.0
00

** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)
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Convergent validity of teaching (satisfaction)

Q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
1 1.00

0
2 .396

**
1.00
0

3 .266
**

.316
**

1.00
0

4 .367
**

.311
**

.356
**

1.00
0

5 .226
**

.269
**

.301
**

.247
**

1.00
0

6 .225
**

.236
**

.301
**

.309
**

.277
**

1.00
0

7 .256
**

.201
**

.388
**

.269
**

.313
**

.373
**

1.00
0

8 .227
**

.257
**

.256
**

.216
**

.276
**

.348
**

.354
**

1.00
0

9 .247
**

.176
**

.321
**

.244
**

.263
**

.220
**

.362
**

.267
**

1.00
0

1
0

.124
**

.184
**

.253
**

.219
**

.283
**

.335
**

.325
**

.331
**

.336
**

1.00
0

1
1

.294
**

.356
**

.345
**

.361
**

.265
**

.350
**

.319
**

.324
**

.332
**

.288
**

1.00
0

1
2

.266
**

.209
**

.275
**

.238
**

.201
**

.268
**

.314
**

.259
**

.247
**

.233
**

.240
**

1.00
0

1
3

.182
**

.134
**

.206
**

.261
**

.162
**

.188
**

.266
**

.114
**

.160
**

.130
**

.251
**

.396
**

1.00
0

1
4

.188
**

.141
**

.171
**

.199
**

.104
**

.174
**

.190
**

.156
**

.171
**

.120
**

.202
**

.294
**

.368
**

1.00
0

1
5

.235
**

.225
**

.259
**

.311
**

.257
**

.237
**

.204
**

.203
**

.362
**

.227
**

.322
**

.206
**

.215
**

.228
**

1.00
0

1
6

.265
**

.248
**

.219
**

.266
**

.215
**

.198
**

.226
**

.191
**

.249
**

.073
**

.257
**

.251
**

.320
**

.255
**

.233
**

1.0
00

** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)

Convergent validity of teaching (satisfaction)

Q 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
1
6

1.00
0

1
7

.273
**

1.00
0

1
8

.323
**

.403
**

1.00
0

1
9

.198
**

.341
**

.277
**

1.00
0

2
0

.188
**

.229
**

.297
**

.263
**

1.00
0

2
1

.320
**

.294
**

.281
**

.304
**

.255
**

1.00
0

2
2

.200
**

.330
**

.280
**

.246
**

.247
**

.288
**

1.00
0

2
3

.168
**

.170
**

.129
**

.151
**

.181
** .032

.273
**

1.00
0

2
4

.175
**

.255
**

.191
**

.217
**

.126
**

.213
**

.386
**

.298
**

1.00
0

2
5

.123
**

.133
**

.206
**

.237
**

.239
**

.129
**

.326
**

.220
**

.349
**

1.00
0

2
6

.194
**

.198
**

.215
**

.144
**

.302
**

.298
**

.308
**

.116
**

.265
**

.321
**

1.00
0

2
7

.248
**

.235
**

.178
**

.269
**

.060
*

.230
**

.292
**

.215
**

.197
**

.225
**

.369
**

1.00
0
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2
8

.253
**

.258
**

.318
**

.234
**

.278
**

.337
**

.287
**

.162
**

.260
**

.308
**

.201
**

.233
**

1.00
0

2
9

.244
**

.348
**

.333
**

.250
**

.191
**

.296
**

.352
**

.121
**

.251
**

.200
**

.231
**

.384
**

.360
**

1.00
0

3
0

.197
**

.180
**

.164
**

.150
**

.256
**

.211
**

.078
**

-
.020

.069
**

.122
**

.177
** .042

.341
**

.240
**

1.00
0

** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)

Convergent validity of teaching (importance)

Q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
1 1.00

0
2 .377*

*
1.00
0

3 .413*

*
.404*

*
1.00
0

4 .403*

*
.331*

*
.410*

*
1.00
0

5 .299*

*
.295*

*
.392*

*
.418*

*
1.00
0

6 .317*

*
.253*

*
.341*

*
.400*

*
.443
**

1.00
0

7 .298*

*
.232*

*
.281*

*
.319*

*
.350
**

.381
**

1.00
0

8 .284*

*
.322*

*
.241*

*
.293*

*
.352
**

.314
**

.327
**

1.00
0

9 .288*

*
.250*

*
.363*

*
.283*

*
.258
**

.352
**

.358
**

.309
**

1.00
0

1
0

.297*

*
.252*

*
.269*

*
.393*

*
.306
**

.339
**

.310
**

.371
**

.386
**

1.00
0

1
1

.275*

*
.264*

*
.314*

*
.279*

*
.323
**

.216
**

.386
**

.342
**

.383
**

.320
**

1.00
0

1
2

.226*

*
.262*

*
.329*

*
.261*

*
.293
**

.281
**

.280
**

.288
**

.314
**

.166
**

.437
**

1.00
0

1
3

.354*

*
.255*

*
.289*

*
.262*

*
.287
**

.235
**

.268
**

.320
**

.334
**

.300
**

.396
**

.333
**

1.00
0

1
4

.328*

*
.354*

*
.284*

*
.308*

*
.329
**

.343
**

.323
**

.356
**

.329
**

.358
**

.339
**

.359
**

.395
**

1.00
0

1
5

.264*

*
.247*

*
.221*

*
.297*

*
.229
**

.210
**

.285
**

.344
**

.317
**

.277
**

.347
**

.230
**

.349
**

.312
**

1.00
0

1
6

.282*

*
.255*

*
.279*

*
.337*

*
.244
**

.279
**

.347
**

.263
**

.337
**

.276
**

.341
**

.393
**

.281
**

.311
**

.232
**

1.00
0

** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)
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Convergent validity of teaching (importance)

Q 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
1
6

1.00
0

1
7

.310
**

1.00
0

1
8

.405
**

.355
**

1.00
0

1
9

.322
**

.383
**

.366
**

1.00
0

2
0

.275
**

.295
**

.335
**

.345
**

1.00
0

2
1

.273
**

.331
**

.313
**

.405
**

.294
**

1.00
0

2
2

.255
**

.300
**

.383
**

.325
**

.332
**

.421
**

1.00
0

2
3

.265
**

.268
**

.307
**

.391
**

.312
**

.311
**

.359
**

1.00
0

2
4

.263
**

.356
**

.329
**

.320
**

.316
**

.295
**

.367
**

.431
**

1.00
0

2
5

.313
**

.288
**

.363
**

.386
**

.364
**

.393
**

.336
**

.454
**

.448
**

1.00
0

2
6

.224
**

.264
**

.328
**

.346
**

.316
**

.237
**

.297
**

.331
**

.394
**

.405
**

1.00
0

2
7

.290
**

.333
**

.371
**

.378
**

.300
**

.382
**

.265
**

.366
**

.329
**

.469
**

.314
**

1.00
0

2
8

.295
**

.265
**

.282
**

.368
**

.324
**

.297
**

.360
**

.330
**

.360
**

.393
**

.382
**

.414
**

1.00
0

2
9

.317
**

.345
**

.357
**

.335
**

.262
**

.355
**

.263
**

.337
**

.313
**

.453
**

.330
**

.442
**

.451
**

1.00
0

3
0

.345
**

.303
**

.372
**

.316
**

.229
**

.293
**

.313
**

.263
**

.333
**

.282
**

.386
**

.310
**

.362
**

.392
**

1.00
0

** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)

Classroom satisfaction

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1 1.00

0
2

.270** 1.00

0
3

.340** .275** 1.00

0
4

.273** .392** .379** 1.00

0
5

.281** .017 .191** .340** 1.00

0
6

.165** .077** .251** .168** 337** 1.00

0
.

7
.231** .388** .307** .274** .170** .292** 1.00

0
8

.125** .304** .202** .317** -.008 .254** .245** 1.00

0
9 .146** .227** .323** .340** .220** .295** .272** .260** 1.00
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0
1

0 .129** .181** .214** .345** .249** .227** .311** .216** .325** 1.00

0

1

1 .273** .312** .265** .270** .336** .241** .377** .182** .319** .341** 1.00

0

1

2 .234** .279** .262** .284** .108** .344** .301** .280** .305** .297** .317** 1.00

0

1

3 .137** .325** .184** .294** .042 .255** .255** .229** .268** .229** .216** .364** 1.00

0
**Significance at 0.01(2-tailed)

Classroom Importance

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1.000

.329** 1.000

.413** .424** 1.000

.409** .421** .364** 1.000

.342** .296** .364** .320** 1.000

.337** .409** .329** .397** .286** 1.000

.447** .425** .387** .383** .303** .363** 1.000

.343** .458** .399** .357** .301** .374** .415** 1.000

.364** .390** .417** .361** .297** .355** .438** .347** 1.000

.361** .361** .387** .364** .437** .334** .345** .386** .416** 1.000

.399** .402** .413** .368** .376** .329** .454** .410** .366** .401** 1.000

.372** .381** .411** .424** .381** .419** .385** .396** .428** .425** .424** 1.000

.339** .399** .429** .438** .314** .376** .367** .401** .375** .378** .422** .521** 1.000
** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)
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Library satisfaction

Q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1
1.00

0
2

.274
**

1.00

0
3

.368
**

.319
**

1.00

0
4

.118
**

.289
**

.240*

*

1.00

0
5

.268
**

.236
**

.139
*

.242
**

1.00

0
6

.276
**

.214
**

.258
**

.239
**

.290
**

1.00

0
7

.277
**

.203
**

.283
**

.181
**

.239
**

.376
**

1.00

0
8

.316
**

.205
**

.298
**

.131
**

.211
**

.195
**

.320
**

1.00

0
9

.280
**

.214
**

.166
**

.179
**

.180
**

.227
**

.228
**

.342
**

1.00

0
1

0
.124

**

.161
**

.196
**

.354
**

.216
**

.209
**

.264
**

.212
**

.255
**

1.00

0
1

1
.148

**

.294
**

.202
**

.338
**

.181
**

.189
**

.179
**

.208
**

.264
**

.357
**

1.00

0
1

2
.194

**

.204
**

.181
**

.329
**

.223
**

.290
**

.214
**

.140
**

.183
**

.299
**

.301
**

1.00

0
1

3
.175

**

.262
**

.319
**

.263
**

.201
**

.122
**

.237
**

.247
**

.161
**

.314
**

.286
**

.242
**

1.00

0
1

4
.272

**

.174
**

.156
**

.245
**

.165
**

.164
**

.141
**

.213
**

.257
**

.221
**

.240
**

.244
**

.387
**

1.00

0
.

1

5
.196

**

.189
**

.247
**

.117
**

.199
**

.113
**

.184
**

.283
**

.185
**

.189
**

.287
**

.245
**

.319
**

.249
**

1.00

0
** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)
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Library importance

Q
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1
1.000

2
.478** 1.000

3

.353** .324**
1.00

0
4

.419** .420**
.400

**

1.00

0
5

.355** .405**
.416

**

.413
**

1.00

0
6

.351** .377**
.395

**

.368
**

.381
**

1.00

0
7

.381** .389**
.323

**

.437
**

.425
**

.336
**

1.00

0
8

.356** .344**
.360

**

.321
**

.416
**

.328
**

.456
**

1.000

9

.405** .354**
.376

**

.347
**

.366
**

.407
**

.464
**

.442** 1.000

1

0 .357** .386**
.396

**

.501
**

.386
**

.439
**

.346
**

.463** .382**
1.00

0
1

1 .382** .369**
.336

**

.417
**

.426
**

.333
**

.459
**

.373** .433**
.511

**
1.000

1

2 .367** .344**
.385

**

.414
**

.408
**

.437
**

.379
**

.451** .450**
.424

**
.464**

1.00

0
1

3 .416** .422**
.361

**

.393
**

.449
**

.281
**

.482
**

.442** .431**
.453

**
.504**

.431
**

1.00

0
1

4 .366** .383**
.412

**

.325
**

.367
**

.377
**

.392
**

.408** .429**
.419

**
.468**

.470
**

.450
**

1.000

1

5 .366** .353**
.363

**

.345
**

.376
**

.288
**

.344
**

.379** .411**
.429

**
.451**

.475
**

.516
**

.458** 1.000

** Significance at 0.01(2-tailed test)

.


